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When you take up a subject for such as a newspaper or
journal, it has to be realized that the resulting volume may well
deviate as the activities of a day deviate. But then, again,
journals are entries of activities as revealed while books are
often novels or revelations unknown. We have “journals” so,
if it appears to you readers that we deviate to miserable extent
which produces non-continuity, we apologize. However, we
repeat:
We will, however, attempt to stick
to the topic of ETERNAL LIGHT flowing out of the
SIONS OF MAN to the extent that we do not exasperate your
patience. I never name the journals until AFTER the writings,

and my “forewords” will rarely be directly regarding the contents of the book
but usually, just another writing, which is usually also written after the fact.
When speaking on the truth of what “appears” to be reality in physical
density we actually are opening a can of butterflies which scatter in every
direction. You pinch yourself and, surely enough, you hurt, you bruise, and you
come to the recognition that you are! But YOU are not a body of some lumped
muscle, fat and bone. YOU are the image of GOD; YOU are the SPIRIT within
the housing you call body and readily available information is contained in your
computer brain for the operation of the body and living processes.
Since the “temporary” state of anything is but a passing realization, we have
to then consider as the REAL THING that which has no demise, THE SOUL
INVISIBLE which has infinite and eternal existence. Human physical is a
passing experience on a play stage equally as manifested in that physical format
for your quality of experience.
Therefore the play and the setting are the
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fathomable GOD CREATOR. The little bit that Man
does know of himself and his universe is what the eyes
and ears of his body have told him that they have seen
and heard about himself and his universe. But Man has
eyes and ears of the SPIRIT which see and hear what
Man’s sensing eyes and ears could and can never see or
hear, for man is still too new in his unfolding. He is
still but in the incursion of his beginnings-which,
by
the way, is very near the “ending” as you pass into the
greater universal expression.

Stepr
Toward
Understanding
Light
AndLife
MAN

WHILE THE SOUL is the permanent resident
of infinity.
This is no big deal except that what you do, and
your intent to perform, is that portion of self that
directs the interim journeys of soul. You produce
through “intent” the actuality of your eternal sojourn
through experiences unlimited.
I will define at this point,
and “Aberra” so that we can refer
to a mutually
understood definition of the terms. Your languages
and those “changes” which come about through trickery are what moves you off into a wrong impression. I
will first compare what you believe to be the term
“holocaust” as an example. You will, every time in this
day and age, refer mentally to a something which took
place against the Jews in Germany in WW-II. The
interesting point, however, is that few of the younger
generations even know it was in World War II, or where
is Germany or WHY anything took place other than
Shindler with his list of some kind.
The fact of the definition is a different thing:
“HOLOCAUST: 1. Wholesale destruction and loss
of life, especially by fire. 2. A sacrificial offering that
is wholly consumed by fire.” (Dictionary)
This is certainly a true representation
of what
YOUR GOVERNMENT DID IN WACO, TEXAS to the
Davidians, but does it fit the description of what happened in Germany?
No. It very well suits what
happened as the “Allies” (you) bombed Germany’s
Dresden homes and bedrooms, but NOT what happened
in any concentration camps. Death came, surely-but
not through “hofocaust”. Therefore, you must begin to
get the
separated from fact.
have the
that you “see ” “light”. No,
you can only visualize the presence of light as it reflects
from (bounces off) objects. Therefore, you SEE objects,
not light.
So, how about another couple of definitions:
ILLUSION.

- -‘-

ILLUSION: 1. Something that deceives by producing a false impression. 2. State or condition of being
deceived; misapprehension.
3. An instance of being
deceived.
4.
A perception that represents
what is perceived in a reality. 5. A very thin, delicate
tulle of silk or nylon having a cobwebbed appearance,
for trimmings, veilings, and the like. 6. Ohs. Act of
deceiving: deception; delusion; mockery.
Now, please pay attention.
Syn. 1. aberration, fantasy, chimera., etc.
An “illusion” is a false mental image or conception
which may be misinterpretation of a real appearance or
may be something imagined.
It may be pleasing,
harmless, or even useful.
Now I want to define “aberration” as we will find it
used in alchemy and other supposed circumstances:

ABERRATION
ABERRATION (of image): Distortion of shape,
color, focus, and density of images caused by imperfect
optical elements (i.e., lens, prism, mirror, screen, etc.)
Types such as coma, astigmatism, field curvature, distortion, and chromatic and spherical aberrations.
In “astronomy”, the apparent angular displacement of the position of a celestial body in the direction
of motion of the observer, caused by the combination of
the velocity of the observer and the velocity of light.
You can go look up for selves the “constant of aberration, planetary aberration*. You can also check and
compare “parallax”. In optics there is a specific deviation from perfect imagery, as, for example: spherical
aberration, coma, astigmatism, curvature of field, and
distortion.
You will have to work with all of these forms of
aberrations as you move along and certainly you have to
know when you have a distortion or a reality of, say,
orbiting electrons, etc., around the nucleus of an ATOM,
or perceptions as presented for your mental viewing of
false circumstances.
Now we can move on with an understanding of my
meaning and your reception.
TWO
SUPREME
ILLUSIONS
OF MAN
The reality of “Light” is fathomable to man onfy by
first solving his two supreme illusions in misperception.
The greater of these illusions is regarding the universe
itself. Man has never known his universe for that
which it is in reality, He can only recognize it for what
his senses have made him believe it to be. Therefore,
his senses deceive him and deceive him almost totally.
Looking now at the other illusion we find that to be
of Man himself. With only a few exceptions, Man has
never as yet known Man. Nor has he known his
relationship to the universe, nor to his still more un-

PHYSICAL

“SENSES”

Man senses. Man senses motion, change, sequence,
multiplicity, time, activity, life, death, good and evil.
Of these things he is most certain for he “feels” them,
“tastes” them, “touches” them, etc. His senses have
made him most certain of their substantial reality. In
the face of the fact that he has lived with his familiar
universe all his life, short or long, it is not easy for him
to accept the statement that it has no existence, that it
is all illusion, all of it. Nothing is left upon which to
even base the
itself. He can accept the
illusion of the railroad tracks meeting upon the horizon
as the eyes offer depth perception to the brain, but the
railroad tracks are real, even though their seeming
“meeting” is not. They, at least, still remain as a basis
for their own illusion.
A MIRAGE of a city or an Oasis is comprehensible
to man as some kind of illusion. He knows it does not
exist in “reality” but he also knows of the reality of the
city which thus repeats itself, ghostlike, in the mirrors
and lenses of light waves of the heavens above the city.
To tell him that the city, as well as its own mirage, has
no existence is to lay too heavy a burden of realization
upon his credulity and patience (mostly patience). Yet
that is what the very secret mystery of Light would
reveal, and that is what you must tell, simply and
convincingly, to others, churchman and scientist alike,
and in a language standard and method which each
requires for his conviction.
Whereat and in comes our work, readers, in the
manner laid out that each might come into understanding
and do so within his given realm of perception. And,
what does
mean? Well, you must come, therefore,
and know God, His universe, and Man-with other eyes
than your sensing ones.
The eyes of the Spirit are not “sensing” notions of
perception but KNOWING visualization. GOD has the
reality of knowing and can focus on HIS “one” idea as
is ultimately expressed quite explicitly.
Therefore,
without realization and thought processing, that “one
idea” could not become many “one ideas” which inelude YOU in the stage setting.
Next comes the perception of “motion” which is
absolutely mandatory for experiencing.
Without motion His cosmic play could not be played, nor could its
actors be anything. Without change His undivided One
Idea could not unfold. Without what you call “time”
expression there could be represented no “sequence” of
events. Therefore God has an idea and it is presented,
with you included, and it is expressed in manifested
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form. YOU ARE THE THOUGHT PROJECTION OF
GOD. Without motion, time, change and sequences,
the unfolding of God’s Mind imaginings could not have
measured space for the stage settings. In other expression, there could be no screen
upon which to project His
Light.
Learn to realize that perceptions in your experience are
God’s imaginings.
But know
particular lesson is
that they are but unfoldingpatmakes it hard by
of His knowing projected
itself.
directly through His thinking.
In this knowing can then come
the perception of the necessary
sensing to allow human physical to “think” in his environment. In this realization you
can begin to recognize that time
is naught, nor are there moving things which change; nor
is there life, nor death, nor cold, nor heat, nor good, nor
bad in that wondrous universe of Him within Himself.
WHY
You can’t actually “see” God because HE IS NOT
THE REFLECTION OF YOUR LIGHT-YOU
In the beginning, God, the Father we lovingly call Him, is LIGHT
of SPIRIT whom no Man can “see”. The dwelling place
of the Father is the Kingdom of Heaven, and it is
without form and is actually what you might call, a
void. An empty stage ifyou will. But in the LIGHT lays
And, further, in the Light IS Being. IN the
seed is the desire for Being. The Father knows His own
“Idea”. He knows it as a unit of “one” idea which then
goes forth to be expressed as ONE IDEA but with
multiples of facets and, at the least, in a duality of
energy expression.
But where does “man” fit into this idea?
This particular lesson is a hard
one, for Man, himself, makes it hard by his unknowing
of the Law itself.
more

more

“give”
In every cycle, readers, is a giving portion and
a receiving portion-half
and half. This is called
giving and regiving. Nature forever unfolds into many
for the purpose of refolding into the one again. Each
individual must come to manifest this law for it is a
universal law and will not just go away. People are
forever wanting to run another’s life FOR them. It is
IMPOSSIBLE TO ACHIEVE. You, no matter how hard
you TRY to live FOR another, you cannot. You are still
expressing your life as trying to live for that other and
the other is experiencing less but it is still “his” experience, which in this instance is to be deprived of doing
something for himself.
These are the same principles which must be considered in warring games.
will forever war with
man until he learns to give his all with the full expectation of equal receiving, and never taking that which
is not “given” as an earned reward for this giving.
There is now not only giving and regiving but
act of
power which TAKES and TAKES some more. This
unbalance will destroy any civilization.
How do we achieve the success of KNOWING? You
first have to realize that there is a “Power Source” and
the definition of the substance produced we will call
“LIGHT”. Light can be brought forth onto the stage of
actors to visualize the setting and Light can be poured
forth on the secret actions and dialog as stashed in the
unknowing portion of the play. The LIGHT, however,
that saves the SOUL is that which is allowed to shine
forth on the reality of that which resides eternally
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within self. This is then, in turn, called
Therefore “knowledge” in TRUTH becomes the goal of
experience. Without knowing, you can have no “direction” of proper flow into the higher understanding of
either self or universe.
You can
escape disaster by
not knowing how
This
your TV works in
receiving pictures
a hard one, for Man, himself,
which, by the way,
his unknowing of the Law
YOU have to decipher in the brain,
but you

God and Source for he longs to be with the ONENESS
again from that of which he is created. You are simply
the great swirling infinity of spiraling light coalesced
into wondrous manifestation that has taken FORM that
you might experience, with your senses, the magnificence, for God, too, desires to share and experience all.
You can’t “shake” God. HE is with you no matter where
you might go and what you might do.
Consider what you do in your secret places! If you
put self into the gutter in despair or disgrace-you
take
God. If you exalt God from the highest mountain top,
you take God with you. YOU CANNOT HIDE FROM
GOD ANY MORE THAN YOU CAN SUCCESSFULLY
HIDE FROM SELF!
Ah, but readers, there IS full explanation of meaning when you proclaim that “God is Light”. There is
physical (physics) proof of that statement in scientific
“.
FACT. You are so steeped in mystical and mythical
teachings by those who were ignorant or deliberate in
their lies that you don’t longer know that there is
PROOF if you would but look and hear.
I, Hatonn, come within that wondrous LIGHT of
The day, however, has now arrived when all ManKNOWING, that Light which is shared upon us all, kind must KNOW what is meant when the great teachthrough us all and within us all as we are allowed ers have said, “God is Light.” Why? Because you
expression in the Idea of God. Ah, would it not be march to the drum-beat ofdisaster as you pass INTO the
wondrous if we could simply express HIS “ideal”?
darkness rather than running into the lighted truth of
So, who might I be and what is in a name? Nothing. LIFE. The cycle grows short in sequence and your
What is within a “being”, however, is ALL. So, I further dalliance shall undo you.
express in LIGHT in service and in giving. I will share
I realize we toss myriads of swirling words in our
what I AM, what I can and what you will receive, efforts to allow for understanding and you become lost
Neither I, nor any, can do more.
in portions which yet elude your comprehension. There
Remember the old truth: “God is Light”? GOD IS is, however, no need for despair for Knowing simply IS,
LIGHT! The opposing term is DARKNESS. Note I did readers, just as God “simply” IS. The “KNOWING”
NOT say “white and black”4
said “light” and “dark- must also come. It is the time, now, for bringing
ness” (truth and lie, seeing and blind, knowing and together, AGAIN, thefragments ofexplanations wherein
ignorance, etc.) You perceive “light” as being “white” those who are ready for knowledge can grasp the senssimply because you have no other meaning available ing and allow it to become
other than perhaps “transparent, containing all col- are not ready in their journey, it will come if you do not
ors”. Darkness is the same problem to describe, only it turn away. Continue on with us and we will show the
comes
“black” for lack of the description “absence way for
of any color”, OR, radiation vs. lack of radiation.
How can I offer examples of realization? I can’t do
a very good job of it for each person has his own
perception. 1 will suggest as example on a small scale
the position of an author and writer who considers the
Every descriptive term in ANY and ALL languages impression of words on a printed page to represent his
will reference GOD as
God is recognized, as is vision of a “play” unfolding or unfolded.
It is his
LIGHT,
with alldream, his life
work, his pain
knowing, all-seeing,
all-present,
all-beand his joy. So
GOD IS LIGHT
ing. These definibe it. He considers himself
a
tions serve our purEvery descriptive term in ANY and ALL languages
poses well if we
writer.
will reference GOD
God is recognized, as is
didn’t ever have furDharma
ther or higher realwrites!
My, does
LIGHT, with all-knowing, all-seeing, all-present, allDharma write.
ization.
being. These definitions serve our purposes well if we
She would win
Without light all
didn’t ever have further or higher realization
things perish. Even
all records
in
in the greatest depths
and
of the oceans wherein
life seems to be, at the least, resting, there IS life and yet she neither considers herself to’be an author or a
will tell you that she is a secretary until
thus, there MUST be light. To the human eye it may “writer”.
well be indiscernible at such depth but, nonetheless,
her “purpose” is disclosed. She will tell you that she
light is there for God is there and with God goes and writes her visions only occasionally and paints MY
comes that which is projected as LIGHT. There are PICTURES on this daily type-and-pick every day. Is
many forms of illumination, readers, from the radiance there a difference? Indeed, but to all others the percepof self-projected luminescence, to the glare of laser tion is very different from her own. My perception will
beams and, in further FACT, to that which moves be different from the “others” AND HERS. We cannot
BEYOND sound waves. MOST of what is reality and know for sure until the LIGHT IS SHED ON MYSELF
presence, is unseen and unheard with the limited senses and lessened on her stage! Does this make sense to you?
I could even word that last question differently: “Does
of Man.
We speak of that which is evident to our senses and
therefore we speak of things great and small as descriptions, yet, ALL is most tiny compared to the vastness of
infinite universe, that greater “All”. Man comes forth
All knowledge is held within the wondrous realizaand overlooks his most wondrous attribute: that he, too,
is nothing except Light and he, being “Light” also, is as tion of LIGHT with its even more wondrous mysteries.
God in reflected image for God is Light. Man searches, It is not hidden in mystical secret worlds of hidden
seeks and fails to recognize, calculates and figures intent. In LIGHT all is projected. Although it is all
while looking for that which is NOT in his hope to find around Man, he cannot seem to see it for it reflects too
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many myriads of infinite other creations back into his
senses. That which Man cannot “see” is therefore
somehow incomprehensible to him. In this same circumstance God then becomes unseen as is the wind, but
do not err in that assumption of absence for the wind is
unseen but is definitely “there” and, yes indeed, the
wind itself is comprised of LIGHT.
The next realization
must be that Man
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moving things. You have no teachings to cause you to those errors in choice. There are places abundant to
so much as consider the entire material electric uni- allow for their onward growth, for ultimately EACH
verse to be the illusion which it is, there being no will know truth and come to act in truth.
reality to it whatsoever; so you continue to play with
All things progress in cycles. This includes civiyour perceived bits of matter and miss the whole point. lizations. New comprehension periodically transforms
You then have someone like Einstein come along mankind into higher beings. A new cycle, of which
and toss off on you some theory regarding relativity and shall take around three thousand of your years in
you go off on tan- counting, is now in its birthing. God’s omniscience,
gents of foolish- omnipotence and omnipresence are centered in the
The next realization must be that
You consciousness of every Man; but few there are who
ness.
” . He has advanced far
haven’t
the know of the Oneness of their Self-Soul with the Univertvhrzt
He has
in realizing how to deal with
slightest iota of sal Self-Soul. Even the most learned of Man will forget
advanced far in realizing how to deal with portions
portions of matter but still
truthful knowl- the absolute pattern of CYCLES. Ah, but each cycle
of matter but still there is not understanding of the
there is not understanding
edge of the cause fulfilled brings Man nearer to his awareness of his
of the true source nor the
true source nor the “why” of matter. Our efforts
of that perceived Oneness with the LIGHT of his Self-Source.
“why” of matter. Our efMankind will come to realize that truth itself is
curvature
of
are focused on showing you the “what” of matter.
forts are focused on showspace, nor the indeed simple. He will also find that there is ultimate
ing you the “what” of matvoidance of that “simplicity” in balance.
Rhythmic balanced interter. I have, among others,
curvature
in change between all pairs of opposing expressions is
made this effort prior to, most surely, this writing and planes of zero curvature at wave field boundaries. Not natural and, in human relationships, is the consumyet only a tiny, tiny few have been able to transfer the a person knows for physical sureness how it is that mate art of God’s universe of Light. By the way, it is
realization of “knowing” into reality. I do not bring crystals get their various shapes. Your “old” world also the “law”. It is this one fundamental Universal
forth puzzles simply to annoy you and frustrate myself. would be amazed to know that those shapes of crystals Law wherein lays the balanced continuity of all creative
1 do have to face the fact that what you really want to are determined in space by the shapes of the wave fields expression in God’s “electric” “wave” universe of what
know is THIS truth but your focus is more toward the which bound the various elemental structures.
I do are two conditioned lights in what seems to be motion
possibility of money decline and earthquake predic- misspeak in one instance here for there are a minute and which record God’s one whole idea of Creation into
tions. Most people don’t want to KNOW truth because few who have realized the truth and, therefore, recog- countless seemingly separate parts of the WHOLE idea.
with KNOWING comes RESPONSIBILITY and fear of nize errors. However, even these few continue to go
erring. And what is wrong with erring? You can only forth and tinker and speculate on things which have no
MISPERCEPTIONS
learn by experiencing, error or otherwise. Once you basis in reality nor TRUTH.
know truth you will have less tendency to those prior
Man in general has not the slightest conception of
Why the misperceptions? Oh, Man drifts through
errors of choice and yes, indeed, it does then become a what constitutes the very life principle, nor the prin- without much thought or care to other than what he is
DELIBERATE ACT, WHILEKNOWING, IFYOU ACT ciple of growth, nor the simultaneous unfoldmenttold and what experiences are presented to express.
IN EVIL WAYS. Therefore, it becomes the “fear of refoldme& principle which
Then it comes that ages pass
responsibility” which slows your journey to a full stop repeats all patterns in Naand more misinformation is
position.
absorbed and acted on and
ture sequentially and records
You as physical Man have not begun
and voids them as they are
thus this cycle of deepening
to scratch the surface of the patterns
WHAT
OF
repeated. You can present
ignorance buries, eventuknown to you as energy, electricity,
and manufacture replicas;
ally, the mind consciousness
UNSEEN
WONDERS7
magnetism,
gravitation
and radiation.
of the individual as well as
you cannot even begin to
Unseen wonders abound about you and some you simulate true LIFE. Neither
that of society. Many are
You have learned to play with them,
recognize, acknowledge and acclaim while not actually are you aware of that recordthe ages of preparation for
change them into serviceable or destruc“seeing” them. Usually, however, at upstart of offer- ing principle by means of
worthiness to hear truth for
tive toys and partially locate a few of
ing, they are laughed at, denied and stoned along with which Creator carries forth
Man’s consciousness is inthe presenters. You as physical Man have not begun to the sum totals of every sesulated from his Source by
their actions, but you certainly have NOT
scratch the surface of the patterns known to you as quential cycle in His unfoldthe sensations of his electrithe slightest
TRUE KNOWLEDGE
of
energy, electricity, magnetism, gravitation and radia- ing and refolding universe
cally conditioned body, that
them.
tion. You have learned to play with them, change them unto the very end of its manisensing body, which he
into serviceable or destructive toys and partially locate festations upon one planet
wrongly thinks of as being
a few of their actions, but you certainly have NOT the and its beginning on a new
his “mind” and his personal
slightest TRUE KNOWLEDGE of them.
You can one. You just continue to pronounce and shout “big Self. What he refers to as objective human mind is but
develop bombs of them and yet have no way to control bang” or “creation of little fishes” or, or, or -all of the seat of electric sensations of his body. What he
that which you developed.
which bear not the slightest connection with how it is. mistakes for “thinking” is but an electric awareness of
As we move on into the subject of octaves, elements
“LIGHT” holds the answer to All of these hereto- things sensed and recorded within the cells of his brain
and components of the “unseen” and “visible” world, fore unanswered questions, and all the rest, which the for repetitive usage through what is termed “memoyou, for instance, don’t even know the purpose of the sages have not yet solved nor known enough to ask. lies”. Memories have no more relation to knowledge of
so-called “inert gases” or WHAT THEY ARE. Even the This revelation of the nature of Light is the inheritance
Universal Mind which is in Man than Capital Records
most highly trained scientists
do not have full of MAN in this time in which he finds himself experi- Company is related to the source of the recordings they
comprehension, or at the least “correct” comprehenencing, a time of great revealing and comprehension,
sell.
sion, of those very “inert gases”. I use this as an You want to “prove” God? Herein is proof of God,
What Man refers to as his “subjective” mind is his
example only, for inert gases are the most MISUNDER- through methods and standards acceptable to science consciousness, his spiritual storehouse of all-knowlSTOOD of all “things” on your charts and-tables in the AND religion alike. It lays a spiritual foundation under edge, all power, and all presence. That consciousness
scientific tields of study.
the present material one of science, which you don’t is his Self, his eternal Self through which his omniI have to back up even further now and state that understand any better than the invisible one, and al- science, omnipresence and omnipotence is expressed as
you don’t have the CORRECT structuring of atoms nor lows for truth in religion instead of the mythological
he slowly becomes aware of their presence within him.
the gyroscopic principle which determines that very tales of inaccurate repetition built to control you.
Remember that this can also be called “subconsciousn
structure-nor
the workings and movement which exWill Man understand7 Eventually. It matters not mind and that portion of your being can be lied to as
trudes through deformed atoms the expulsion of elec- for it is OUR mission to commit the fragments of truth well as can your mind. You are subconsciously being
trons in monatomic atoms. Is this too technical for to you and it is yours to do with those truths that which programmed by OTHERS, constantly.
When YOU
you? Why do you assume this to be? Is it not that you you will. If Man will but come to attention, the two actually take control of these programming responsisimply have not had interest nor been exposed to the greatest elements in civilization, religion and science, bilities and open those robot minds-you
can achieve
answer to the questions regarding these things7 Only can thus find unity in marriage as you might define the anything you desire and it can be achieved in TRUTH.
a finite few on your place have even heard of the most coalition.
Will Man do it? On your planet of earth
As always, however, the choice of this opening
important of all physics principles which is recognized
matter, probably not, but at some time on some earth opportunity is through ONLY your own choosing.
by us as the VOIDANCE principle. It can be called by orb, MAN WILL. Why do I know this? Because it is the
My parting words as we begin these lessons on
other labels but “voidance” is the most suitable English projection of God that it be so and, therefore, it will be “light”? LET THERE BE LIGHT! Good morning,
word to describe the phenomenon. We find that almost so. My intention is to make it so that you can under- students. May I be a good “cohan” (professor) and may
none of you know anything about the lenses and mirrors stand if at all possible. You who make the choice to you desire to learn so that you may be the adept “chela”
of space which are the very CAUSE of ILLUSION in all NOT see nor hear shall be allowed the consequences of (student) .in this magnificent. journey to truth and un-
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of this great man shall never be given place of record in However; that too, is only from the ones from your place
the Books of Life. Oh indeed, he fell to the gentle call ,‘tiho play in those places.
Did these “people” come from Pleiades? Some of
of the sirens and, in the fall, his work is all burlost to
mankind for those that followed are dol serving God them, but mostly NO. However, those of the groups
STARTING
OVER
but, rather, SELVES. This isquite fine, readers, for the called the Plains Indians, as did the actual Hopis, come
The Hopis were simply
rewards of this are tl%cycling back upon them in like from Pleiades constellation.
We wrote a series of journals in which we greatly KIND. EVERYTHING IN LIFE IS ONLY UP OR brought underground to be secured and cared for. It is
honored the visionists who came before us, but in your DOWN--IN SPIRAL FORM. YOU CAN CYCLE IN from this very action that they came to believe they
were birthed from
courts of injustice the POINTS were lost ii the maze of -.THE SPIRAL UPWARD
the Earth and have
foolishness of lawyers, court jesters, and everything
UNTO
THE
HIGHER
I have told you over and over again that the Sipapus which alOF GOD-OR
that makes a clown-show. The first named defendant “LIGHT”
low for the SPIRIIN CONdidn’t even make an appearance nor was he (and she) DOWNWARD,
PRQBLEM VISITORS are NOT IN OUTER
TUAL coming and
ever required to do so. Our own attorney served that CEPT, INTO THE LOWER
SPACE! Your own nightmares are birthed and going to and from
party in opposition to us WHILE OUR PEOPLE PAID DENSITY OF THE OPPOlocked
to your own land-based entities. You have those underground
THE ATTORNEY FOR THIS ACT OF MALPRAC- SITE OF GOD. From this
NOTHING to fear from true outer space. You living spaces.
TICE. This shall not happen again if we can help it. very FACT of experience
What is the
the
concept
of
Those were works of great importance and, now, comes
certainly have lots to concern about in the orbiting
difference,
then,
and/or
“hell”.
because of such lack of any proper focus in the case, we “heaven”
spaces allowed in your atmosphere and close outer
in belief?
Well,
can’t use that material as presented prior to now. “Heaven” is total “freedom”
shells within your own solar system. However,
when the great catTherefore, we move on to the input of others who have in the LIGHT of right-ness.
specifically offered their own separate findings in the “Hell” is the absence of God
that too, is only from the ones from your place aclysms came before, some were
“LIGHT” while bound totally
rkalms
LIGHT.
who play in those places.
into
brought
How bad did it get? Well, in one paper I tried to by the PHYSICAL perception
“space” for safety
stress the importance of the material involved, this af “things” mortal. Human
and some were
being while there were books available. I said some- experience on a level of third
thing to the effect of these volumes (I didn’t write them) dimensional “choices” makes the call for which direc- taken underground for safety and that realization rebeing so important that if there was possibility of “beg, tion you travel when you leave the old body for a new mains in the hand-me-down truth of the oral traditions.
The SOURCE of human is the same; the saving of the
one.
borrow or steal” a copy to read, it would be enlightenraces is all that is different.
The brothers from the
ing. I don’t argue that the words may well have been
LIGHT, as is recognized, are by far more ADVANCED
ALIENS
FROM
ill-chosen, but then, that is a cute phrase that you have
than those bound by the tunnels of existence in sepa“OUT
THERE”
SOMEWHERE
used throughout your history to emphasize importance
ration from the SUN.
of a focus. The statement was placed in quotes for the
Many of the TRUE underground races hope to be
Is it important from whence comes an “alien” from
full intent of emphasis and quotation but Dharma was
the Cosmos? Yes. Let us look even closer to your home able to “surface”. They also must know how to handle
again accused of contempt of court and “advertising”
books banned by the particular court in hearing. Actu- for the response. Does it make a difference to the you people who will be taken below ground for your
ally there NEVER WAS A “HEARING”-EVER!
The Government of the U.S. if a “cosmo-naught” coming to “saving” in mortal form. They too are working through
misery, however, is great enough to cause us to cer- Washington D.C. is from Libya, South Africa, the their learning processes for upward mobility instead of
SOVIET UNION, Russia, or Israel? Oh yes, IT DOES. being locked to the “Hell” of Earth darkness. Do I
tainly take a different approach and leave the adversarBut what of the simple things such as ABDUC- speak figuratively?
NO! I speak “literally”.
Guess
ies out of the loop in total.
Since there will come a place in our writings that TIONS by aliens and all that “stuff’? Those “abduc- where the evil multitudes of controllers PLAN TO GO
will require “Periodic Tables” we will give full honor tions” are usually NOTHING even resembling the sto- FOR SAFETY? GOD’S PEOPLE WILL BE REMOVED
and present now respected and confirmed information.
ries offered, BUT, there is sinister meaning in the TO THE OUTER-SPACE SECURITY.
We have that information in a much more easily seen presentations. Do such things happen? Indeed,but not
CYCLE of presentation from Tom Astley of South from a brotherhood of higher universal man in space
KHAZARIAN
SERPENT
PEOPLE
Africa so we will present the tables as a variety with, out-there!
hopefully, the periodic tables as used in scientific
Let us move back in our lessons quite a way, to
authority. However, please know that on the accepted
UNDERGROUND
CIVILIZATIONS
when we spoke of the Khazarian Serpent People. This
tables of consideration, many, many things are missing
is the label the Khazarians gave themselves: “Serpent
and numbers were not even assigned to allow for recogAs soon as the man involved in authoring an up- People”. All you need do is LOOK at the former Prime
nition of those things which have later been discovered.
coming book can get information to us, we will begin to Minister of Israel, Yitzhak Rabin, and SEE that he was
share the facts as found and investigated on the exist- DIRECTLY FROM this race of aliens. The Khazarian
PLEIADES
CONNECTIONS
ence of your inner-Earth PEOPLE.
tribes were warring “little” people, quite gray in colThere are massive efforts being made to, as we oring and, until they interbred (read the
What focus got the most entertainment value in the write here today, map and establish the locations of the were a tiny people of shrewd commercial abilities and
courtroom?
Our labeling of the series of journals “ancient” tunnel systems and inner Earth dwelling always at war. They lived by the adversarial rules
“Pleiades Connection”.
The thought that there could locations.
opposite those of Creator God. THEY STILL DO!
be any kind of higher assistance seemed to boggle the
The“people” of the races represented originally, of
They must now, by the LAWS of Universal Law,
minds of all concerned.
Even the Plaintiff could say course, came from the Cosmos. However, as changes leave God’s people of Light-alone,
once established.
that “his” client had “higher information from God” came and cataclysms happened, there was need for But, they are allowed to CONVINCE you through
but we were categorized as “those E.T.s”. So, I ask you attending the needs of survival for some of the races of MIND to join them if you choose to so do. I toss this in
a very important question: If it looks like God, walks people on the surface.of the Earth. You will find that as a warning. You go join the dark actions of the
(or floats) like God, is not. cemented to Earth terra the Hopi Indians know all about these undergrdund
perpetrators of injustice and crime, while advocating
firma, has LIGHT AS SOURCE AND PROJECTION,
Earth dwellers and brothers. They refer to the serpent the “acceptance of all actions”, and YOU will either be
what is it? GOD IS LIGHT AND THAT MEANS races and “ant” people. I hate to tell you squeamish blown away as the wars flame up or you will end up in
ENLIGHTENMENT and no cute E.T. can compare to people that the visitors are benevolent and wondrous as the craters of underground lockdown. Heaven or Hell
THAT E.T. E.T.? Well, what would you call God who to goodness-BUT
they have now been crossed by every is of your own choosing.
is THE LIGHT OF CREATION and certainly, other dastardly thing your own rulers could garner and crossNow, I can offer you volume after volume on LIGHT
than being affixed in soul to mankind, is not glued to breed. Mostly the residual TRUE people are GOOD ,and, unless you choose to use the LIGHT, you are not
You can
your silly planet? By ANY label you can “beg, borrow, PEOPLE but living in the absence of GOD LIGHT has going to get off your prison planet-period!
or steal”, this IS the meaning of EXTRATERRESmade them quite robotic in presentafion.
play your silly games of this receiver or that receiver
TRIAL. GOD is as dense as the tree and as invisible as
Reinember the “green ants” spoken of yesterday? and prattle till the cows come home with or without
the wind-man
is in-between somewhere with, suppos- Well-wherefrom
do myths begin?
milk, BUT, the FACTS are that you will not get off your
edly, intelligence capabilities which are so well hidden
I have told you over and over again that the PROB- planet alive in body or, in probability, sound mindas to be the REAL mystery of the Universe.
LEM VISITORS are NOT IN OUTER SPACE! Your unless you choose TRUTH IN LIGHT! I CARE NOT
Let me assure you of something, readers: if ONE own nightmares are birthed and locked to your own WHO TELLS YOU OTHERWISE.
can receive from GOD, more than one can receive from land-based entities. You have NOTHING to fear from
Narrow? YES INDEED! All you are doing with
GOD. In fact, everyone can receive from God and you true outer space. You certainly have lots to concern your silly quibbling
need to know
NOW.
about in the orbiting spaces allowed in your atmosphere sorting
The parties who came to control the works and gifts
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I can promise you that you WILL NOT LIKE IT! THE
CARETAKERS DON’T LIKE IT BUT THEY SURELY
ARE LEARNING THEIR HARD LESSONS IN HOPES
OF BREAKING FREE AND GOING HOME TO THEIR
INDIVIDUAL “SPACE” HOMES ONE DAY.
You will find the cross-breeds of these races very
robotic and unemotional. The higher state of being of
the REAL and TRUE beings are spiritual and wondrously GOOD. The Etherians who dwell as teachers
with them are guides of the highest form and are
basically structured of light in an almost invisible
form.

they going to be sound of body or soul. Those who are
GOOD and have been bound to the Earth shall be risen
and taken to their higher places of expression while
those of density and foolish intent in the LIE will be left
to dwell with the underground tribes.
Does this mean the Hopis, as a for instance example, are primitive underground dwellers of the dark
forces? Cer@inly NOT. STOP YOUR SILLINESS,
GROW UP AND GET A LIFE. I am here to tell you:
THIS IS SERIOUS BUSINESS WE ARE ABOUT AND
IT IS YOUR BUSINESS! Where will YOUR SOUL be
when the BIG plagues hit, the collapse comes, the
SHIFT happens? It behooves you to look at that carefully for time is speeding up in perception and you may
ARE THESE
SECRETS
not have opportunity to put off your choosing much
OF THE
UNIVERSE?
longer as the sequences pour in one upon the last. 1 call
I suppose if you consider that you perhaps don’t it, at the least, climax time, even if we do not consider
know this truth as being presented, it is considered a Armageddon or Cataclysmic Catastrophe OR
“secret” and a “mystical” unknown. Howev ,r, it is
Do you actually think WE CARE WHAT YOU
NEITHER SECRET nor MYSTICAL.
If you don’t
know about this then I guess you can consider it “mys- THINK ABOUT US if it be denial or negative? Come
now, readers; we come from the Cosmos so your little
terious” until you come to KNOW the facts.
Are the brothers from outer-space higher beings mortal imaginings and self-centered ego-trippings do
than the little ones under the Earth? Yes-in enlight- not interest us very much. I am not here to CONVINCE
enment and soul advancement.
When you go back to you of ANYTHING-I am here to GET GOD’S PEOPLE!
the “cave”, brethren, you become quite stinted, stunted, You will WANT to join us or you will NOT JOIN US!
Is this understood? If not, then
and dense. You can move
make an effort to come into
in your “spiral” upward or
Consider this fact: LIFE is “compresability to UNDERSTAND. Or,
downward. Which direciion will your soul move
sion”; DEATH is “expansion”; and ALL take your opinions and get out
from YOUR GRAVE?
is electric-ALL
IS LIGHT-and
GOD of our space. There is a major
task before us in preparation
After that choice, which
IS THE ONE LIGHT FROM WHENCE
for whatever
comes,
and
direction will you move?
YOU
AND
CREATIONS
ARE
whether or not YOU like it
Oh yes, it becomes very
makes not one iota of differimportant.
BIRTHED OR “BORNED”. -ence.
If you knew how to
Friends, I am humble
change things so all-fired
to be in your service as
teacher for together we CAN come to KNOWING within “YOUR WAY”, then WHY HAVE YOU NOT DONE
the ALL which is the Light of Creation. -1shall not join SO? I am reminded of the visitors who giggled at our
you, however, if you choose the lower spiraling cycles fun little circle here and said loudly in a silly presentadownward. I will offer to each and ALL. Truth. Be- tion of “Bv God I am eoina to do God’s work, but I am
to do it MY WAY.1, So be it, I note that “your
yond that, I go one way and
shall go the other if it
. .
__
be your choice. I do not drag, push or abduct. YOU way” has NOT WORKED anything but poverty and
CHOOSE! It can’t hurt you to live in goodness and it failure! Why don’t we USE God’s way for a change?
might just save your bacon! You who think you are
You can get along with us in just one way: Admit to
making brownie points for knocking and hacking at my self and us that you don’t know everything! From that
team are making your own grave which empties down- base we can accomplish miracles. Set aside the ego and
ward but that, too, is YOUR choice.
we can work wonders but I, for one, am weary of trying
Henceforth you shall have had opportunity to learn to not injure all your little “feelings” and being extruth and, therefore, you shall be confronted openly, pected to sweetly accept your batterings and actual
publicly, and in the law. I don’t play silly games past stupidity. Ignorance is one thing; stupid actions are
the opening scene where you “don’t know” real truth quite another.
Deliberate damage in the name of
and are taught that everything is acceptable and OK. something “good” is altogether unacceptable in each
Everything is NOT OK, NOR ACCEPTABLE.
You case. If YOU think that your behind-the-back gossip
denounce me and I shall denounce YOU. This attitude and dirty tricks, your phone+calls with nasty
doesn’t sound Godly? I ask you:
name calling to aligned persons, is helping
If you think you know it all, leave your cause in some way-1 have bad news:
me alone-go
away from me. Go find someone, such as Your total ignorance and deceit is showing
Lemura suggests, who speaks softly of NOTHING. You and certainly is TELLING ON YOU. All
will find as many Kryons, Protons, Zenons, Mafus, the pink and purple ink you can use cannot
Ramthas, Krytons, Krotons, Croutons, Duggahs. . . as cover the dirt spots on the paper of your
you WANT TO FIND tb sooth and comfort you in your soul.
foolishness.
GOD IS DEMANDING IN HIS CONDITo continue and to broaden the accusaTIONS. However, HE ALLOWS all the FOOLISH- tions while trying to cover your dirty deeds
NESS you can conjure. The CONSEQUENCES are the and, now, your actual “criminal” activities
things to consider, readers-THE
CONSEQUENCES!
will merit you nothing save a major spiralDo you want to spend your “eternity” in dark ing back upon you, with worse affliction
tunnels with little gray things poking in your belly than you “thought” you had at the beginbutton?
Or, do you want to soar with eagles and ning of the WRONG CHOICES OF ACAngels?
The
is strictly yours.
TIONS. Allow your children to experience
__ _ - choice
.
No, the choice is not TOTALLY one or the otherYOUR WRONGS and this is where, “the
HOWEVER, those who are taken to that “underground”
SINS OF THE FATHER/MOTHER SHALL
life will be barred from coming forth into the Sun until BE RESTED FOREVER UPON THE CHILthey GROW INTO UNDERSTANDING IN EXPERI- DREN.” Those children will grow to DEENCE. This keeps the surface of the planet open for the SPISE you for your attitudes and actions for
play to continue in its own cycle of growth as the you will have caused them to go through
“University” of Universal learning and physical choices. hate to hurt that which was actually “good”.
Anything shut off from the presence and LIGHT of God You cannot hide the truth from the childCreator is not going to be very happy, readers, nor are for the child KNOWS even if he sputtereth

otherwise.
Will the ones who turn (or remain) against our
Creator Source be left to experience that which is
moving in sequence of heinous prophecy upon them?
YES, for “force” is not of God and Creation will work
her changes and reclamation with or without permission of Man. God will “allow” and “Space Command”
has nothing to say about the matter.
Whether or not you like it, you ARE headed for a
major transition. I further suggest that you understand
something about that transition:
You are come to a
point of realization as a species and a planet wherein
you experience the negative unbalance of chaos with no
massive effort to come into Truth. Those who press and
are flowing back into making all efforts to understand
and change their pathway are flocking ever increasingly into places where evil has taken the pulpits and
silenced the voice of Truth. Though God can never be
silenced, Truth can be buried.
The planet Earth Shan shall be cleansed, purified,
and healed. That simply is the way it shall be and
prophecy has nothing to do with the circumstances.
Prophecy at best is only a WARNING!
LIFE

AND

DEATH

You have a couple of things to consider in physics
as a realization. The great and simple basic fact is that
all “death” is caused by expansion, and all life is caused
basically by compression. Is this a “far-out” possibility? No. All material bodies, organic and inorganic,
live and grow by what appears to be increasingly fast
motion. They also die and decay by increasingly fast
Is this actually what is happening7
No,
motion.
because all “things” simply ARE and motion is a
PERCEPTION. The intention of the ones who would
control your world is a plan to speed up the sequence of
experience through the use of UNBALANCED radiation through several methods of bombardment.
The
major controlling factor will come through forms of
what you call “radiation”. These will present as pulsed
waves which EXPAND massively. These will be very
damaging to mortal forms.
It may well seem quite in opposition to all you have
thought or been taught to think about living and dying
but I will boggle you a bit further here for your concepts
are almost exactly in opposition to the actuality of
LIFE.
Life deeply desires to live, but has to work hard to
keep sufficiently “charged” to maintain life, while
death can fulfill its desire to die without any effort
whatsoever. That, in itself. should tell you what lies
before YOU if
“just continue” to “be” in the acceptance of anything and everything as you wash about on
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the winds of whatever comes. To “charge” a body with
life takes time and much effort, but a discharge can be
timeless and without effort. The flash of a short circuit
is not only a good example of this fact but is a full
demonstration of its PROOF. You are but “electric”based beings.
Death, therefore, means rest, or cessation of motion. Sound is motion created with an effort, but it
ceases without effort. It is an effort for you to arise and
work, but it requires no effort for you to cease working
and become at rest. It requires abundant energy to heat
an iron rod but requires nothing for the rod to cool, or
to remain cold. Therefore, the first realization is that
all things will “die” without effort and this is normal
and natural as sequence of expression. If you multiply
this process through helping death, say through murder, you have
“cause”. You have “helped”
in the expansion process which culminates in death.
The concept is alien to you oniy until you reconsider the
death-dealing RAYS of radioactivity radiation. In this
construct I have jumped ahead in the information but
you stand at the brink of this very kind of sound, light
and pulsed demise and you need to realize that, beyond
understanding
simply “life and death”, you have to
have a reasonable concept of the processes.
Consider this fact: LIFE is “compression”; DEATH
is “expansion”; and ALL is electric-ALL
IS LIGHTand GOD IS THE ONE LIGHT FROM WHENCE YOU
AND CREATIONS ARE BIRTHED OR “BORNED”.
God had to first have LIGHT for from that Light
and God THOUGHT comes everything.
You cannot
even have a holographic picture without light from
EVERY direction for dimensional form. GOD THEN
EXTENDS HIS LIGHTED “THOUGHTS” AND ALL
“BECOMES”. You may well not understand it yet, but
I think the concept is quite simple even without full
comprehension.

Man’s concepts of almost everything are so distorted as to seemingly be outrageous.
I note your
“news” very carefully for I am in full shock and
astoundment at what is tossed off onto you viewers and
listeners without so much as a hic-up.
There is supposedly a Chinese-origined SPY satellite out of control, losing orbit (however such a thing
could happen) and headed for a hard landing to Earthor perhaps it already hit the sod, so to speak. That is not
what is interesting-it
is the tale accompanying the
event. First, no one seems to know where it should
land. Well, if technology is good enough to pinpoint
your credit card number from the moon, can’t the
learned men of wisdom calculate fall and speed and
select a likely hitting sector? Next they say it, the
satellite, would bear “warheads”, first thought to be
radioactive as “nuclear”, then it was “biological VIRUSES” to devastate the U.S. and then the final funny:
“...it carries, among other things, mold presses for
$100 bills.” Say what? Are you nuts? Why in the world
would a self-respecting CHINESE anything put onto a
satellite a S 100 bill press for counterfeit currency? The
robot reporters never even blinked or twitched the
eyelashes (which would fall off the face if activated).
Worse however, neither does the brain twitch or blink
at the stupid assumptions.
I am considered to be a very pragmatic and difficult
old boy in my circles. I don’t twist you and turn you
upside down nor do I play to your nonsense. Nonsense
will land you in that “hell” of description and TRUTH
and KNOWING TRUTH shall land you in that nice
place called “heaven”. That CHOICE is yours and,
furthermore, I can quite logically and literally LOVE
you while I have no intention or requirement TO LIKE
YOU. If I “yell” at you is it not just possible that I care
enough to make an effort to be heard? If you think GOD
does not shout at you-YOU ARE MISTAKEN. How
many of you have been unprepared in the middle of a
tornado or flood?
GOD IS SHOUTING AT YOU,
.
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BLIND AND DEAF CHILDREN. HE sends US to be
wayshowers and messengers. YOU DO WHAT YOU
WILL AND THAT WHICH YOU WANT,; AND
CHOOSE. JUST REMEMBER THAT-NO ONE, NOT
YOUR WIFE, YOUR HUSBAND, YOUR NEIGHBOR,
YOUR SO-CALLED FRIEND, YOUR CHILDRENNOTME, NORDUGGAH NORDRAGOO-NOONECAN NOR SHALL DO IT a
YOU.
The gossip can continue, the interference can continue and you only hurt yourselves for you certainly
CANNOT HURT ME. YOU CAN NO LONGER, IN
FACT, HURT MY PEOPLE. I SUGGEST THAT YOU
WHO WOULD BE DESTROYERS OF OUR SIMPLE
TRUTHFUL JOURNEY AND TRUTH, ATTEND YOUR
BACKSIDES BECAUSE YOUR OWN KIND ARE OUT
TO GETCHA!
I DON’T HAVE NEED TO DO A
THING ABOUT YOU WHO CLAIM SELVES AS MY
ENEMY, WHILE TRYING TO LEAVE YOUR PIOUS
FACES IN AN OPEN DOORWAY. I CARE NOT
WHAT YOUR EARTH AGE ORPOSITION-IF
YOUR
INTENT IS TOWARD DESTRUCTION AND TEARING DOWN-YOU ARE MY ENEMY AT YOUR OWN
REQUEST. SO BE IT.
Good morning and may the LIGHT strike you
soundly!
#1

HATONN

I come to write each time there is opportunity.
Sometimes that opportunity brings forth things which
mankind does not wish for or want to hear.
As we produce volumes of dated journals there
sometimes needs to be a repeat of topics, especially if
they come from books which bear injunctioned material. This does not mean that our material is banned
from our use but, rather, the information relative to a
specific topic or entity.
As we have moved through more than 5 years since
the first
” volume was presented
and those books in that series have been banned from
publication or public presentation, many ofyou will not
have had opportunity to gain input from the various
unrelated topics we addressed at that time in December
of 1990.
There is going to be a presentation of the FACTS
OF LIGHT as we are able to put them to paper from
resources other than the first presentations from
on
the subject. That be as it may, there is no need for that
prior presentation for we handle the facts and truth in
every presentation and another’s foregoing information is unnecessary at best, confusing at the least.

There certainly ARE space craft and there ARE
space bases AND THERE
SOME UNDESIRABLE
VISITORS. But, readers, you have visitors to your
home and, therefore, consider whether or not you have
to ENDURE THEIR PRESENCE or their opinions simply because THEY choose to burden YOU with THEMSELVES.

ENEMY YOU TEND TO CONSIDER AS VALID IS
NOT FROM HIGHER
The ones you must
anticipate and fear, if you will, are those who inhabit
and have now become part of your society and dwell in
the underground environment of which you seem to
have no REAL concept of existence. While everyone
points to the stars for your Savior AND your Enemy,
you err on both accounts. YOU are YOUR Savior, if
there be one, and your enemy is within your environment.

I am not yet ready to cover this subject in total for
I have some things you need to know first and one of
them is that which is Light and how you must come to
realize that GOD IS LIGHT and, therefore, YOU ARE
LIGHT. You have to function “as if’ you are the reality
of your experience for any and everything must be faced
on the impact it places on your being. All the information offered cannot make a difference until you can
relate your own expression to that information.
What do I mean by this relationship? I mean that
if you look into the sky and perceive its “color” you, if
you speak English, will refer to the color as blue.
However, on other places and even in other nations,
that TERM may well be called differently.
In other
words, the very perception “blue” can be referred to as
“red” but the color ray of the spectrum might well be
identical. If you don’t know the truth and difference in
perceptions and TERMS, you might well go to war over
such silliness.
One of the most valuable letters I have ever received came in December
1990 from Al Monette
from Southern California, U.S.A. It was a long and
most thoughtfully written letter and required considerable thought in responding.
I think, since it was
responded to in the Volume I of the series, I would like
to offer excerpts of that letter and my response at the
time.
From:

[QUOTING:]

of
This will be a bit tedious as an “Introduction”
because 1 wish to share insight of a much higher
understanding rather than simply dumping you into
your relationship with your brothers from Pleiades.
To understand your connections with
more advanced brothers you must understand that you
are simply struggling with the learning processes of
growth into the wholeness of realization of
ation Love and Balance.
It may appear that we enjoy scattering the tatters
pain upon you as a sleeping society-no,
but you must
awaken into that which IS. Then, and only then, can
you move into the effecting of change and within the
truth of actions and intent. Unfortunately, thus far, the
journals of necessity have had to contain shocking
uncloaking of the evil and pain upon your place. Now,
we may also move more quickly into the spiritual
aspects of balance through the individual attachment
into that which is truth in spiritual development.

I repeat here, again, that your enemies of truth and
God in Light, are not from outer space and the brotherhood of higher universal Man. The enemy is among
you, Earth-Bound, and those of higher intelligence are
trying to escape just as would you if you could do
There has been a lot of tampering
technologically.
going on, readers, and a whole plethora of WRONG
information.
There is no quarrel from me about there being
“aliens” among you. There is not even a quarrel from
In direct response to
I would ask that he, and
me that some of them are little, gray, bug-eyed, and/or
“different”. My argument is that I KNOW THAT THE YOU, recognize that most of the journals come forth
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from my own projeclions acting as a Commander in
only slightly advanced FORM than are you of Earth
plane. Things of physical manifestation must be tended
in the manner of presentation, through physical means.
Spirit is ultimately ALL, but man must come again into
recognition of that which is placed asunder and then he
can grapple with regaining balance from the chaos.
This means, dear ones, that the chaos must be confronted, isolated and brought again into order!
1 ask that we write portions from the letter in
italics, and 1 shall respond in ( ) formal type style for
1 do wish to respond as 1 move along. 1 further request
that this be placed in the forefront of the next paper. 1
pained that Al presents the publishing of this
document in the form of a formal challenge but nonethe-less it bears the thought of the multitudes and
therefore shall be handled as such. 1do suggest that you
ones would not, however, write such challenges unto,
say, “Bo” Gritz and/or Alvin Toffler. Perhaps the
fact that you DO handle the information
indicates great impact on the consciousness.
1 sincerely hope so. Salu.

(I most surely do hope so! Do you indicate that
there is no gloomy side of life nor negative perception
except now that the journals have brought the causative
factors into focus? Could it be that you of the lie want
to continue to hide the gloom and negative aspects
under the carpets to be out of sight? Will
of
refusal to focus on the CAUSE be sufficient to the
generations to come, for that which you in your generation fail to correct?)

he
the negative

are
totally divided, disunited and
us OS to unintegrated.
You have no Peace, Truth, Love or
Harmony; certainly you have no Balance! You must
a
understand that which IS, lest you continue your path
of the downward spiral while those who understand
how to manipulate these tatters destroy the remainder
of the course chosen by you ones as experience. IF YOU
(Do you cast blame upon the Journals, dear friend? ALLOW IT, IT SHALL COME UPON YOU.
Are these emotions absent in your lives as is? Do these
feelings only stem from learning truth ofcircumstances
you
or is, perhaps, the problem already present in overabundance?)

(Do you speak for self or for all of your brethren?
We have not received other material of such content
other than to thank us for the new feelings of “we must
do something about this situation”. It is not the feelings which are erroneous and should be subjugate, it is
the action taken in thoughtful RESPONSE instead of
REACTION. Our mission is to awaken mankind for he
has had the lessons of LOVE (totally misunderstood by
all save a tiny few) and he has only gotten deeper into
the
Therefore, it must be assumed that mankind
has lost his way and he must see where he IS in order
to regain a path, be it positive or negative in portent.)

(I would hope this is not true, but 1 am confident the
statement is all too true! 1 would hope, rather, that you
look within and see what rejection, blame, judgment
and condemnation is appropriate for SELF and then,
only then, can correction be brought about. It is never
the brother at “blame”; it is YOUR PERCEPTION AND
RESPONSE AND ALLOWANCE OF THAT BROTHER
WHICH PRECIPITATES THE PROBLEM IN WHICH
YOU NOW FIND SELVES.)
a

in this projection, then 1 bend in
ultimately this is ALL there IS!
nor word of
separation of the above outlaid

a

(Oh Beloved friend, NO, NO, NO! Be totally
disappointed, frustrated, disgusted and depressed with
what has come to be about you.
glorious
are

14,

(Do you have faith, hope and trust in yourbrothers?
If so, why has your world become so ill that the truth
hurts so much? Have your “brothers” not gained the
deserving of loss of these higher qualities to great
extent?
Is it the journals and Expresses that have
single-handedly
presented this new phenomenon of
mistrust unto your people? 1 think perhaps you give
unto us a bit more than our share of credit for there have
been some very daring authors and speakers bringing
like truths unto you regarding your plight. Or, is it that
this information is somehow unacceptable from the
Hosts of Heaven and precursors of God’s return to your
placement?
You ones of Earth cannot have it both
ways-you must come into the LIGHT or remain ever in
the darkness for that is simply the way of it.)

(If we have failed
humble apology, for
For not one moment
tended to indicate a
connection.

(I know not to what your refer. It is time to be
narrow-minded and biased TOWARD Truth and God.
It is a LIE OF LIES projected upon you ones that you
must accept that which is heinously done unto you and
your species by those who project “total openmindedness” and “accept ALL things good or bad” in
majority rule and/or allowing! You have all but destroyed your entire speciesand planet throughthis type
of action and/or inaction. Is it not equally “right” to
take a stand for God as it is to ALLOW all manner of
EVIL to surround and destroy you? Have we ever
suggested you not debate, bring public the points in
question, disagree or have differences of opinions?
Nay, please brothers, do not effort to dump blindness
upon your higher brothers!
Stand responsible-RESPONSIBLE-for
your blunders and errors; do not
denounce us for pointing out the truth which has so
completely deluded and eluded your attention. Can you
not be gracious unto these ones who bring forth this
Truth in actual line of gun-fire and targeted destruction
and death? Can you sit in your sanctimonious and
pious blinders and cast stones at these ones who stand
forth and give
Please, 1 ask for
more from each of you than that attitude. 1 am accused
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and boring repeating of, “You are
Please accept our humble dedication unto you,
brother, for service which might appear tobe responded
to with egg on the face. Nay, it is giving a
expression which is not of such value if only stated,
somehow, to others.)

Does this actually portend
intent as you have laid it forth?)
above

Matthew
a
do good

use

”

(Do you also believe in eye for eye and tooth for
tooth, death for death regardless of cause, etc.? Why do
you ones so selectively present your Biblical passages
unto us? Is not each grouping upon your place claiming
truth of their own “Holy Books”? Could it be that ones
deny GOD in favor of man’s interpretation of that
which is correct and usually mistranslated? I care not
which, but let me also do a little quoting from that same
good book! Let
look at
4: “. . .You are like an
unfaithful wife who loves her husband’s enemies-the
evil pleasures of this world-makes
you an enemv of
God? I say it again, that if your aim is to enjoy the evil
pleasure of the unsaved world, you CANNOT also be a
friend of God.”
And, how about 1
2: “. . . Stop loving this evil
world and all that it offers you, for when you love these
things you show that you do not really love God.. .” As
we have gone along with these journals we have made
every effort to remind you over and over and over again
that you must love your brother and love your enemybut you must disdain, abhor and despise evil actions.
Did the Master Teacher not cast the money-mongers
and changers from out the temple? Is not your own self,
within, the temple of God? Would you misunderstand
LOVE AND ALLOWANCE for the keeping of that
which is evil, deceitful and corrupt within??? Do you
perhaps confuse the precious Creation for the actions
thereof? “If thine wife gives you a dish of food with salt
rather than sugar in the pie, do.you hate your wife for
the error, or do you cast aside the pie as that which it is,
unpalatable?”
Would you be expected to eat it? Suppose the error is of poison? Would you know and go
ahead and eat it? If you would, oh brother, then you do
not understand the lessons of God.)

2.
3.
4.

try

in
(We call them by their proper labels
Matthew 5:14.
As for the projection that LOVE
will cure all, ah y$s, it would do so, no doubt about it.
I suggest, however, that there are thousands of books
suggesting that we simply love one another and the bad
monsters will “just go away”. No, they will not for you
must know who and what are the bad monsters to
impact them in any manner whatsoever, Love or Hate
included.

”

do

(Ah, and so be it! Let us not be misunderstanding
the intelligence and ability of human intent.
must
not place limits on that which man can grasp and will
grasp as truth is unfolded.
He has simply lost his
We do not suggest that you do not “Love the evil bearings, his way, and will rekindle Spiritual Oneness
MAN, but despise his evil”! Most ones involved in, as he remembers. We are ALL BUT “ONE” and to
say, the Zionist “movement”, are totally unaware of lessen the ability or intent of “ONE” only lessens
truth in the situation. If we do not give unto you the ourselves within the ALL.
explanation and point out the difference, how are you to
come into truth in time to allow for a Godly destiny?
This is why we are presented unto you, so that, at what
you will classify as “judgment”, you beloved ones of the
planet shall have some idea as to the truth of your
This requires an understanding of placement in the
circumstance.
‘Tis what is “within” which shall be
coming into inspection by self and God. God now Universe, the Cosmos and Source of journey through
decrees that “the time of ignorance” is to be put behind heritage, ancestry and awakening to the unfolding of
the MYSTERIES! This is not “mysticism”! God and
you as a species; it is graduation time.)
Creation are not mystical, they are wondrous mysteries
May we share this
in the process of unveilment!
wondrous revelation and unveiling together!
do
Source,
I am Hatonn
[END OF QUOTING]

5.

(So be it, as far as it goes. You have said, it
appears, that which we have brought to your attention.
Wherein lies the problem?)
a
“,

a

(Dear ones, it is one thing to uacceptn the presence
(So be it! There is gross misunderstanding, howof these entities; it is quite another to continue to allow
the actions of the entities to destroy others of God’s ever, as to who is who and what is what. The ones who
Creations, enslave and prostitute the nations as well as write and publish only do so as WE ask them to do in
the peoples and planet herself.
measure of our presentations. WE do not run the paper
but ask only a realization of presentation of our work
WE PRESENT IT.... We KNOW that your message
is sent with great Love for all concerned, especially
your fellow-Man, so please KNOW that we KNOW!
Further, please understand that even though you did
not fully understand

At the time of this exchange it was over five years
ago. I hope you will note, if you have continued to be
a reader, that WE
In the
in presentations.
series we did deal a LOT with our connections
locations. However, those books became banned from
public distribution. That should only further convince
you of the IMPORTANCE of the information within.
We shall do a better job in this re-offering of some of
information so that we don’t bobble again
another shut-down of information.
Whether
not you like it or believe it, we
REAL, we are HERE and the time for choices and
factual recognition is now come. In the
the enemy of God has almost total control ofyour
societies. The enemy of God holds his track in
image of Satan in opposition to God. It is the time of
making your choices about your own destiny. I can
you how it is, NO MORE. Neither the Churches nor
Political Elite of your globe want you to have this
information. So be it, you will do what you will do
therein is the whole of it.
Stop reading such as
as the “mys-

Page
tery” it SEEMS TO BE. Of course there was a crash of
REAL MANIFESTATION.
There are massive underground facilities and that particular “crash” was a
“take-out” of the ship and crew who were TRYING TO
ESCAPE FROM YOUR GLOBE. THEY CAME RIGHT
FROM THE VERY AREA WHERE THEY [both the
WERE “BUILT” AND CAUSED
TO SERVE YOUR ELITE SOCIETY WHICH IS ALSO
ENSLAVING ALL OF YOU.
Your disbelief of me in favor of all the UFOlogists
who are, at the very least, totally ignorant, and will tell
you so, of the FACTS of aliens and visitors of all kinds,
makes not one iota of difference in the simple TRUTH
OF THE MATTER. They will tell you of underground
tampering-WOW,
that is an understatement.
Where
else would you expect to find the Dark Forces at work?
They don’t inhabit the lighted corridors of goodness,
readers; they hide in the dark passages of under :round
tunnels as does the mole or scorpion. You as a species
or as individual souled Man have NOTHING to fear
from visitors of the Lighted Brotherhood of God. YOU
HAVE EVERYTHING TO FEAR FROM THE DARK
FORCES ALREADY WITH YOU!
May your realization not come too late to offer
possibility
of change for your civilization.
The
“changes” of Earth will come and they are now upon
Good morning
shine upon you.

and may God’s light be given to

Within the great adventure enroute to understanding God and Universe we find such magnificent unanswered questions being created from prior unanswered
puzzles. Some people have a driving need to find each
detailed answer to tuck away in his own treasurehouse
of information boxes. Well, you can’t tuck everything
away neatly into a box and put it under the bed somewhere to silently become a part of your understanding
and KNOWING. You must become part of the living
experience of coming into Knowing.
There are several rather defined levels of becoming
worthy of moving out of the physical into the higher
levels of that which is beyond what is perceived as
“mortal”.

In the period of “becoming” what is recognized as
a viable baby from the womb there is a wondrous and
angelic quality of presentation unmet ever again in the
journey through the state of mortal presentation. There
is great “knowing” but inability to communicate except
through the basic attitudes which go beyond speech and
language.
There is helplessness and, therefore, unquestioned trust and love. There is only what IS in
inability of the infant to fathom more than what is
immediately presented.. He is focused on nothing in
particular but when he hungers, he notifies his caretaker and when he is wet he likewise notifies his
caretaker. He must depend on “others” to do that which
he is incapable of doing on his own account.
Even in infancy, however, the enforced silence of
non-communication
ability already stunts the entity’s
ability to grow as would that same “knowing” be available to an adult with his studies behind him. It would
never again, however, be in “innocence”. Perhaps as
the cycle of life brings the infant around into the elderly
being, might there be the innocence of being. This
latter happening is rare indeed for the innocence is
warped through the experience and all that came upon
the being in any travels expressed in mortal or immortal journeys.
The only time in mortal form, however, that the
soul AND the body are so massively responsive to the
innocence of life is when GOD touches the being and

pulls that being into SERVICE. There may be no
memory of the clock’s reading or the calendar’s layout
but the
of creation is burned into the being
with the energy of God and can NEVER again be
erased. A person knows, from that moment forward,
that his alliance and ego is backed away into the corners
of experiencing so that the service is unhampered by
that double-edged sword.
The infant, whether in good conditions or bad
conditions, accepts with total approbation his circumstance. But, however he is
treated in those early mo- r
ments will forever bend the
way he responds, reacts and
functions emotionally in all
the remainder of his mortal
experience.

want you to realize that housed in that subconscious
mind is more than the “motor” functions as referred to
above as “automatic”.
Each cell and organ of the body has an electrical
awareness of its purpose and each fulfills that purpose
without any mental action on the part of the “Intelligence” which occupies that body, and that, of course, is
orchestrated through that subconscious mind which
controls the ever changing actions and reactions of the
body.
In this body with its
- electric recording brain,
~h”i”nk~~“,l~~‘~~v,:“albvehse
expresses and diks.
Hd

scious when sleeping, unaware that in all Nature
there
even
As the growth takes
_ when sensation ceases durplace, so too does “awareing states of sleep. You can
ness” come into the picture.
This is called “consciousness”. Up to this point there no more be “unconscious” in a state of sleep than a
is only acceptance but now there comes into the being “deadened” nerve at the dentist causes a tooth to be
the awareness which is beginning to be attached to unconscious.
As the child progresses normally through the stages
push-and-shove associationsreven iFnot through “thinking” processes. The Oneness of Self-Soul and Univer- of development he begins to respond to his thought
sal Self-Soul is not yet expressed. What IS is all there patterns and is beyond “curious” for he begins to stretch
IS. There is nothing yet available to allow the newly out and see what reactions he receives from others when
functioning mind to think in terms other than Truth. he commits his actions. Some actions receive far more
response than do others and he thrives on the exciteTruth is all there is in the tiny world of limitationeven if the object is to deliberately produce the lie upon ment as he “pushes the buttons” which trigger the
the child. There is nothing against which to measure reactions in his environment and caretakers.
anything. There is no accountability in the tiny being.
The body itself is at that time working “on automatic”.
Never is the being more preciously pure and open
The child ages a bit in his sequence of learning and
but is totally insulated from his Source because he is
into a very selfish little mechanism.
He must test
now experiencing the
All those senses are beginning to function, poke and everything which comes into his CONSCIOUSNESS.
prod and electrically condition function. What might Yes indeed, he comes to consciously be aware of himAs this phase of
be called the objective mind simply IS as these electri- self and his needs and desires.
cal conditioning pulses and waves are coming into development comes about in its proper cycle it is the
There is no “thinking” as such most important of “times” for teaching and learning,
active sensations.
although the mind is quite busy. The mind is preparing giving and receiving. The EGO looms its ugly head
for the massive learning processes to yet come into over the stage play going on and becomes the central
recognition.
This is when “memories” as relating to focus and, even if not consciously aware of same, the
automatic function are established and hence can grow subconscious becomes the slave of the ego. This is the
MAN SHOULD
major error of Man’s perception.
with each newly learned expression.
So, as an infant, and in fact, throughout his life, CONTROL HIS SUBCONSCIOUS AND NOT ALLOW
Man’s living body is but an electrically motivated THAT UNLIMITED
Since this is not a topic based on rearing children
machine which simulates life through motion extended
to it from its centering Self and the Soul of Self. we will overlook the various levels of learning and hold
Through this programmed subconscious the instruc- to our topic of levels of understanding while seeking to
tions which “will” the body to function are honed and again become in the ONENESS of God Creator.
placed into the state of “automatic piloting”. This is
EGO
projected through the brain into physical expression. If
the brain is damaged the connections are unable to
That old ego can be the destroyer of all mankind. It
complete their circuitry and therefore the body will
is necessary in the mortal man for Man must become
cease to respond properly.
The electrically oscillating nerve-wires which op- aware of his own realization of the fact that he, himself,
erate the bodily mechanism act almost entirely through is a thinking being and become aware of this unique
processautomatic reflexes and instinctive control, and to a very Godlike quality and capability of
little extent through mental decisions. Each cell and ing. He must become aware that he is aware! You can’t
organ of the body has an electrical awareness of its very well become aware that you are asleep-but you
purpose and each fulfills that purpose without any must awaken and become aware of your state of awaremental focus or action whatsoever upon the part of the ness. If you do not nurture this “awareness” you will
Intelligence which occupies that body. Consider the stagnate into ignorance which will hold you to the
beating heart, as an example, for it is purely “auto- wheel of limitation. That wheel may well continue to
matic”, just as breathing is an automatic triggering for turn but, chelas, how much of a wheel is attached to the
oxygenation.
When there is injury or infection the ground at any given time?
A wheel is quite a complicated thing sometimes, in
white blood cells called corpuscles rush to repair damages as surely and effectively as if you turned on a its more sophisticated arrangement, say, of a bicycle in
switch attached to a light globe and the light comes on. today’s observation. It will have a hub, spokes and then
As child moves on into a thinking entity he will comes a rim and tire filled with air. Only a little part
of the wheel touches the ground, feels it a moment, then
consider very little of this automatic processing-unleaves it, to disappear from reach of the sensations
less something goes wrong with the system.
I don’t want to get into a quarrel over the labeling which connect all, rim, spokes and ground. But as with
of the subjective or subconscious mind. I do, however, the cycles of expression, the wheel area first noted for

a
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ground contact will reappear. Will the sensations be
Man will dwell and blow like the winds as he tries
the SAME? No, because possibly there will now be a to garner everything
can gather for himself and that
pebble in
roadway.
EGO.
Then, he will look around as he finds no peace, no
fulfillment in his THINGS. He then will take a look,
possibly, at himself and do some SOUL searching.

How wondrous that Man is not alone in his perceived universe. He has the whole of the wheel from
which to learn and shortcut the processing. Unfortunately, the EGO causes a Man to become so centered
and focusedon HIS SPOT on the wheel as to become all
but unaware of the whole of the wheel.
These places along the edge of the wheel can be
labeled anything you choose but represent the experiences of a living journey. In the mortal format that
becomes birth, childhood, young adult, adult, middle
age, mature age, elderly and then, death (of that body
but not that mind eternal).
Let us call the wheel
touching the ground, birth, and then as it rolls around
to that spot again, we can again call it birth-not
death.
Why? Because of the SPIRAL which is never ending
but only continuing.
You are always BIRTHED into
another experience-for
only the body recycles as the
soul moves ever onward.
How can I example this simplistically? Let us look
at an apple. You have a nice fruit filled with little dark
seeds. That apple had to have come from a parent tree.
But now that tree has grown and produces many apples
and you now hold one in perfection in your hand in
preparation for eating it. Let us suppose that even
before you can eat it along comes a bulldozer and slays
the tree. The tree parts are left to decay or be burned for
wood, whatever the choices for use. But is the tree
dead? NOT AS LONG AS THERE IS A SINGLE
SEED.
EVEN THE MATTER CALLED TREE IS
ONLY CHANGED IN ENERGY FORM OR MATTER
FORM. THOSE COMPONENT ELEMENTS WILL BE
UTILIZED AGAIN AND AGAIN AND AGAIN IN
THE PERFECTING OF OTHER APPLE TREESNEVER AN ORANGE OR APRICOT.
You can plant those seeds and if they not be tampered by hybridizing, you will have the start of another
orchard with as many trees as you have seeds. You can
count the seeds in an apple-you
cannot count the
apples in a seed! But now consider: with hybridization
you sacrifice the ability to reproduce most things as in
the natural state of NATURE. ARE YOU NOT ACTUALLY DOING THIS SELF-SAME THING WITH
YOUR CIVILIZATION?
CAN YOU SURVIVE IF
YOU HAVE NOTHING SAVE THAT WHICH IS OFFERED YOU FOR CONSUMPTION
LIVING IN
YOUR MODERN WORLD OF *HAVING IT ALL”?
How will you grow an apple if the seed is sterile?
Even tiny apples are wondrous if you are starving, so
hybridization to produce quantity and large size may
well be nice in a time of abundance, but in a time of
need and hunger-anything
will be wonderful.
Remember this when you put away your “emergency” supplies.
You will need natural seeds for
culturing and growing lest your line of product be very
limited. The nice thing about Spelta grain is that it
does not hybridize or compromise the value of its fruit.
Further, it can be handled as a dry crop without irrigation if you add some simple pumice and other watersaving things. YOU ARE GOING TO LOSE YOUR
WATER CONDUITS IN MANY GROWING AREAS,
READERS, AS THE EARTH CHANGES COME
ABOUT.
I would also remind you that as the EGO of a man
hits its peak of control, those are the very people who
will control your lives by their narrow perceptions, Ego
will work to allow a man to be
center of his world,
have the biggest, the richest, the greatest, and ultimately he is focused on his TOYS, be they money or
other things. He is not particularly interested in whether
or not society can survive-he
is totally focused on
himself and his position in the power wheel.

As the restlessness and lack of fulfillment hits the
being, that old EGO will usually take a real bashing.
This happens because one cannot STAY ON TOP OF
THE HEAP FOREVER. Things of life will happen
while he is planning more successes and finally he will
have to stop, look and ponder his position. Some will
NEVER SEE the pathway mandated for a full and
expressive life for they cannot grow beyond that ego
state of being controlled by that ego, or another’s
demands to satisfy “their” ego. This latter will present
in the values and constraints of significant others and
attachments. Unfortunately it must be noted that when
a relationship is based on THINGS, the two entities of
husband and wife, along with the offspring, will NOT
reach the seeking and finding stage of experience at the
same time. Now you have really created a monster for
the soul and mind. This is when ruptures hit the wheel
and blow apart the tire if not the whole of the wheel
mechanism. Sometimes this is the ONLY thing, however, that offers freedom for you are going to serve
SOUL a heck of a lot longer than you are going to have
those other entities on your back.
There does come a time in almost every life cycle
where the entity truly does have to stop and take that
look and make some massively important decisions
about himself. He will try to accomplish his searching
while still remaining in the “have it all” half of the path
and hanging slightly over into the “gaining soul” settion of the road.
This is fine-UNLESS
YOU DIE IN THE PROCESS OF BEING ON THE WRONG SIDE OF THE
ROAD. We will speak of that later but until you find
some Spiritual direction and latch self tightly to it AS
TRUTH, you will be in a bit of trouble at transition
time.

You will move into
astral world of Spirit at the
same level of development reached in your mortal
journey and will still
limitations in that other
dimensional state of being. This is a good rule of thumb
for consideration for there are, obviously, many rea- _
sons a soul may be making a trek back through mortal
expression and therefore there are no absolutes except
between soul and God (Self-Soul and Universal SelfSoul.) Even there you will find no absolutes
IN ABSOLUTE LOVE AS EXPRESSED IN AND BY
GOD. GOD NEVER PUTS “CONDITIONS” ON HIS
LOVE, READERS, BUT YOU HAVE LONG
FORGOTTEN WHAT IS “LOVE”. GOD PUTS AL-~
MOST UNLIMITED “CONDITIONS” ON BEHAV-.
IOR AND ACTIONS.
YOU WILL MEET THOSE
CONDITIONSORYOU WILLNOTMPVEDIRECTLY
INTO ANY KINGDOM WHEREIN PERFECTION IS
THE MODE OF BEING. GOD CALLS THOSE CONDITIONS “COMMANDMENTS”, IN ENGLISH.
TO
Right in our dooryard we find examples of ones
who have already done dastardly deeds unto our team
now come forth to blast our people for “doing unto
them”. There will be objections in that “those people
out there, along with Hatonn, don’t live by the Golden
Rule”. (77171) This, when the people already damaged
cease to “take it any longer”. First the errors and
actions are committed and then, when the confrontation comes from those actions in secret conspiracies,
the complaints and stones begin to flow back. No, it is
not right. Turn the face once to be sure the rock slinger
is really there-and then turn about and face the wrongdoer. Age hath no quarter for committing wrong
actions. Ignorance is an excellent excuse with God but
not with LAW OF THE LAND.
What is really being said is, it is alright if “I” do
wrong but you are ungodly if you counter my actions
with TRUTH and demand rightness under the Law.
Again, which comes first, the apple or that
If
YOU first take the life from the tree, or attempt to do so,
do you think it not wise for the apple eaters to try
preserve whatever is left of
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BE RIGHT FOR MANY TO STARVE AND BE DE- EXCUSES are later offered. If things are done cor- if they be faulty. Friends, it does not come that way
PRIVED TO SUIT YOUR EMOTIONAL NEEDS TO rectly and honorably in the first place-there
is no until one is nearing his mountain top. Man cannot bear
DESTROY THE TREE JUST BECAUSE IT SUITS cause to claim “put-upon”. I note that it will always be much of the Light at a time while his body is still so new
YOUR EGO-NEEDS TO DO SO? YOUR EGO-NEEDS the clan who perpetrates wrong in one way or another and too near its own jungle. All who are well out of the
FALL SHORT OF CARING OF THOSE WHOSE VERY who joins in the circles of the Major wrongdoer as if, jungle have already found enough of the Light to illume
LIFE SUBSTANCE
IS BEING ATTACKED BY somehow, all the wrongs can make you appear to have their way out of its dark depths. But there has to be
acted in rightness. NO! I do not care how many wrongs opportunity for that enlightenment.
“YOUR” PERSONAL EGO DESIRES.
There can be no
Note the language of people and you will see clearly are covered and.presented-they
do not make a thing insight unless time and energy are focused AWAY
their intent. When the words and reflections are so RIGHT! When the intent is to hide and cover in secret FROM SELF long enough to see and hear Truth. GOLD
self-centered that even the weather somehow is their operations that which is against moral, ethical and (RICHES) IS THE MOST BLINDFOLDING COMPERSONAL
enemy,
legal regulaMODITY IN THE MORTAL WORLD!
tions-IT
IS
you know you have
Ah, but now that the child is tucked away and the
Man cannot bear much of the Light at a time while
someone only interWRONG. It is EGO is beginning to come under reign and control,
ested in self and all
quite possible then the being can look, therefore, forever upward into
his body is still so new and too near its own jungle. All
others can roll over
that one of the the High-heavens of inspiration, where glory awaits the
who are well out of the jungle have already found
and die if necessary to
grouping may fearless, all-knowing seekers of beauty in the purity of
enough of the Light to illume their way out of its dark
gain their perceived
well beactingin
the universal Light. To him whose eyes are in the
right intentneeds.
Heavens high, the Light will forever come forth, and he
depths. But there has to be opportunity for that
I am amused at the
BUT
IF
THE
WILL be forever transformed as he finds it.
enlightenment. There can be no insight unless time
flak being blown about
EVENTUALThe dark road from his jungle to his mountain top
and energy are focused AWAY FROM SELF long
ITY IS TO USE of glory becomes ever more illumined during the ascent
over the taking of the
enough to see and hear Truth. GOLD (RICHES) IS
THE ACTION from body to Spirit. It is a hard, but glorious road to
corporation books reBY OTHERS
climb. All must make the climb. The ascent of Man
cently by recent memTHE MOST BLINDFOLDING COMMODITY IN
IN
WRONG
INbers of our “perceived”
from the darkness to the Light is the forever-repetitive
THE MORTAL WORLD!
friends.
ALL THAT
TENT -THE
play of Man on the planets of suns.
INTENT
OF
HAS TO BE DONE TO
When all of mankind has found the Light, the play
RECTIFY
EVERYSELF
BE- will be finished as orchestrated for this dimensional
THING IS TO BRING BACK THE BOOKS TO THEIR COMES SUSPECT, ESPECIALLY IF OTHER AC- experience. Likewise will your planet be finished as an
RIGHTFUL PLACE AT THE AGENT’S OFFICE. Why TIONS ARE LIKEWISE WRONG.
abode for Man. Therefore it behooves you to look again
does this not happen as ones claim innocence and putAll the whining and shouting otherwise, will not at your “clues”. It is quite probable that Man will not
upon hurt feelings? It doesn’t happen because YOU change an iota of it. And if you think that I SHALL ALL see Truth and therefore it follows that either this
KNOW in that circle that the books and stocks have MAINTAIN SILENCE OF YOUR WRONGDOING planet of yours will need reclamation or replacement
been tampered with to gain a solid place for Green, WHEN IT BRINGS LOSS AND PAIN TO OTHERS, or, Man will need relocation. What we are faced with
Horton and Abbott in the courts. YOU CAN’T SIM- INCLUDINGMYOWNCREDIBILITY-PERISH
THE in this puzzle is “which” will be the requirement.
It
PLY RETURN THEM PROPERLY, CAN YOU?
THOUGHT, FOR I SHALL PUBLISH IT UNTIL THE certainly is obvious that ALL of Man has most certainly
The true offenders continue to BUY TIME until ACTIONS BECOME CORRECTED. In the case of the NOT found the Light, but there is strong indication that
they can figure how to work their magic over all of you. “missing corporations”, the returnof and correction of this scenario could well end in annihilation of the
Do YOU really think you people are going to GAIN the course would be an excellent beginning. I do not planet in some manner. However, it follows in “reaanything?
WHAT COULD YOU POSSIBLY GAIN? absolve you, somehow, of your wrongdoings, I leave son” that it probably will not be that way-BECAUSE
The way it is structured,. YOU WILL LOSE AND that to the unrighteous priests and judges. I don’t have ALL MEN HAVE NOT FOUND TRUTH IN LIGHT.
It is thus that you actors in the play must, therefore,
CAUSE OTHERS TO LOSE AS WELL. Those lawyers right nor inclination to judge any person-but I surely
and Green continue the stream of LIES directly to the can judge actions thrust, especially personally, against be content with the lines of the play as revealed to
court Judge.
me. Will I lose friends? No, because those who would EACH of you in LIGHT. You must also respond in
Just yesterday Horton LIED to the Judge on George’s use WRONG against me-WERE
NOT,
NOT, joyousness at your continuous transformation as it
behalf by stating that “they had filed” a business plan AND SHALL NOT LIKELY EVER BE, MY FRIENDS. comes. If you are to continue in the role of the play, you
must learn your lines, and act your lines and role, if you
and reports, etc. Funny thing is that before and after Touting pious goodness does not good make!
court-NO
RECORDS HAVE BEEN FILED IN THE
Does this mean that Good will win? Eventually!
are to be worthy of a graduation reward/award.
MATTER.
So, where did Horton FILE those docu- Why? Evil devours itself in its own lies and actions.
ments? If he didn’t, he continues to perjure himself in Worse, it will take down with it-ALL
WHO SIDE
an effort to BUY TIME. FOR WHAT? Oh, money, WITH IT.
status-whatever.
The hopes are to destroy you before
Now comes the bug-a-boo!
Confrontation with
they destroy themselves! The Universal Law of Justice
STRIKES
Self. What are your lines and what exactly is YOUR
says, however, that the wrongful deeds will eventually
part? Stop asking Me, is a first rule of thumb, about
roll around on that wheel until they are again exposed.
Why can’t these lesser-involved persons SEE this’?
In this seeking processing, consciousness eventu- YOUR part. Ask GOD to help you realize your part and
Because dark vision sees only the narrow self-centered
ally strikes the being. Man is forever seeking the Light recognize it within HIS WILL. When you can confront
world. There is only a CLAIM of desiring justice or to guide him on that long tortuous road which leads self while putting ASIDE self, you will get your answer,
rightness when the last thing wanted is justice or from his body’s jungle to the mountain top of his and if you accept that which happens as being part of
rightness. The EGO is still in control and FEAR looms awakening soul. He will pause along the way and even HIS WILL in translation, you will come to speak the
ever more majestically as further errors are committed!
FIND what he seeks. But he will turn away for it does language of HIS offering into the translation which is
Why is it that explanations and Truth represent not SEEM to fit his teachings and other ,impacting recognized byyourownmortaIandSOUL
being. When
vilification to those who indulge in unwise and unlaw- input. He will move on and after “finding” and then you give up and LET GOD, you will find that the
ful actions? Why is there protest even if names are not thrusting against that very truth he FOUND. He goes “fight” is not over to win the battle, but all the resources
presented? Because the inner self KNOWS that, at the “downhill” from there on if he fails to recognize his of God are at your disposal. KNOW that each experithat ence is a part of HIS journey and within that recognileast, SOME ACTIONS were not correct and had ill- errors. The fact is that Man is forever
intent as the basis for them. If TRUTH “vilifies” then Light he seeks, and as he finds it he is being trans- tion it becomes a journey from darkness into the LightI suggest the perpetrator look within and see what formed. However, the more impact there is from the every time. All experiences are but steps in that
might have been amiss. If your actions require another “things” which controlled the living up to this point, he wondrous journey to HIS mountain top of glory, in
to re-act THEN PERHAPS YOUR ORIGINAL
may well never recognize the finding-but
the SOUL glory. All experiences, therefore, are good experiTIONS AND UNDERSTANDINGS WERENOT WELL- KNOWS. If allowance is made in open acceptance of ences. If they are perceived as negative, check to see
BALANCED WITH TRUTH. ANY ACT TO WORK the possibilities of having found that Light Source, he WHY you consider them negative.
If you have relentless pain which seems part of
WITH OTHERS IN SECRET DEALINGS IS A “CON- can then awaken to the wondrous transformation.
There are those who seek the Light who are dis- some recognized diagnosis, say cancer, look at it for
SPIRACY”. THIS CAN BE GOOD OR BAD IN PERCEPTION. IT USUALLY IS COVERING SOMETHING couraged because they seemingly cannot find it, wholly what it represents; do not hate it for it is telling you that
unaware that they have forever been finding it. Un- you must do something different and THEN, after
FROM ANOTHER’S RIGHT TO KNOW!
There are legal, lawful and rightful ways to handle knowing ones expect to find it all at once in some recognizing the need for further actions toward alleviEVERY circumstance and when the choice becomes blinding flash of all-power, all-knowledge and all- ating the “cause”, get rid of the pain which will continue to cause you to focus on the possibilities. FEAR
one of secret manipulations and conspiracies in order presence but NEVER clashing with their preconceived,
to damage another-it
is unacceptable no matter what self-centered purposes, wishes or understandings, even in itself creates pain, so be careful to not allow pain to
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You are trapped, brothers, and to get freedom you
rule your existence for you will make foolish choices to are My image, but they are not Me either, even though
I am in them and they in Me. They are OF ME. So be will come into KNOWING the LIGHT, simply and
evade the discomfort.
succinctly put. Furthermore, you will remain on
There is nothing except good, in actuality, for each it and Selah.”
This, readers, IS THE MYSTERY OF’ LIFE DIS- wheel until such time as you do come into understandnegative action is but experience in converting it into
CLOSED!
ing. I have no care as to how long that might take or
good. Evil is but a perception of negative expression.
what roles you may wish to play while on
journey.
Evil does, however, exist in portent and intent although
SO. LET THERE
BE LIGHT
God
eternity and so, too, do you in one form or
it has no actual basis in FACT. Evil, like darkness or
another. I know that I AM infinite and eternal and you
ignorance, is something ONLY to be moved beyond.
Readers continue to request that I give you great are going to join me sooner or later or we will continue
The most magnificent truth is that THERE IS
mystery is RE- to “practice” a bit longer in the rehearsals.
NOTHING EXCEPT LIFE. THERE IS NO DEATH! “secrets” and I have done so-the
CANNOT VEALED. It is not revelation which washes-over YOU
Do “I” think mvself “big enough” to pull this off?
When there is a knowing sou iresent-there
as a tidal wave. It is-the Of course! I NOT ONLY “THINK-IT”, I MOST CERbe death, and when the
actual realization
of TAINLY AND INFINITELY
body wearies and becomes
meaning
in
the
Light
of
I KNOW EXACTLY WHO I AM. WHO MIGHT
unavailable to serve needs
I am here for a very specific reason above
presentation
of the YOU BE?
of soul, the transition is
all other intentions:
is
TRUTH in the revealThank you for a long reading, friends. Good mornbut one of moving forward
ing ofthe mysteries. We ing.
into a life expression
have written at great
IAM
TOO, ARE YOU!
wherein new life is prea
length in our early writsented.
ings about the Electric/
As we move on to the
Magnetic Universe. We
fulfillment of the next step
into SPIRIT it merits its
wrote of Tesla and his
wondrous sharings, we
own discussions beyond
a
There are myriads of questions, answered and unspoke of Newton and
this overextended writing.
others as ideas in ex- answered, flowing through the ever-conscious mind of
I will, in closing, do some
reminding about my prior
pression
changed Man, “Man” being the generic term applied, in gramfrom fantasy into real- mar classes, to the “species” of humankind. What Man
offerings to you and they
ity. We gave you exact does not seem to realize is that we truly invent, manuare indeed as personal as
pictures and formulae facture and yes, create, our environments, our goals,
breath and heartbeat
but in the ending you and our God or gods. MEN project
verbiage barrage
within self. For each, inwant them for
from your pulpits and inner sanctums where only
cluding me, holds that
WRONG reasons for Elite trainers and handlers are allowed to pass-AFpresence which is lightly
Self, out of sequence of TERTHEY THEMSELVES ARE WARPED BY OTHER
called I AM as existing
properness unveiling.
You must ask of Self, “Why MEN’S TEACHINGS AND PRONOUNCEMENTS.
within the Oneness of Our Source in Light.
I am here for a very specific reason above a11other
would God give unto ME these great solvings of the
mysteries of Life?” Ask: “What will I do with these intentions:
a
great findings and realizations if I am given them?”
This very term, “I AM”, expresses
realization
Will it be EGO which presents in honor of SELF? It is
in tone and expression, the Oneness, as “within Cre- most important to know the answer to that question, If
a
ator”. This is that totally meaningful expression which you desire that the WILL OF GOD be served, how can
is most difficult to comprehend, but lack of comprehenyour EGO fit into this circumstance? If your intent be
sion does not make the negative aspect of meaningincorrect, your own God-ness will prevent your receivwithout meaning.
ing the keys of the solutions to that which you perceive
I have expressed these words of God prior to now as the problems.
and I shall continue to express them again and again
Here I must pause and speak of unpleasant facts:
until Man has understanding through KNOWING.
“I Am the One Whole, the All. Glorify Me, the one
ADDICTIONS
It is a FACT that, even in your fantasies, very FEW
Whom I AM, for I am All, and no other IS. I, the sexless
actually call in HIGHER intent as a “Christed” petition
ONE, am total Unity. What I am you are, for you are
Do not concern over WHICH or WHAT addictions,
reflecting the perfection of God.
ME; you are the Whole-with
Me. So, glorify your be it alcohol, drugs, food, etc. You become addicted to
Let us consider for a moment that a man
Self, for in so doing you are but glorifying
I did not avoid confronting that which is to be confronted. No “big C”. Even if he has it not the fact remains that he
sav to nlorifv EGO for EGO is not of GOD SPIRITUAL matter how long you remain in the addiction and refuse will certainly get it once it is pronounced with great
but
of mortal Man. Do NOT debase self for in to confront the issue in point, you
debasing self you debase Me in your own perception for will not solve a thing but rather
YOU cannot debase Me-only
Self. Because we are worsen the original lack of underOne, however, you drag Me into the places of your standing. All addictions are escapes
hidden pretenses.
or punishment of self. If you refuse
“I, the One Whole, am KNOWING Mind. I exist to to accept the burden of another’s
think. All thinking is Light of My Knowing but My addiction or addictive behavior then
thinking IS NOT ME. I AM CREATOR, CREATING the other can begin to grow for there
WITH MY THINKING.
is no real point in the addiction. In
“Out of My Light of Knowing are My two lights of other words, a child having a tanthinking birthed as sexed pairs of opposites for repeti- trum will cease to tantrum if there is
tion as sexed pairs of opposites and this is WHY no one present to accept the bomwholeness cannot be brought forth from two “likes”. bardment. You see, destruction of
There must be the pairing of the opposites. We will try Self is not the point at the foundation
to clarify this in future lessons.
of the matter; it is to injure another
“To THINK is to CREATE. I create with LIGHT. in order to injure Self. If it is truly
Nothing IS which is not Light. I think IDEA. Light Self that Self wishes to MURDER,
registers MY IDEA in the two sexed lights of My Self will murder (suicide) Self. Adthinking, and form is born in the image of My thinking.
dictions bring gross pain to another
YOU, ME, ALL THINGS ARE BUT THE MANIFEST or many others in addition to that
THOUGHT OF GOD’S MIND IN THINKING.
Self and hence the reason to con“Form has no existence, nor have My imaginings.
tinue in the addiction, YOU CANThese exist NOT, for they are not Me, they are only OF NOT HIDE FROM SELF, YOU CAN
ME. I alone exist; I, the All-1 AM!
ONLY LIE TO SELF. YOU CAN“I create my imaged body with the in-breathing of NOT RUN AWAY FROM SELF,
My pulsing universe of Me. My universe is MY image; FOR YOU SIMPLY TAKE ALONG
but MY image is NOT Me but only OF ME. All things SELF.
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expert authority upon him. Now, he has “it”, whatever
“it” might be. So, now what does he do? He prays, and
prays, and prays, i.e., “... take this burden from me...“,
“. . .take this incur&t
tumor from me.. . “, “. . .free me of
this death-dealing problem...“. So, what has he done in
actuality?
He has continually REINFORCED THE
DEATH-DEALING,
INCURABLE CANCER WHICH
INSURES ITS REMAINING QUITE CLOSE TO THE
PERSON HOLDING ONTO IT FOR DEAR LIFE. “IT”
HAS BECOME THE VERY FOCUS OF EVERY WAKING AND SLEEPING MOMENT. A PERSON CAN
BE 120 YEARS OF AGE AND WANTS THE VERY
TRANSITION
TOOL TO BE REMOVED-FOR
WHAT? So, he can create another barrier to disallow
him to fulfill his job for which he FEARS failure. Why?
Because he has not bothered to LEARN HIS LESSONS!
FEAR GOES DOWN BEFORE TRUTH’S RISING.
RADIATION
Let us consider the elements listed on your periodic
tables for the scientists’ use. As you move to the full
circle supposed ending you will find only a transition of
one thing into quite another.
One thing may well
change its shape, form and direction of electric flow
many times through its own journey of living. (Indeed
it is ALL “living”.) However, as you study the charts
as if you study the life cycle of a tree you will find the
circles, the rings, of LIFE years, ebb and flow. In
addition you will find that on most charts there are a
vertical but linear flow of octaves and in each octave
there are contained certain similarities.
As you move through the elements on the chart you
SHOULD also note that the very elements themselves
represent their location by their various characteristics
from birth to death. Ah, yes, there comes “death” again
rearing its head above the living. Ah, but left to evolve,
the death will come with a very tiny evolvement. Note
the dissipation of radiation levels of any greatly radioactive material with a half-life of, say, 10,000 years. At
the end of 10,000 years give or take a couple of yearsthe radioactivity dies and the substance from which it
came becomes ‘different’ and begins its LIFE CYCLE
again on the BIRTH side of the elemental wheel of
charting, ever moving in endless spirals of actual life
changes.
Let us now look back at the bearer of the “big C”.
Why would God deprive you of something you hold so
dear? Why do you cast yourselves down upon your faces
screaming to have something taken away that you have
worked so hard to acquire7 Where were you in the
“thanking department” when you did NOT have the
burden? Ah, I think so, you didn’t notice, did you? Do
you have to be stricken through the passage of death
into life to understand the values of TRUE LIVING?
Yes, apparently so.
By the way, if you pray ONCE with Godly INTENT-ONCE
IS QUITE ENOUGH. If you pray once,
twice, or a hundred times for the same thing-you
are
telling God that you did not catch His response on the
first try. Perhaps God healed you the first time you
asked and gave the burden back on the 15th because it
was obvious YOU CHOSE TO CONTINUE TO HOLD
THE BIG “NO-NO”. GOD IS NOT DEAF, HE HEARS
THE THOUGHTS, NOT THE RANTINGS, AND HE
ONLY HAS TO BE ASKED, IN SINCERITY, ONCE.
However, HE KNOWS, when the”receiver” (you) is not
hearing, is not in sincere intent and therefore, if your
prayer always be “IN THY WILL, GOD” so can the
answer come in any FORM, appropriate and fulfilling,
best for the sequence of life stream.
ONLY GOD
WITHIN YOU KNOWS YOURTRUE INTENT. HEAR
ME AGAIN: ONLY GOD WITHIN YOU KNOWS
YOUR TRUE INTENT.
Many write letters, cycled through Dharma, to me.
Fine, I love to get letters and share with my friends. 1
consider the negative swats to the head and ears as my
best counseling tool. It causes me, AND THEE, to
check our compasses. However, when you simply say

“you know what I mean”, or “you know my talents”, and control to the money laundries and drug transfer
etc., No, “I” do not know. I have no right into the points. You gave purple hearts to yourvaliant soldiers7
privacy of your thoughts with GOD.
Which valiant soldiers, the ones who walked right off
If you want a job, for instance, within my “crew”, and into the swamp and had to be removed because they
I need to know WHAT YOU CAN DO, your intention as were stuck quite solidly in the mud after running off in
to SERVICE; will
just come and go bearing us ill- the wrone direction?
will and problems? What is it you w&t from “me”? I
HAVE GOD WITHIN;
YOU
HAVE
GOD
WITHIN.
WE BOTH
Do you note your recent
GOD IS NOT DEAF, HE HEARS THE
NEED TO CREATE
ongoing pictures of YOUR
THOUGHTS, NOT THE RANTINGS,
OUR DESTINY AND
PRESIDENT
OF THE
AND HE ONLY HAS TO BE ASKED, IN
THAT WHICH OFFERS
UNITED STATES in his IsGOD RESPECT OUT
raeli COSTUME in front of
SINCERITY,
ONCE.
However, HE
OF THE CHAOS.
I
Israeli FLAGS, BEARING
KNOWS,
when
the
“receiver”
(you)
is
not
KNOW WHAT I CAN
AND
REPRESENTING
hearing, is not in sincere intent and thereDO; I DO NOT KNOW
AUTHORITY
EQUAL
WHAT YOU CAN OR
fore, if your prayer always be “IN THY
OVER HIM? Citizens, that
MIGHT DO!
part of the war is over-you
WILL, GOD” so can the answer come in
The ones who really
belong to “the enemy”. You
any FORM, appropriate and fulfilling, best
do, however, bring tears
BELONG, hook, line, and
for the sequence of life stream. ONLY
to my heart are the seeksinker to the Anti-Christ.
ers who “find” and then
Those very people you now
GOD WITHIN YOU KNOWS YOUR
offer me something like,
serve and to whom you offer
TRUE INTENT.
HEAR ME AGAIN:
“I have been a total failup your own homeland-are,
ONLY GOD WITHIN YOU KNOWS
ure all my life; I know
by their own claiming, the
YOUR TRUE INTENT.
that I must come to work
Anti-Christ. IF YOU CANwith you, Hatonn.” Is
NOT SEE THIS TRUTH
this a good recommenAND FACT THEN PLEASE
dation for the most responsible positions in the Univer- DO NOT ASK TO HEAD MY ARMY OR FLEET. CAN
sal order of change, this “I have been and AM a YOU NOT SEE THAT THE VERY DEADLY GAMES
IN ORDER
failure?” If you continue to affirm your “failings” then ARE PERPETRATED BY
you have NOT LEARNED WHAT I OFFER, FRIENDS. TO BRING ABOUT THE FINAL ENFORCEMENT OF
THERE IS HUMBLENESS, SHYNESS, MODESTY, THE NEW WORLD ORDER?
Who has come to own the world? Who runs the
AND FOOLISHNESS. I don’t want an EGO to bury my
mission in his perception of knowing my job better than world? Who makes the laws and restrictions on you?
I, especially as I look around and find chaos and my Are you REALLY free? God doesn’t “OWN”, GOD
task is to set that chaos to order. If you are so great in CREATES and therefore the thieves and liars do not
“presentation”, why is the world in a mess; why clutter stand a chance of infinite control but they surely can
my job? Why do you do a thing? Is it because of your make your manifestation as human a sorely nasty propoself-centered focus on self wherein you will now be- sition of experience. However, whatever you wish to
come “great and noticed” or “gifting and giving”? “I” believe or who you serve IS YOUR BUSINESS AND
neither need nor want anything for ME; I have it ALL. NONE OF MINE. 1 don’t, however, understand why
Therefore my focus CAN BE 100% TURNED TO ALL you would want my things and friends if you DON’T
OTHER THINGS AND BEINGS. When the “me” is LIKE ME! IF WE BE “SO WRONG” AS PRESENTED,
changed to focus on “you” in each individual, we have SAY, BY THE GREEN BRIGADE, WHY DO THEY
made the grade and can move on.
CONTINUE TO FOCUS ON US TO THE POINT OF
Example: One day early on in our teamwork I had TOTAL DISTRACTION OF THEMSELVES AS TO
some hard things to put to print. These also were ANY OTHER SUBJECT? I don’t care if you break my
considered “far-out” stuff. There was wailing and suggestions, but when you BREAK THE LAW OF GOD
gnashing of teeth and finally Dharma flung at me: IN THE BREAKING OF THE LAWS OF MAN, YOU
ARE IN TROUBLE WITH YOUR OWN KIND, NOT
“What you say, then, is no longer my responsibilitybut yours!”
We celebrated for passing the greatest PARTICULARLY WITH ME. Well, face it, readers: if
me, I shall most
hurdle team members can jump. All the world of a man breaks the LAWS
individuals can throw rocks at her for my statements certainly do what I can to bring the LAW AGAINST
but SHE knows it remains my responsibility and, there- HIM IN REVERSE ORDER! I note that most of the
fore, I shall see to her security. She may not at any group of writers against us only continue to give us
moment perceive this as fact in action -but she will proof that our perceptions were and are CORRECT. He
who lies to the courts, every time-will finally lie to the
come to see it is never from me in full responsibility.
AND, thus far, friends, I have done NOTHING save WRONG JUDGE! It may take a long time-but he will
TEACH. I haven’t even begun with the action show- eventually become mired in the cement of his own lies,
and-tell!
Along this line of thinking, readers, I can greed, and corruption.
Therefore, it is now that we
must supply these liars with enough Judges to find one
move a ship a zillion miles with a THOUGHT-CAN
YOU? YES YOU CAN-BUT YOU DON’T KNOW who will not longer tolerate the insult to justice and
HOW.
truth. JOIN THE “PRO-PER” SCHOOL!
A good rule of thumb in considering God’s actions
An ex-Judge stated IN A PUBLIC PAPER that the
is to realize that God will enter the picture in PERSON Ekkers had manipulated the courts more than any
at the most unexpected times. Wouldn’t it be fun if God persons he had encountered in his 35 years of being a
did His arrival and caught George Bush with his pants lawyer and/or Judge. Well, he wasn’t even an elected
Judge, bought his title, and showed his affinity for
down at the Bohemian Grove?
Will “we”, then, all arrive at a planned spot on a untruth and allowance, if not his own action, of removplanned afternoon?
Nope, no way! We are already ing things from files, etc. The Ekkers were struggling,
HERE. GOD IS ALREADY HERE! When you petition on their own at first, to simply keep a roof over their
God for Peace and justice and salvation-FOR
WHOM heads which HE HAD PERSONALLY TAKEN FROM
DO YE PRAY? You are noted for not being able to tell THEM THROUGH HIS UNJUST RULINGS-BEthe LIE from the TRUTH as projected upon you. Did CAUSE HE HAD THE POWER AND WAS A PART OF
you pray for lack of death and damage to the Iraqis or THE SYNDICATE TAKING PROPERTY. Maniputhe kids your blundering idiots sent to the Gulf War? lation of the courts? How could anyone manipulate the
What about Panama7 This was a “war” to bring order courts? Certainly not CITIZENS! Now, after eight
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years of desperate struggle, they no longer care very
much about the players but rather now they can focus on
the “GAME” which uses all the opposition’s RULES.
YOU must learn the game, readers, or you will be
blotted out by this wave of darkness come upon your
globe. NO, WE WILL NOT
We will chew
away at their Achilles’ Heels until righteousness is
brought back within some semblance of respectability.
AND BE IT KNOWN THAT IF YOU ARE ELDERLY
IN AGE AND RESENT HAVING SUGGESTIONS
ABOUT YOUR POSSIBLE INFIRMITIES-THEN
YOU SHALL MEET THE PIPER IN RETURN FOR
YOUR PERSONAL ACTIONS-BEFORE
THE BENCH
AS WELL AS ANY OTHER. IF WE CANNOT HONOR
YOUR “AGE” AND POSSIBLE LACK OF REALIZATION OF YOUR ACTIONS, THEN YOU SHALL
HANG OUT THERE IN FRONT OF THE WORLD AS
WITH ANY OTHER GROUP OF WRONGDOERS.
THERE ARE WAYS TO HANDLE ALL CIRCUMSTANCES AND WHEN YOU CHOOSE THE CLANDESTINE AND SECRET CONSPIRACIES, BE THEY
SMALL ORLARGE,

worthless.
Green had validly borrowed and handled through a
“demand” note this loan from the Institute. How can he
come back with his followers of his cult and
the
Institute of not honoring “demand” notes which do, in
fact, have very extensive SIDE AGREEMENTS? Do
you see the twisting of the facts and the lies projected?
How, further, can the Institute pay off anything if there
is no honoring of COLLECTIONS?
IT BECOMES
THE FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITY OF THE INSTITUTE OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS TO COLLECT,
MAKE EFFORTS AT COLLECTION, AND FOR PROTECTINGTHE VIABILITY, AND HONOR ALL LAWS
OF CORPORATION REGULATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS. WHAT IS
TO UNDERSTAND ABOUT
THIS AS QUALITY~USINESS
PRACTICE7 All
the name calling toward the Ekkers only shows further
lack of honor on the part of the name callers who know
they deliberately distort information or blatantly try to
MISinform. George knows better for he has set up his
own CORPORATE AGENT AGENCIESinNevada.
He
can’t proclaim ignorance of the law- he KNOWS the
law, OR, he intentionally publishes totally fabricated
Putting down the ones you have wronged misinformation to you the public. Honor and integrity
does not make you other than WORSE IN INTENT! demand that the LIAR be made to answer as to lack of
WE DO NOT LIE ABOUT ANYTHING
When you act to deliberately hurt others then I shall credibility-and
RELATIVE TO THESE ENCOUNTERS IN YOUR
stand between them and you until they be secured.
No lie or suggestion can tear ME down! No threats COURTROOMS AND, THEREFORE, THE LIARS
or bad-mouthing can hurt me or my credibility! None WILLFINALLY TAKEENOUGH ROPE WITH WHICH
of your wrong perceptions can touch me! Why? Be- TO HANG SELVES.
You must know that in the actuality of LIFE secause I am RIGHT and you have done some pretty
questionable and deliberately WRONG things in full quence, it is the first INTENT TO MISREPRESENT
INTENT of damage! When you pull down ANOTHER THAT DOES YOU IN. It may well not seem so until the
to make yourself look somehow “better”, you have erred LAST intent is expressed in full light and layout-but
greatly because you are now dealing with some VERY it is that FIRST unchecked step into subterfuge that
ENLIGHTENED people as YOU TRY to convince them made the decision about the pathway and, ultimately,
“you” are somehow “wronged”.
Check the records. the journey’s direction.
Let us briefly consider taking of corporate records
YOU are, if you join the “Brigade” of destroyers,
simply weeding yourself from the garden. What have and how that impacts truth and liability. Well, regardYOU done in order to be considered worthy of recogni- less of the intent, the players or the outcome, the FIRST
tion? How have you served? WHO have you served? intent was to get the books away from the Agent. There
Where have you served? With WHOM have you and do are many ways to lawfully and visibly accomplish that
you, serve? First check SELF and purpose and you may task. Therefore, to form little secret societies to keep
have a big blinding flash of realization. Either way, to secrets from the very Directors and Officers WHO
LEthreaten ME and MINE does nothing save cause us to HAVE THE RESPONSIBILITY AND THE
look DEEPER into what might be YOURNEW GAMES! GAL TOOL TO CHANGE CORPORATION STRUCTO COMMIT
In that checking, all manners of information work to TURES, IS CALLED
the top of the pile of other information already known. SOME ACT. To, after the fact, claim it was the fault of
Accidents don’t happen and they have not happened in others who now “vilify” is silly if not now downright
the recent happenings of the Green Triad. To claim “in offensive. All the letters to and from an “AGENT” in
the Officers and
the name of God” while you butcher and slash at such a situation mean NOTHING-for
TRUTH is despicable-at
any age.
Directors
are totally responsible
for
Why do “1” get into this morass of mortal standoff7 CHANGES. If the Agent then errs, he is
Because the real intent of THIS BATTLE/WAR is TO considered as guilty of wrongdoing as are
DISCOUNT AND DESTROY MA. The Ekkers and you the original perpetrators of the act. It is
other people seem to be incidental in the assault for the called, at the least, complicity to commit
enemy strikes wherein he thinks he can best get to me. fraud or a crime.
HE CAN’T GET TO ME, I MAY BECOME IRRISharri, do not continue to claim that
TATED; I DO NOT HONOR ANGER TO ANY GREAT somehow ones here have “sucked you in or
EXTENT AND I HAVE THE POWER OF “RIGHT” ON vilify you”, for people here have done evMY SIDE. IN THE ENDING, THAT IS SUFFICIENT erything in their power TO KEEP YOU
UNTO “OUR” NEEDS. SO, LET THEM HUFF AND OUT OF THIS MESS! You, as with all
individuals, create your own set of circumPUFF AND BLOW THEIR OWN HOUSES DOWN.
It has come down now to the point that every lie told stances and in these recent encounters,
prior to current hearings as regards any facet of all WRONG information has caused you to crecases involving the same parties, are by George’s pre- ate a very negative set of circumstances
cedent of sending out unattested information from un- which in turn actually works against your
finished depositions, etc., can and will be used against own security. Do you actually think George
him. He first told a court of law, in which he was Green is going to honor you and secure you
ordered to sell no more
that there were 110,000 in protection AFTER he uses you and everybooks in his holding. He was ordered to sell no more of thing you have for his own gain? LOOK
them-and
yet the next number given was 40,000 odd AGAIN and CHECK THE RECORDS! By
(also in a court under oath). Which is it? We do KNOW the way, things you NOW claim were not
that he has, through Grant, sold many volumes and I presented to ones here prior to now-WERE.
I think if you will think back to your time
remind everyone that a
is a
no matter who all has fingerprints on it.
here and “there” with Kip will refresh your
Originally those journals were collateral for the mind to some of the things including your
$150,000 used by Green from the Institute. Now the coins AND your age representation.
We have no way in the onset of relationcollateral is all but worthless if indeed not totally

ships to mistrust input from ANYONE. Therefore, do
not tell us we LIE when the facts speak otherwise with
good and solid foundation. What you think about me is
not my business; what you say against me becomes only
a passing interest as to my business, but what you DO
against me becomes MY BUSINESS! 1 do not lie, I do
not cheat and I do not steal. I maybe subject to the same
errors as you-but I correct them when I find themDO YOU’? Walk a crooked path with crooked people
and you shall be considered “crooked” until proven
otherwise. There is NO rectification of errors on your
part or the part of others, so all the nasty letters and
continued misinformation to cover the actions are only
further indictment of wrongful actions.
You KNOW what you can do ETHICALLY AND
LEGALLY to rectify the problems. You choose to do
otherwise and so be it but leave us out of your probings
and proddings for your further insults are none of our
business. Also, why do you blast
for not
printing all the nonsense from such as Lemura Astar,
etc.? Mr. Green prints ALL of your letters to his
mailing list which exceeds AND includes all of those
whom he took from
If you do not like this
publication, don’t read it! Through your actions you
have taken your stand AGAINST me and so be it for
freedom of choice is uppermost in my allowance. To
this day you have lost nothing of monetary value. The
losses, however, may well be greater than all the wealth
of a world. Your opinions about “things” may well
NOT be correct. Are mine? YES, whether or not you
like it. I will assist in the struggle for TRUTH and
RIGHT-NESS
In this particular “ongoing game” YOU ARE NOT RIGHT.
You do not nor can you accept this confrontation7
Oh, you expect others to accept yours! If “I” do not
stand for the right and truth of each confrontation-I
am no better than the worst of the perpetrators of evil.
If you cannot face the wrongs then you are in serious
trouble as a world for you are among the believers, at
least in proclamation, of goodness and righteousness.
Each individual is either “for me” or “against me”
as facts are laid forth for judgment. If you are choosing
to be “against me” DOES THAT NOT INDICATE
THAT I, THEREFORE, AM PLACED INTO A POSITION “AGAINST” YOU? I am quite sure that that is
not a comfortable place for either of us but I was not
allowed hearing in the “choosing”. You cannot connect me to God in one breath and disconnect me in the
next. I DO NOT DISCONNECT FROM GOD! YOU
WILL ALL COME TO KNOW THIS ONE DAY SOON.
You ones can continue to connect, unplug and play your

4
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back-and-forth
Earth-trained games to protect your
silly “assets” -but it changes not one iota ofthe TRUTH
If you claim
OF GOD, OR FRANKLY, MYSELF!
ignorance of consequences on the one part and claim
brilliance of perception on the other-then
where do
you finally seek solace? In the hidden places of ignorance or deliberate and intentional refusal to find truth
in any circumstance.
WHEN YOU SOUGHT TRUTH
AND FOUND ME-YOU ALSO FOUND TRUTH, AND
THAT SHALL BECOME MORE AND MORE APPARENT WITH EACH PASSING DAY. You are certainly
welcome to the manipulations and prodding of whatever you choose, but do not expect me to protect you
AGAINST MYSELF AND THE TRUTH I
I can only suggest that you who have reached
beyond the age of what you call “middle-age” begin to
consider carefully your plight for you near your final
mortal choices. You may well not think you need me,
but you DO. Why’? Because I stand ONLY for God and
LIGHT LIFE. No, that does NOT mean I am the ONLY
ONE who stands for God and LIGHT LIFE, but any who
denies same denies me and that TRUTH IN GOD. This
IS your choice and if you feel confusion-you
need to
do your homework for “time” is running out, and the
odds of it running out on the elderly are far more apt to
present “timely” in your circumstance than those who
may be able to wait for the sequence to fulfill itself.
I am not your intermediary and therefore, NEITHER IS MY TYPIST, “FINGERS”. Al1 those other
“channels” are but intermediaries of the same ilk as
have been al1 the priests of your religious temples thus
far. You don’t need intermediaries for they only set up
excuses which are unacceptable to GOD as “reasons”
when you judge selves in the LIGHT OF GOD. No true
servant unto GOD claims anything other than THIS
FACT.
Except for you who deny and denounce God and
HIS HOSTS, these people in service would have no
public recognition AT ALL. They ask for none; they

plead to have none, and they do nothing to proclaim any be ultimately, SELF, for you uncover self and deeds
greatness other than in the LIGHT OF GOD. TRUTH with each “cover-up” you present to hide or distract
IS TRUTH
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AND REQUIRES

DIVIDUALAND GOD1 All in the physical world is but
a give and take in a play while establishing
potential
reality. It often behooves the actors to listen to the
Director. Pay attention to whom you attend your listening. Then note to WHOM you direct your prattle in
whatever you call “self-defense” in return for the stance
taken when you project your misinformation. You ALL
seem to forget something in regards to people who are
readers and work-sharers with ME. They are OUR
contacts FIRST. Why do
find you have a “right”
somehow to distract OUR FRIENDS? How came you to
claim our people as YOURS? Mostly you have deceived
the very people with whom you now denounce us in
favor of making self look honorable. You had best take
another look at the results you CREATE. You may well
end up without job, shelter, security OR friend. Will
this be at MY doing? No, YOURS!
I am of THE ROCK upon which God can knowingly
place His TRUTH. I do not intend to relinquish that
ROCK unto the deceivers and frauds. Anyone can get
off our ROCK, or be welcome aboard, but
ROCK
will soar to the heavens and I hate to tell you where
yours is going to sink.
Why do I get so personal? Because if I do not stand
in my own TRUTH, how shall you ever come to recognize yours? If I do not stand strong and unbendable
against the evil assaults-then
you are left to blow in
the whirlwind if you have trusted and believed in God’s
presence in me, His Messenger and Host. I personally
have no input to you save that which I AM and that
which I offer. Since you are free to get thee from meand I ask that you do if you feel not my truth-why
do
you continue to annoy us with your silliness? You
remind me of the bullies in kindergarten who taunt and
prod the helpless little creatures on show-and-tell-day.
That is, except for one thing, the creature you prick will

0’

-ina

information

from truth.

I enjoy the way you ones write in great professing
of our ignorance

and misunderstanding,

demand

hear-

ing BUT ALLOW NO RESPONSE-FROM
“OUR”
OWN PAPER. Nothing has changed HERE, so if there
are changes-check
out Self.
What we present are lessons and information for
EVERYONE, for any talc can bear the name of Jane or
John Doe or Paul or Betty Anne, Mark or Tom, Dick
and/or Harry. The concepts and PRINCIPLES are the
SAME and are visualization of RIGHT AND WRONG,
for yes indeed, there is eventually and ultimately a
RIGHT and a WRONG,

and moreover:

YOU KNOW IT.

We can certainly tell when you (or a lawyer) are covering your backsides in your manipulated and planned
WRITINGS.
Spare us the input and you will spare selves the
response. I have told you al1 that I shall no longer stand
SILENT when the “enemy” attacks and I KEEP MY
PROMISES. I don’t intend to “zap” you somewaysimply am going to present the TRUTH when you
present the assault. When pursuing and protecting
“Right” actions and speakings requires the LAW of the
Land and of God, we shall use that method of protection, and, we will have the foundation upon which to
base our own defense in honor, integrity and within the
guidelines of the law itself-EVERY
TIME. You who
continue to work against us and then claim spending of
funds for legal costs WHEN THE LAW DEMANDS
ATTORNEYS FOR ALL CORPORATIONS, are either
blind and deaf or totally foolish. When you stop the
CULPRITS, who are not, by the way, us, you will have
gained your goals as stated-but then again we recognize that that is not ACTUALLY your goal. is it? Two
things stand out in my own KNOWING: My TRUTH
and MY ENEMIES. I find that in the mortal stance you
who are involved in our business are not aware of
either.
Always rejoice in TRUTH, readers, for in so-doing
and in always serving God in that Truth, you never have
to remember lies you have told-for
the TRUTH is
always there, every time, any time, TO SERVE YOU
and WILL SERVE YOU CONSISTENTLY INTO INFINITY.
One of my tasks assigned is to present these observations and lessons, if you choose to label them by that
term. If you don’t like them it is your prerogative in
choice. Opinions will not change the fact of the matter.
Everyone follows some drumbeat-I
suggest you make
sure your Drummer is not leading you over the cliff to
your demise. If YOU be in the shelter of the TRUTH OF
GOD, NO
I would note that even the man who murdered half
the children in the Scotland town would have his own
excuses for his actions. Ponder it carefully, students,
because unless your reasons be based in Goodness, you
ERR. A LIE
BUT A
“FABRICATION” “CAN” BECOME BELIEVED. And
to measure that premise: If you actually think a friend
of MINE, Dave Overton, would actually GIVE George
Green and Desiree $350,000 in gold coins addressed to
the Phoenix Institute on which Board sat Green as
Director and Officer, to pay their personal bills such as
at the Khazarian exclusive shopping stores, THINK
AGAIN! Would you do such a thing? I thought not!
Therefore if you have at the very heart of the matter
such a BIG lie, do you not consider possibility of other
discrepancies in the tales? Let us consider carefully
wherein might be the picture distortions!
Since I am on the subject I would hope you would
consider your possible POSITION when you cast your
lot for my robe with my enemy. I AM EXACTLY WHO
I SAY I AM. Who are YOU? I DO NOT NEED HIDE
FROM TRUTH. WHY DO YOU? LIGHT IS MY
GAME. WHAT IS YOURS?
Thank you and good morning.
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Clinton is, as we speak, giving away more of your taxed-away earnings to Zionist Israel. This story comes
from the March 14 issue of the (Los Angeles) DAILY
[quoting:] -.
JERUSALEM-By
turns politician, preacher and professor [Oh, gag!], President Clinton raced from the
peak of Mount Herzl here to the heart of coastal Tel Aviv on Thursday to convince Israelis that the United
States stood squarely behind them and their endangered peace.
The formal centerpiece of Clinton’s brief visit was his
commitment of $100 million to supply Israel with training and technical assistance in the struggle against
terrorism.
a
go
“,
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One reads reports such as this with tongue-incheek, after reading about the Fifth Column’s efforts to
“encourage” politicians with dirty hands (is that redundant?) to “retire” (covered in the February 13 issue of
From a recent issue of
(Montana), [quoting:]
HELENA-Four-term
Rep. Jim Elliott, one of the
Democratic Party’s leading tax strategists, said Monday he is bowing out of politics-at
least for now.
Elliott, 53, said he instead will concentrate on tending
to his ranch at Trout Creek in north-western Montana.
%My ranch is going to hell,” he said. In addition,
Elliot said he very disappointed with the political tenor
of the times, “which is incredibly childish” and he
believes the political parties “have lost relevance due to
the spoiled-child nature of campaigns.”
our?] “Power is addicting, and
even a little power is addicting,” he said. Elliot, a
Pennsylvania native whose family has always farmed,
said his first love is the land and he looks forward to
putting in the necessary time again on his hay and grain
operation.

Speaking of Swiss bank accounts, here’s an intriguing snippet of news from the February 29 issue of
[quoting:]
NEW YORK-A federal judge threw out a $125
billion judgment against two Swiss government agencies Wednesday, allaying fears of a financial crisis in
Switzerland. A New York state judge had issued the
default judgment in 1994 after the Swiss failed to show
up in court. The dispute involved assets that we-e lost
when a Swiss bank collapsed in 1967. In throwing out
the judgment, U.S. District Judge David Trager said his
decision was based on federal guidelines for default
cases. He did not explain. [I
He did not suggest it was influenced by the size of
the judgment-three
times the total of Switzerland
yearly tax revenue. The prospect of being forced to pay
$125 billion threatened “grave consequences” for Switzerland banking system, the central Swiss National
Bank had warned.
a
Flunkies of the Khazarian New World “Odor” run to do their bidding.
computer users: One is that exploring the World
Wide Web is an entirely confidential and anonymous
experience that leaves no record of itself.
The European Union has already set standards for
The other
From the February 20 issue of the
is that users’ hard disk drives are, in effect, their 2,500 products and plans directives on 9,000 others.
[quoting:]
castles, and shouldn’t be tampered with-without
an CONTROL, CONTROL, CONTROL. Here’s the GloAttention,
Web surfers:
You’ll probably be owner’s explicit knowledge and approval. [Vou
bal Plantation’s latest product update, from the Februsurprised
to hear this, but the Web sites you’re
ary 29 issue of
[quoting:]
visiting may be spying on you and using your own
BRUSSELS, Belgium-The
European Unionis takcomputer’s hard disk drive to keep detailed notes about
ing unity to new lengths: Condoms must now be at least
what they see. A little-known feature of Netscape’s
6 l/2 inches long to earn the EU stamp of approval. “If
Navigator, as well as other World Wide Web browser
it’s not long enough, you can endanger the health of the
programs including Microsoft Corp.‘s, allows Web
From the February 27 issue of
consumer,” Suzanne Larque of the European Commitsites to store any information about your visit that
[quoting:]
tee for
said Wednesday after the EU
they want to by way of a file on your own hard drive.
WASHINGTON-President
Clinton
made the set the new size standard for condoms sold in 18
The file theoretically can be up to 1.2 megabytes bigFederal Emergency Management Agency part of his European countries. Testing will be
to
the size of a medium-sized computer program.
Cabinet on Monday, attributing the move to an unusu- ensure the safety of condoms, used to prevent pregThe feature
is called “cookies”, and while ally high number of disasters
nancy and the transmission of HIV, the virus that
Netscape said the features have many legitimate uses,
causes AIDS. They must be filled with water to check
the company admitted its use could evolve to pose
in recent years.
FEMA Director James for holes and mechanically stretched and inflated to
serious questions involving privacy and other issues. Lee Witt will not receive an increase in salary or test strength. The guidelines probably will be in force
In response to recent queries, the company said it is assume a different title, said White House spokes- by the end of the year in all 15 EU nations, as well as
considering changing the way the feature works [“con- man Mike McCurry. Witt joins 10 other officials Norway, Liechtenstein and Iceland, Larque said. Un”
While cookies don’t to whom Clinton has extended similar Cabinet status. der the directive, the width of Euro-condo&s can vary
explicitly betray your identity, the feature seems to
from 1 314 to 2 113 inches. Larque said the rules would
still allow for some variety in shapes, designs and
violate
two nearly universal assumptions held by
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From the February 28 issue of
[quoting:]
NEW YORK (AP)-Butchers
Jeffrey and Brian
Yarmeisch were fined $11,100 by state food inspectors
for not labeling 19 packages of kosher turkey thighs to
show that the poultry had been soaked and salted in
keeping with Jewish dietary law. The fine was later
dropped, but the brothers say the incident embarrassed
them and hurt their business. Now they are suing to get

New York state out of the business of setting and
enforcing standards for food labeled as kosher.
“The enforcement of a religious dietary law by
criminal statute amounts to an active promotion and
recognition of the Jewish religion” in violation of the
constitutional separation of church and state, they said
in a lawsuit tiled last month in federal court on Long
Island.
No trial date has been set.
Similar state laws in New Jersey and a Baltimore city
ordinance have been overturned on church-and-state grounds.
Orthodox Jewish groups fear a ruling against New
York in this case could lead to similar results in the 20
other states with kosher laws. New York’s kosher
regulations date to 1882, making them the nation’s
oldest body of state law setting standards for food
labeled kosher. Kosher stems from “kashruth”, a body
of Jewish law governing which foods may be eaten and
how they must be prepared. Animals must be slaughtered properly, and meat can’t be combined with dairy
products. Pork and shellfish are forbidden.
The 1992 New Jersey Supreme Court ruling, which

the U.S. Supreme Court allowed to stand without comment, said the state could not impose standards based
on religious law. The decision allowed New Jersey only
to require vendors to display the basis they use to
declare food as kosher. Usually, that means the name
of the rabbi who certified the food.

From the February 21 issue of
[quoting:]
TOKYO-Baxter
International Inc. agreed Monday to negotiate an out-of-court settlement with the
Japanese government and other companies to compensate Japanese infected with the AIDS virus by tainted
blood products. Baxter Chairman Vernon R. Louks Jr.
agreed to settle in a meeting with Japanese Health and
Welfare Minister Naoto Kan, said ministry spokesman
Makoto Okano. Baxter’s subsidiary, Baxter Ltd., was
one of several medical supply companies sued with the
Japanese government for providing tainted blood to
hemophiliacs. About 2,000 Japanese became infected
with HIV when they received tainted blood transfusions
in the 1980s. Besides Baxter Ltd., companies
in the lawsuits of selling contaminated blood products
are Green Cross Corp., the Chemo-Sero-Therapeutic
Research Institute, Nippon Zoki Pharmaceutical Co.
and Bayer Yakahin Ltd, a Japanese subsidiary of Bayer

a

is the most ancient and very best grain. Spelta
is a grain of
its own unique being. It is the best fiber resource and has large amounts of B-17 (anticarcinoma). The grain berry grows an exceptionally thick husk that protects it from pollutants and insects. It is stored with its husks intact, so it remains fresher. Thus, unlike other
grains, it is not normally treated with pesticides or other chemicals. The strong, protective
husk may also be a metaphorical signature of this grain’s capacity to strengthen immunity.
contains special carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides) which are an important factor
in blood clotting and stimulating the body’s immune system.
offers Bread Mixes that use pure
flour instead of wheat. The taste is
uniquely nutty and enjoyable for the whole family. Also offered are combination Bread Mixes
with both
flour and whole wheat flour. Both are perfect for a 2 lb. loaf of bread which
can be utilized in the Hitachi Bread Machine or others of its equal. The mixes are easy to use
with only the simple addition of water, butter & sweetener. The packages come in 2 lb. sizes only.
Also available are whole spelt flour packages for your baking and homemade bread needs
that come in 2 lb., 4 lb. and 8 lb, sizes.
You may also order the whole spelt kernels that can be milled at home into flour. These
come in 4 lb. and 10 lb. bags.

1
1 1

1
1

1 Place all ingredients through the fine blade of a meat grinder (or process in four parts 1
i in food processor). Mix well and shape into balls the size of marbles. Roll in
1
I
and refrigerate before serving.
I

Here is an assortment of quotes gathered by the
March 6 issue of
(P.O. Box 84901,
Phoenix, AZ 85071) on the subject of depopulation,
[quoting:]
Negative Population Growth, Inc. published an ad
in
March 1966, which stated, “All
efforts to save our environment will ultimately be futile
unless we not only halt U.S. population growth, but
reverse it, so that our population can eventually be
stabilized at a sustainable level-far
lower than it is
. ..This Negative Population Growth group
today.”
would like to see American population reduced to 125150 million, about the size it was in the 1940s. This
means up to 40 million Americans have to go,
including those who are politically incorrect.
“If I were reincarnated I would wish to return to
Earth as a killer virus to lower human population
levels.” Prince Philip, Great Britain, head of the World
Wildlife Fund,
February 1996.
“In order to. stabilize world population, we need to
eliminate 350,000 people per day.” Jacques Cousteau,
February 1996.
“Isn’t it the only hope for the planet that the
industrialized civilizations collapse? Isn’t it our responsibility to bring that about?” Maurice Strong,
head of the 1992 Earth Summit and a major U.N.
environmental spokesman,
February 1996.

Science or pseudo-science?
From the March 3
issue of the
(Texas)
[quoting:]
The insatiable thirst of the world’s burgeoning
billions has caused a spurt of dam-building in temperate regions in the past 40 years, and a NASA scientist
has found that the reservoirs are affecting Earth’s
orbital rotation.
Although Earth’s rate of spin is
gradually slowing because of the tidal drag of the
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Moon, the slowing would have been measurably greater
if it were not for the influence of 88 reservoirs built
since the early 195Os, said the scientist, Benjamin Fong
Chao, a geophysicist at the Goddard Space Flight Center, an arm of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration in Greenbelt, Md. Each reservoir contains at least 2.4 cubic miles of water weighing 10
biliion metric tons, The reservoirs contain most of the
world’s impounded water.
The shift in the distribution of Earth’s water caused
by the reservoirs has tended to speed the planet’s spin.
Without lunar tidal drag, the reservoir effect would
have reduced the length of a day by 0.2 millionths of a
second a day for the past 40 years, Chao calculated.
The reason for this, he said, is that the shifting of water
to midlatitude reservoirs in the Northern and Southern
Hemispheres has increased the amount of the world’s
water in those latitudes in relation to the Equator. In
effect, more water is closer to Earth’s axis. Moreover,
Earth’s axis is being slightly tilted by the weight of
water that has collected in the 88 reservoirs, Chao
found, and the shape of the planet’s gravitational field
has been altered.
[Lest you worry:] The effects are several hundred
times smaller than natural variations in Earth’s motion, Chao said in an interview, and they pose no
danger to people or the global environment.
[Whew.]
Still, he reported recently in
the effects of reservoir construction are significant enough that they will have to be taken into consideration in calculating long-term changes in global
motion.
His conclusions are based on geophysical
measurements, international data bases and theoretical
calculations.
[Maybe so, but we’ve been

ers say Americans’ taste for artificial flavorings may
Christian uneasiness with nudity goes back to the
help explain why fewer people are dying from heart biblical account of Adam and Eve, who were clothed by
attacks.
God after eating the forbidden fruit. Public nudity is
associated with original sin, and most Christian denominations encourage modesty in dress so as not to
inflame lustful passions. But if churches emphasize
“We are presenting
fallen human nature since Adam and Eve disobeyed
what we consider to.be a plausible hypothesis, but it God, some nudists contend Christians can recapture a
needs a lot more exploration,” said Lillian M. lngster purity of spirit regarding creation.
of the National Center for Health Statistics
in
With clothes on, the participants of all physical
Hyattsville, Md. “The decline in heart disease started shapes and sizes here to play and pray in the nude could
rather abruptly in the mid-‘60s. Within about three or be a typical collection of
Christians.
four years it spread across the country. It’s hard to They describe themselves as Bible-believing folk [Beimagine that something like cholesterol lowering or
do
blood pressure treatment could explain it,” said Inster’s
some of them fundamentalists, who see
collegue Dr. Manning Feinleib. Salicylates in food nudity as a path to the divine. “When God created us,
be the missing link in explaining why this he didn’t create us with clothes,” said David Phipps, a
decline occurred when it did as widely as it did.”
retired minister of music at a Pentecostal church as he
The researchers found that the use of salicylates walked the grounds with a pet pig on a leash. “There
for artificial flavorings rose modestly since the 1920s are a lot of people walking around in $400 suits that I
until about 1960, when they went up abruptly. The wouldn’t trust my pig with. So clothes really don’t
average amount consumed from artificial flavors alone make the Christian.”
rose from 90 milligrams per day in 1960 to 125 milligrams in 1970. The researchers said that beyond 1970,
figures on salicylate
consumption
are
sketchy.
on
and much industry
information is protected by trade secrecy
laws.
J

Dr. Aaron R. Folsom of the University
of Minnesota, head of the meeting’s program committee, called the salicylate theory
new and intriguing.

a

This may stretch your credulity to the snapping
point! From the March 15 issue of the (Los Angeles}
DAILY
[quoting:]
SAN FRANCISCO-A
new study suggests healthfood enthusiasts got it all wrong: Artificial flavorings
in everything from barbecue potato chips to toothpaste
may actually be good for you. The reason: All sorts of
artificial flavors contain salicylates, a chemical cousin
of aspirin. And aspirin is known to reduce the risk of
heart attacks by preventing blood clots. The research-

Is this a trend?! The following is excerpted from recent issues of
and
[quoting:]
“Amazing Grace” lifts softly into the
North Carolina pines from the meeting room
where voices gather greater fervor with each
verse in praising God. And so began Sunday worship recently at the first Christian
Nudist Conference, a gathering of some 45
“naturists” from around the country who
believe that clothes do not make the Christian.

is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens
everywhere, though it particularly focuses on the United States because of
this country’s special mission in the affairs of the world. That is, “As goes
the United States, so goes the world.”
is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s most
recent writings on important current affairs, plus those from other enLight-ening sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed
public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle between
the Forces of Light and the “Evil Empire” forces of darkness.
exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever halftruths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast media
prostitutes of the Satanic Elite controllers-parasites
who are in the
process of economically, physically, and spiritually collapsing this once
great country (and actually the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of
existence under their diabolical control plan called The New World Order.
This newspaper,
began life on March 30, 1993, risen, like
the mythical bird, with great determination “up from the ashes” of its
internationally acclaimed predecessor called

Assciclated

-- --_--_---

in turn, began life in mid-October of 1991, having
evolved from an earlier newsletter called the
which itself came into existence as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you
readers than was possible with the more substantial “book” format of the
Much incredible ground has been covered so far in that mission.
While the
motto reminded all that “The Truth Will
motto, displayed prominently in the masthead,
Set You Free”, the
takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims: LLYe
The “Phoenix Project” is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and
soul levels-to both understand and survive the great healing changes which are
beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tortured from
abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the
with all of you-a coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix
Project “ground crew” continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through
becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Indeed, welcome aboard, friends!
Editor-In-Chief,
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sional pearls of wisdom from Sananda and Soltec. It is
self evident that no one and nothing can take the place
of Hatonn’s contributions. His insight and wisdom are
the food of the soul and I am concerned that there seems
to be a trending away from focusing on what Hatonn (et
al.) have to offer, Is this intentional? I would regret
having to cancel my subscription and lose my tether to
what I consider to be the best source for truth on this
planet. At this point I am simply asking for some
insight as to what I can expect down the road. If
is going to dedicate most of its space to
Earth-based authors at the expense of Hatonn, Soltec
and Sananda, then I would be sadly disappointed. I feel
a bit ashamed to admit this, but in truth, I only read
what Hatonn, Sananda and Soltec have to offer. Call
me provincial, but that is why I subscribed in the first
place and
appetite has not changed. I find most
everything else written by other authors very dry, tediously long, and painfully boring. Two of the last
three issues I threw away having read nothing because
Hatonn was absent from the publication. And it seems
like forever since Sananda or Soltec were present on a
semi-regular basis. Alas, it is sad. I wonder how many
other subscribers feel as I? In closing, have you considered a web page for more immediate communication
between Hatonn and his loyal readers? I have many
ideas and suggestions in this regard. I will await your
reply.
Thank you very much.

Letter From
Reader
Dear Friends of the
How do you do. My name is John Brunelle. I am
one of your loyal subscribers. I have been aboard since
about 1989 but have remained anonymous and silent
until now.
I want to first commend you all on the fine publication you distribute each week amidst the many trials
and tribulations you face continually. The
is a proven resource and clearing house for the vital
information that we all need if we want to restore our
Constitution and preserve our civilization. Moreover,
the
a gift from heaven as it serves as a
conduit of spiritual truth linking all mankind with the
very hosts of God creator.
Aside from the Earth-based information contained
in
I value most highly the spiritual knowledge and enlightened commentary that flows from

Hatonn, Sananda, and Soltec. Each week I look forward to reading anything and everything these three
enlightened beings have to offer. Of late however, the
has contained very little from the “lips” of
these three master teachers. In fact, of the last three
issues, only one contained articles from Hatonn. This
phenomenon has been evolving along a straight line
path, in the wrong direction, over the past few years.
Consequently, 1 have been pondering whether or not to
renew my subscription as it seems there is far less input
from the “dynamic trio” than from all your Earth-based
sources of information. I understand very well Hatonn’s
declaration that this publication is not “his” and that
only publishes what is already “known”,
etc. However, I for one read
not for the
information, but for Hatonn’s perspective and commentary on what is being offered, hopefully, with occa-

Response
From

0.

27800
89126
(800) 800-5565
March 13, 1996
John B. BNnelle
14806 Grant
Dolton, IL 604 19
Dear Mr. Brunelle:
We are in receipt of your letter concerning the
content of
I have shared your letter also
with Dr. Ed Young, editor-in-chief of the paper (and
this response, with which he concurs wholeheartedly),
as wellas withDharmaand
Hatonn. Whether they elect
to respond to you directly is entirely up to them, but in
the meantime perhaps I can shed some light on the
situation.
The primary “purpose” of
to directly
communicate with the “ground crew”. The staff cf

/s/John B. Brunelle
14806 Grant
Dolton, IL 60419

18,19,20,21, and 22; February 20,1996 Vol. 12, #4Hatonn’s writing appears on page I, 19,20, and 2 1; and
February 13, 1996 Vol. 12, #3-Hatonn’s
writing appears on page 5,6,7, 8,9, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, and 34.
Soltec has written volumes of information about
Earth changes and geophysical activity generally, and
apparently at the moment, has no new critical information to share with the readership. That is NOT to say
that Dr. Young is not in DAILY CONTACT WITH
SOLTEC.
Dharma and I are both receivers for Sananda.
Sananda did have a message which we published within
the last few months asking the “ground-crew” to hold
on-he knows who they are.
Hatonn is just beginning a VITALLY IMPORTANT SERIES ON LIGHT-all
of which will be published in
as auicklv as Dharma’s tinners can
get it nut to naner. The TEAM upstairs, and they ARE
A TEAM, do not work at cross odds with one another.
Why would, say, Sananda, initiate a series of writings
which would detract from a new series on LIGHT?
The messages come forth AND ARE THEN PUT IN
as and when they are necessary. We do not
spend our time second guessing their SEQUENCE OF
COMMUNICATION. We do not say, “Sananda, it’s
been a while since you’ve done a writing and the
natives are restless-therefore,
it’s time to write.” NO,
SIR.
The point I am fumbling at making is this: The
entire paper of
is devoted to the sharing of
vital information and, as best as we are able to determine, the sharing of TRUTH. Yes, discernment is
necessary ALWAYS. But the ground crew must be
informed, or else they are just like the rest of the
population.
And if you are turning aside the very
lessons GUIDED BY THE HOSTS FOR US, then you,
literally, are missing the boat. Perhaps you might try
reading the paper COVER TO COVER. You may be
surprised.

NO MEANS interferes with the inclusion
of Hatonn, Sananda or Soltec in the weekly editions.
Each week, ALL writings are included where space
permits. But one thing you are apparently not aware of,
is that Hatonn, Sananda, Soltec, and others
directly with we of the CONTACTin guidingus to include
very specific information, or to write about very specific information which is CRITICALLY TIMELY each
given week. If you are throwing away the papers
because, say, there is not a writing from Sananda that
week, it is very unfortunate because you are missing the
lifeboat messages and lessons which appear each week.
Granted, some of the articles and research MAY BE
BORING-but
that is not to say that it is not most
critical in terms of knowing the information and being
aware of certain facts or details concerning a given
subject. Perhaps you are looking for “entertainment
value” rather than LEARNING?
In case you missed it, let’s review the last five
issues of
March 12, 1996 Vol. 12, #7Hatonn’s writings appear on pages 1, 4, 5, 13, 21, 22,
24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, and 32; March 5, 1996 Vol. Sincerely,
12, #6-Hatonn’s
writings appear on pages 1,9, 16,17,
18, 21, and 22; February 27, 1996 Vol. 12, #5Rick Martin
Hatonn’s writings appear on page 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 16, 17, Senior Correspondent
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Part XXII: “TobaccoRoad”
was

”
216196 CONTACT
Ranger-l,

The C.I.A. Pipeline
p. 5,

Back in the quiet, peaceful solitude of my mountain home nestled deep within the Ozark Mountains of
north-central Arkansas, I finally began to thaw out
after my close encounter with death in the frigid North
Atlantic on
And after years of undertaking
many covert operations in the name of national security for our nation’s Elite, all the while pursuing my
own lust for power and greed, I was becoming frightened of the men who controlled my very destiny. It
was plain to see that sooner or later I would become
expendable, a fly caught up in the web of deceit. Even
now, in the confines of my own home, where I was
always most comfortable, I found myself peering out
of the windows and wondering about the moment I
might get hit by a “hunter’s stray bullet”-or
would I
meet the fate of so many others-the
infamous “Arkansas suicide”?
I had an appointment to meet with the boys from
Miami, Max Mermelstein and Rafa Salazar, to discuss
the information that was passed on
me concerning
Barry Seal. They were to fly up to the White River and
do some fresh-water, rainbow trout fishing. I tried to
get in contact with Barry, but was informed that he and
Eugene Hasenfus were on a mission down south in
Nicaragua, flying a load of weapons to the Sandinistas
as part of the ongoing efforts arranged by George Bush
and Oliver North. This one mission alone would net
the two pilots and the C.I.A. millions of dollars.
As it was, Rafa Salazar did not make the trip to my
humble abode, due to a surprising new, development
that would soon secure the fate of Barry Seal. Max,
Jimmy Cooley, and Mickey Monday flew in and landed
at the isolated airstrip behind my mountain home the
next evening. I must say that none of them seemed to
be feeling any pain, judging from the reek of booze and
marijuana that filled the cockpit as I opened the door
of the plane. Then there was the familiar sight of the
black duffel bag in the rear compartment of the plane.
I knew exactly what this contained: white powder, a
lot of white powder. Max made the comment that this
was a shipment from Rafa to Dan Lasater, and I was to
keep one kilo just for making the delivery. Max also
warned that I should be careful when using it myself as
it was a very pure powder. Too much ingested into the
body at one time could prove lethal. It could be a trip
1 would make but one time!
My friends from Miami were always welcome, as
they were always fun to be around. They were used to

the jet-setting lifestyle and in their “high society”, fun
was a major ingredient. Mickey would remark about
the large oak trees and other assorted hardwoods, something that was rare in southern Florida. Jimmy Cooley
seemed hyper, perhaps due to the fact that he was as
high as one of those Georgia pine trees he just flew
over. But Max, now, he was cool-too cool, in fact. I
would soon find
why. We strolled the short distance
to my house and started to relax by the warm logs in the
stone fireplace. Mickey asked if I had any home-brew,
some of that good Arkansas moonshine. In fact, I had
a couple of Mason jars I gave him for doing all the
flying that day. Good 01’ Mickey would rather receive
that than a kilo of cocaine. Mickey liked the buzz it
gave him. This was a rather good batch, as he would
judge by the pretty blue flame it burned when lit. One
way you could tell about the quality of home-made
‘shine, was by the color of the alcohol burn. Mickey
made the comment that he could run this stuff as
aviation fuel and get better mileage.
Max had some very disturbing news for me. While
I was away on my mission in the North Atlantic, Seal
and Hasenfus had been shot down over Nicaragua by
the military, along with a large load of both weapons
and drugs. It appeared
that they had made several stops before being
hit by an L.A.W.S
rocket, the same type of
launcher of which I had
received five. They were
injured, but not seriThis data had
ously.
been relayed to Rafa
Salazar through the cartels in Colombia.
Of
course, the Colombians
had a very big investment in Seal. They were
aware that Seal was
playing both sides of the
fence and they were
afraid he was about to
cut a deal with the feds, the D.E. A., to be exact. I asked
Max if this would affect him in any way and his reply
was, “It will affect all of us in one way or another, even
you, God dammitl” I began to once again feel that lump
in my throat.
Whatever the circumstances were, I was not going
to let the bad news spoil our fishing trip or the dinner
I had planned on making for the trio. My son would
also attend this dinner as he called Max “Uncle Max”
and would wonder why Max had not brought his own
children to the mountains. Our dinner that evening was

nothing like the French restaurants or the seafood
shops that they were accustomed to. This was going to
be an iron-skillet, down-home, backwoods cooking at
its best. I had a neighbor who had recently returned
home with two large wild turkeys that he harvested in
the woods and, just as my luck would be, he had smoked
them to perfection. I had traded with him for one of the
turkeys just for the special arrival of my guests. Let’s
say that the turkey cost me about twenty dollars a
pound by the time all was said and done but, to me, it
was worth every penny. The smoked turkey was the
appetizer and the main course was venison, a chickenfried version, with a light batter. Even though the meal
was fried, it was one that would stick to your ribs.
Before these men had become connoisseurs of the finest
foods around the world, it was this same type of food
that their mothers had raised them on, and they all ate
as if they would fight for the bones. And then again, it
sometimes was hard to get in a mouthful with all the
questions my son was asking.
After dinner I telephoned Dan Lasater in Little
Rock and informed him that I had a special delivery
from the Citrus State, for him and his friend, Roger
Clinton. Lasater, being the greedy individual he is.
wanted to fly up immediately, as it was only an hour by
airplane. I was hoping he would wait until our threeday fishing trip was completed, but on the other hand,
business was business. I gave him the okay to proceed
and told him I would be on the lookout for him later that
evening. I knew Max would like to talk with Lasater
anyway. Ever since the Angel Fire meeting with him at
Lasater’s ski resort condo, Max had been waiting to
talk face to face with Lasater about the operations in
Mena and the surrounding area. Max had news that
would also be useful to Dan, especially the news about
Seal and a few other details that might come back tn
haunt Lasater.
In the wee hours ofthe morning, I was watching the
approach of the small but vivid landing lights of
Lasater’s small-engine aircraft as they hit the strip
behind my home. I knew in the back of my mir d the
neighbors would be wondering about the small flk:et of
planes resting on this isolated Ozark plateau, but between the cocaine and the marijuana, I just flat out
didn’t care much about what they thought.
I was
beginning to think just like the corrupt politicians of
the state-that
I was above the law, an “untouchable”.
Dan Lasater was accompanied
his pilot and a
young woman from Little Rock. Dan was, as always,
quite high from cocaine, as was the young
woman. Upon entering my home, I motioned Dan to another
room so I could give
him a piece of my mind
about the presence of
this unknown female
companion. He knew it
was forbidden to bring
anyone “foreign” to my
home without my prior
approval. But Lasater
just shrugged it off.
Lasater didn’t like being told how to run his
game, but for that matter, neither did I. He
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a
back to the streets of Little Rock and turn his attentions
back to his young lady. And whatever Max had to tell
him could wait until a more appropriate time. Max was
put off by Lasater’s lax attitude and obvious state of
mind. I went ahead and sold him the cocaine and firmly
suggested he stay on his toes. Max left him with a much
stronger parting thought when he disclosed for the first
time that there had been a report filed to the Louisiana
state police and D.E.A. concerning Barry Seal’s operations. There was also a strong indication that there
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on this in
were pending indictments and the names of Roger smuggling operations in Arkansas. This was the resort with bags of money and cocaine!
where the National Guard helicopters landed to start upcoming articles. You need to get the feel of the theme
Clinton and Dan Lasater were mentioned.
here, the lay of the land, the scum of the sewer.
Lasater was stoned out most of the time and took the eradication of the marijuana fields, the expedition
We left Gaston’s and headed down stream toward
this advice with a few grains of salt. Lasater went on that was spearheaded by George Bush. The owner of
to say that he knew all the right people down in New the resort, Al Gaston, has many political friends in the infamous Whitewater property. In fact, I had preOrleans who would pay off the feds involved and there Little Rock. Thus they turn a blind eye and take bribes arranged a camp site just below a huge bluff on which
was really little to worry about. He was connected! Just and make profits off the illegal drug money made off of now sits one of the only three homes on the entire
to assure Max, he promised to look into the matter the the landing strip there. 1 had to show Max and the boys property. The camp for our first two nights on the
’ first of the week and, with that, he grabbed up the bag this place, this operation. It is a pilot’s dream field for White was located at Crooked Creek. The bluff above
Just
with several kilos of cocaine, his woman, and headed landing, being that the strip is a “postage-stamp” land- us and the land on it belonged to the Clintons.
off into the night toward the bright lights of Little ing pad in smugglers’ terms. It is isolated between two across the small, warmer water stream wasthe property
Rock. Lasater had always had it like that. He would mountains, simulating a South American strip landing of the MacDougalls. Crooked Creek was a great place
come and go as he pleased without having to ask anyone with no margin for error. The boys marveled at the to camp because the bluff offered safety from any rough
operation, stating that they would and could make the weather and the fact that the creek was warmer water,
if he could go out and play with the boys.
After Dan left, Max remarked that Lasater was a landing blindfolded if necessary! We all laughed and we could all swim and bathe. Besides, Crooked Creek
fool and that he had better heed the warnings of things went to the clubhouse for a quick lunch before setting had plenty of small-mouth bass and you know one of my
old sayings, “Everyone needs a little bass now and
out again in pursuit of the trout.
to come. Max explained to me how the then-ViceWe sat down to a rainbow trout feast, some cold then.” As I had stated, I had the trip laid out so
President George Bush was closing shop on several of
the major drug dealers to put on a good show for the beer and a quick chat with the resort owner. Al Gaston everything ran like clockwork. 1 had employed two
public and to further his own agenda in the illegal drug had money, a lot of it. Even though he had been cooks, and a helper to go ahead of us and set the camp
trade. Max noted that Salazar was also getting out of through two divorces, in which his young wives took a us and prepare the meals, a totally outfitted venture,
control by thinking he was the one running the opera- large chunk of the establishment, he was still rolling, without us having to pack and unpack gear. You see, I
tion. I was told way back then about how the feds but he always saw the opportunity to make what he owned and operateda complete fishing-guiding service
suspected all of us, even those of us who were working liked best-cash!
I had mentioned to Al that he and on the White River. It was just an excellent way to
I then began to Max might be able to do some business together in the launder much of the money I was making illegally. It
directly for the federal government.
take a close look at my involvement and just exactly illegal drug and money-laundering aspects of the trade. was one of the best fishing services on the river. All of
what it really meant to the feds and to my handlers in Everyone was quite interested and we all got together my equipment was high tech. The other operators on
.Langley. I began to wonder: what kind of game is all later to discuss future deals. One thing 1 always liked the river were envious as my flotilla of new equipment
of this? I could not help but reflect on all the ill-fated to do was to take pictures of everything and everyone sailed on by. Drug money paid for the expensive gear.
episodes on the off-shore oil rigs, the Algiers, Louisi- around me. It was this quirk of mine that, to this day, My canoes were the best money could buy. I had tents
ana incident, the Delta Dawn operation, and on and on. is one of the main reasons I’m still alive to write this and tarps triple weather-coated to prevent rain from
My mind was once again spinning, but the drugs story. It will be because of the many photos and tapes soaking the clients within. A lot of the others who ran
and booze would temporarily numb my brain and help I have safely stashed away from the prying eyes of the fishing services had gear that was purchased from the
me to not think ahead to the reality of events that were very people who helped put me here, that I will expose Army-Navy surplus stores. When clients came to fish
inevitably to occur. I was determined not to let this these evil villains for who they are. You will then have and camp, their comfort was a priority-at
least at my
positive of the real players in facility. I had fished with many we11known entertainspoil the fishing trip, though. I told the boys to relax, even more proof-proof
call it an early evening, so we could get up for some action. Incidently, I have at least nine photos of the ers and actors as well. There were the Gatlin Brothers,
Clintons, both Roger and Bill together, at this resort Tennessee Ernie Ford, Grandpa Jones, and Phil
breakfast and head on down to the river.
The morning had come all too soon. None of us was
in the best fra,me of mind for any early morning fishing.
However we had all endured worse. I remember the
rime while flying a load of marijuana back from Colombia to Florida with Barry Seal, that we were so exhausted we continued to snort huge lines of coke just to
stay awake. We were still far out over the Atlantic, east
of the Bahamas, with perhaps two hours of flight time
left. We both kept nodding off, jeopardizing not only
our shipment of highly profitable drugs, but our lives as
well. With the route that we were taking, in the event
of a disaster such as a ditching in the ocean, the odds of
anyone ever finding us were slim to none. It was
memories like this that were running through my mind
this morning while I was trying to keep awake and
Aloe Vera
a
function properly. The only difference now, was that
cultures, and appears in countless “folk remedies” as a plant revered
healing qualities.
we were not in a plane with a load of drugs, we were in
is a whole-leaf concentrate prepared from the freshly harvested leaves of the
a 20 ft. fiberglass “john-boat” that held the four of us,
with six inches of free board, floating along at about
Barbadensis
Vera plant.
a
10,000
eight knots, in a dense fog below the fifth largest
polysaccharides per liter.
structure in the United States, Bull Shoals Dam. We
The nutrients reported in Aloe Vera include mucopolysaccharides
and polysaccharides
were now trout fishing on the world-renowned White
(glucomannans), glycoproteins, glucose, mannose, galactose, xylose, nrabinose, tannina, steroids,
River for the monster trout that inhabited the cool,
organic
clear waters.
sugars, calcium oxalate, a protein containing 18
The cold air seemed to help keep us alert. Jimmy
B 1,
Cooley was the first to hit a rainbow. When the twopound trout was landed, Mickey made the comment that
For best results, most people drink 1 to 6 ounces per day. Many people enjoy drinking the
we must be catching our bait for the rest of the day.
juice
without dilution. However, if desired, you may easily reconstitute the juice by adding water or
Everyone laughed it off, as they were used to catching
you can flavor your Aloe with other juices such as
cranberry,
grapefruit juice. It is recommended
large ocean-dwelling creatures, not ihe smaller freshwater types of fish. Max enjoyed the morning mountain
air and clean fresh water. Springtime in the mountains
advanced
beverages and
of Arkansas is beautiful.
The dogwood trees are in
bloom and the critters in the surrounding forests are
busy “making hay”. About three miles. down stream
from the dam was Al Gaston’s famous resort and adjoining 5star restaurant. The entire resort sits directly
on the banks of the mighty White River, overlooking
the fabulous scenery and tlie crystal clear waters that
are literally infested with trout of three different species, The resort is also home to one of the still-ongoing
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fence. Remember, people, we are dealing with the most backing when it came to any financial decisions. The
Donahue. So as you can see, I had it going on.
it made, but things for me and the crooks I was riding powerful government in the world here, the United important thing to realize here is that when one hears
States of America. They are the masters of the game. the familiar names’of R.J. Reynolds, Nabisco, Phillip
with were soon to take a turn for the worse.
The first night we talked more about operations in There is so, so much that our government does not tell Morris, DuPont and the likes-what
we are talking
Arkansas, Florida, and Louisiana. Names popped up its own people, that it’s not funny. My handler told me about is the American version of the cartels.
The
that I should be patient
like the popcorn in the fire. I was getting that old that he would contact me
who pull the strings through various
feeling again about being the hunted one, and I might and chill out awhile. We said our goodbyes and I did means of control.
These groups have control over
exactly as I was told-1 chilled out!
add. for verv eood reason.
senators, representatives, governors, judges, and even
I had to do some major thinking now. I had to the president of the United States. Oh yes, these are
‘There~ii ni honor among the thieves. We were all
pirates at this time of our lives. Yes, I was a pirate, only accept the fact that I was one of the players in this game indeed American cartels, only the American public
views them in a different light. Of course, it helps to
about two-hundred years too late. The cannons didn’t of drugs, money and guns. I had to assess everything
thunder, but there was plenty left to plunder. I was an that I had done in the past ten years or so and take a hard OWN the major mainstream media corporations.
I have always believed that things happen for a
over-forty victim of fate, just a little too late, just a little look at where I was going. I felt like I had been around
too late! The fishing trip ended with all having enough the world a dozen times, but the fact was that it had only reason. Although, at times, I have wandered somewhat
to eat, drink, smoke, toke. It was time for the boys from been a couple times at the most, I was getting tired, not from my true feeling and beliefs, like many others, but
Miami to head back to the land of the mango. They physically tired, but mentally exhausted from looking I now know that everything that happens in our lifetime
thanked me for the wonderful time that they had shared, over my shoulder constantly. I made a decision that is connected. Shall we say, karma. This came to me the
but also had left me with a warning that I should try to day, that I would back off somewhat from all my first day I stepped out back of Jimmy Pepper’s farm and
lay as low as possible-something
that was going to be connections with the C.I.A., my contacts in the drug looked toward the Missouri River, which was just
a high priority of mine in the near future. Max was very business and all the other people who were on the dark below the house that sat high on a bluff. This great
good friends with my son, as well. He invited us to side. It was like a person who was trying to quit ridge runs the entire length of the Missouri from its
come and stay at his home in Miami, if I chose to, and smoking. It would be a hard habit to kick. But I would inception in Montana to St. Louis, some 2,000 miles
harder than I away. As I looked south across the river into Kansas,
he would see to it that I lived comfortably while he and give it my best shot. This task would
his many friends found a laid-back job for me, perhaps even imagined. After Dan Lasater got that last batch of I viewed a great silver dome with a very large wall that
a skipper of a fishing boat or something to that effect. cocaine from Max, because of the pure quality, he was surrounded it. It knew from my past military schooling
that this was the infamous Leavenworth Penitentiary.
I told Max that we would be just fine up in the quiet calling me day and night.
Roger Clinton was the other pain in the ass. His This was my first glimpse at what would later be my
mountains, but that he would be seeing us in the near
future to do some deep sea fishing. With a handshake lifestyle depended on supplying drugs to the Elite of home, albeit for a brief period. Many of you will recall
and a friendly hug, the trio of drug smugglers were off Arkansas, people like Don Tyson, Jim Guy Tucker, the my experience in the notorious “hole” of Leavenworth,
MacDougalls and other friends of his brother’s. They and how my cries for help were answered by so many
into the wild blue yonder.
It was perhaps a week later that I heard from Max, both knew that I had the connections who could supply and how you came to my rescue that ended up with my
who called me from Bogota, Colombia. The moment them with the quality drugs that they craved. When I release and transfer to the very facility from which I
that I picked up the phone, I sensed trouble from the would return home that evening, there was the red light now pen these words. Looking back at that moment in
tone of his normally easy-going voice. Max told me blinking on the answering machine like a one-eyed time, I did not realize what a big part of my life you
that Barry Seal had been arrested upon his arrival in monster. It was hard but I did not return them. After would all become, and a big part of yours I would
Miami, and something didn’t feel quite right. He was a while the calls died down. By now everyone knew that become. When I first set my eyes on the mammoth
suspected by the Colombians of being a double agent Seal had been arrested. Terry Reed was in Mexico, Max structure with its concrete walls and razor wire, I
for a long time before the actual arrest. Thus this news was hiding out with Rafa in Colombia, Mickey Monday wondered if I could ever end up in a dreadful place like
I did.
was quite upsetting to the elders of the various cartels. and Jimmy Cooley, together with other Southern Air that, and sure enough-bingo!
One other crop that Jimmy Pepper was into as a
I asked Max if this meant anything of significance for Transport pilots, just seemed to disappear into the
me, and Max replied that it meant trouble for everyone woodwork. As for me, I stayed with my fishing busi- cultivated crop was marijuana. As a matter of f;!ct, it
ness down on the White River. I had enough money to was his specialty. I had never seen such a crop as i laid
who ever knew Seal or had even the remotest relationship with him. I told Max that I would contact my kick back and watch the river flow. The fishing busi- eyes on that day in his fields, and I have seen some
in Mexico and other
people in Langley and see what the hell was going on. ness itself would generate a healthy income, and this pretty big growing-operations
Max liked that idea, as he would rely any and all data rural area of Arkansas is a good place to raise my son. South American countries. I had packaged, shipped
that I could gather from the “company” and turn it over All that I really lacked now was a wife for me and a and smuggled tons of marijuana into this country, but
to the cartels. Max added that Rafa Salazar was very mother for my son. Right then and there I made up my this pot was being cultivated right at home, right under
upset over Seal’s arrest and never did trust Seal from mind to get serious about finding a mate. Not one of the the nose of the F.B.I. and the D.E.A. Thousands of
the get-go. Max stated that if Rafa and the cartel whores from some exotic bar or a high-priced call girl pounds of marijuana were being harvested on various
wanted Seal out of the picture, now they would have just from some big city, but a woman of the country who farms that were scattered throughout Platte County in
Missouri. It’s no secret that back during the World
the excuse to terminate him. For some strange reason, liked the laid-back atmosphere. My search began!
One of my clients who was a regular on the White Wars, this area was implanted with this type of hemp
I sensed a great fear in the sound of Max’s voice. There
rope
was great urgency in this matter so I ended the conver- River was a man who was an ex-Marine with a couple that would be used to supply various fabrics
sation as quickly as possible, telling Max no further tours of Nam behind him. He now lived in the Kansas for our government’s troops. With Fort Leavenworth
telephone calls would be needed, as both of us feared City area and was a tobacco grower and, among other being the first military outpost west of the Mississippi
that soon the lines would be tapped by the D.E.A. and crops, marijuana. He came down to fish with me and River, the troops needed the highly durable fibers to
Customs. The next time I could reach him would be at offered to take me on a hunting trip up at his farm for produce much of their surplus. Everything from tents,
the Cali residence of Rafa’s cousin down in Colombia. various types of birds, pheasant, dove, chukar or par- rope and even the very garments they wore were all
We said our goodbyes for the time being and I hung up tridge. I took him up on his offer, taking my son along made from hemp plants grown along the fertile river
the famous
with me to share in this bird hunting experience. Upon bottoms. Even the sails on
the phone with sweat running down my forehead.
My next call was to my handler in Langley, Vir- arriving at his farm, it was clear that this man had Civil War ship, were made from the water-resistant
hemp fibers. Back then, the local farmers were paid
ginia. Upon reaching him, he did in fact reveal that money and a lot of it. He lived in a one-hundred-yeargood money to raise a crop of hemp. This practice
Seal was taken into custody, but was somewhat vague old home that had been completely refabricated
continued for decades, even up until the present day.
about the details of the arrest. From that very moment reworked.
He had maids and a butler, along with every con- Although the present-day quality of wild hemp is said
I realized something big, something internal, was going on. He did tell me that orders came down from ceivable piece of farm equipment known to man. This to be unsuitable for smoking, the plant and its COT oWashington, from Bush, to be specific, that Seal was to man’s name was James Pepper, or as everyone called nents are still sold and used widely in black m&,&et
be arrested and charged with drug-smuggling, weapons him, Jimmy. My son and I were accepted and welcomed deals and operations. Even the major tobacco compaviolation and several other related charges. I could not into his home just in time for the big hunt. For years the nies use by-products of this wild hemp in some products. But do they inform the public of this? NO! Nor
believe what I was hearing! I questioned my handler land on which Jimmy’s farm sat and the surrounding
about just what the hell exactly was going on. He told area was called the “land of milk and honey”! The
me to lay low until he got back to me with further ground was some of the most fertile farming ground in
information.
I asked him if this was common prac- the United States. It was virtually free of any rocks or
stones and the farmland was used mainly to grow a very
tice-1 mean arresting one of our own.
For one thing, Seal was an exception to the rule. He high-quality tobacco, which at that time brought a price
had crossed the line. He was getting out of hand, of around $6.00 per pound for the finer top-grade red
getting too big for his britches and playing both sides of leaves. Consequently Mr. Pepper had connections with
the fence. Well, this was no big revelation to me. After all the major tobacco companies out in the Carolinas.
all, who in the game wasn’t playing both sides of the He was personal friends of R. J. Reynolds and had R. J.-
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do they tell the public of the 150 different ingredients
in the millions in cigarettes they sell each year. Trade
secrets, they call it. More on this later.
The first day of the dove hunt, we hiked along a
well worn path into the middle of a loo-acre marijuana
field. The plants were 15 feet tall and had huge colas
or buds that were filled with many seeds of the plants.
The seeds look like birdseed and, in fact, are widely
used as such. The dove is called the bird of peace by the
local Indian tribes and is said to be so tranquil because
of eating their favorite food, the wild hemp seed. Thus,
the perfect place to hunt these birds is in the pot fields.
Armed with a couple of folding chairs, several boxes of
shells, a small cooler for drinks and a good bird dog, the
hunt began. Doves are a lot like people. They are
creatures of habit. After they wake up in the morning,
they fly out to eat breakfast. Then they fly back to perch
in the warm afternoon sun or rest in nearby shade trees.
Later that day they will repeat the routine. One thing
that was different about my dove hunting experience in
Missouri from the genocidal killing of the ducks in
Arkansas (“Killing Fields”) was that we only took our
legal limits. I don’t know if it was the difference in the
personalities of the two people, but we just killed the
number allotted. But the one thing that truly amazed
me the most was all the pot growing everywhere around
us. A true spectacle, to say the least!
When we returned to Pepper’s farm, he told me
about how he and the other major players in the tobacco
industry have been manipulating the law and turning
huge profits by picking this wild marijuana and selling
it to the major drug dealers in many of the larger cities
on the East Coast. This marijuana would be sold as
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“cut” to be mixed in with the higher quality marijuana
that was imported from other countries. Pepper and his
people would sell the marijuana for between $100 to
$300 per pound. After the marijuana was mixed in with
the higher quality pot, you could double your money on
the good stuff. In other words, you could take a
thousand pounds of high-quality pot and mix fivehundred pounds of high quality pot and mix five hundred pounds of the wild growing marijuana with it and
end up with fifteen hundred pounds of good marijuana,
resulting in Pepper and his associates earning a hefty
sum and having some “fun” money to go along with it.
Very profitable indeed!
Now with the things happening to my old band of
crooks, some getting locked up, some getting questioned by the authorities, and some getting murdered, I
figured I had better turn my attentions elsewhere.
Thus, I began to learn as much about the American
tobacco cartels and the marijuana-growing industry as
I could. This way I could also eliminate all overseas
travel and exposure to the people with whom I was
affiliated in the past, or at least that was my general
idea. But needless to say, old friends would soon
surface once again. And when they came up for air, I
was there.
It was also about this time that I would meet and
eventually marry a woman from Missouri who would
get sucked into the evil business and my wicked ways.
I took a perfectly innocent and lovely lady and destroyed the very heart and soul of this beautiful human
being. You see, she was also arrested with me on that
fateful night in 1991, but thank God, through a series
of plea agreements and for my pleading guilty, the
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charges against her were dropped. More on all of this
later.
This chapter will give you some insight on how I
turned from the government-nurtured drug-dealing
and
branched off into my own little enterprise. The main
theme of this chapter was to show how I tried to evade
law enforcement and avoid my handlers in Langley.
Things were getting too hot down in the Banana Republit of Arkansas, as well as in Florida. 1 did not go into
the details of Barry Seal’s death as of yet, but that will
be covered very thoroughly soon. I have upcoming
hearings, and some information surrounding Seal’s
death will undoubtedly be involved; at least for the time
being, I will not make my battle plan public knowledge.
It should also be noted that since my arrest, the
federal government has made very little effort into
investigating the information and intelligence report I
have furnished them with in the hopes of bringing the
corrupt high-ranking officials out in the open. Why is
this? Because of the powerful people involved and the
billions of dollars of unreported revenue generated by
their illegal activities.
And this greed has no party
affiliations.
On a final note, I would like for all of you to watch
for the next chapter of the C.I.A. PIPELINE, titled
“Operation Intruder”. May the light shield surround
each and every one of you, and for those who have
boldly stepped forward to stand beside me through all
of my trauma, a special thanks. And for those of you
who chose to run and hide, so be it.
THE KEEPER OF THE FLAME,
/s/Michael Maholy
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the sequence in his journey wherein
and would
attempt, at the least, to destroy himself. 1
it what
it is: deliberate MURDER of a species.
1 hope that we have shown you through the wonders
of modern networking that what 1 speak is truth. There
was Agent Orange in one war, plagues out of another.
and The Gulf War Illness out of your next-to-latest.
Each time the affectation of the beings experiencing
whatever was desired to test upon them is that you now
have sick people, whole families devastated by. illness,
and totally and helplessly deformed
And where does the next generation of perfection
or deformitv begin? With the mother and the father.
and more cbnv&iently for the master deceivers, the
male sperm is the deciding factor. Mutate the sperm
and it becomes most diflicult for
overcome the mutation potential. Mutate BOTH sperm
and ovum and you have what you now witness coming

For
.How
long.
Shall
The
Good
BeDoormatsl
intob
[QUOTING:]

3/16/96
LIFE
IS WHAT
LIVING
IS THE

HAPPENS;
MIRACLE!

1 most certainly understand your wishes to learn
more about “other” possibilities of places to experience
your life-play. Things have gotten a “bit testy”, at best,
on Earth Shan. Numbers of entities increase exponentially; amidst all the wonderments of modern electrical
appliances, the wonderment of the simple “electrical
self’ is all but LOST. Moreover, dear ones, you are
having a critical advent facing you as a species: that
being the coming “Silent Spring” as your very life
reproduction systems begin to close down. Elite SPERM
BANKS are the nonpublicized thing of the day even if
you-the-people are not aware. In this manner of saving
sperm for future generations for artificial propagation
you can see that a whole society of planned persons will
be afforded the populating of the planet as the old
“normal” entities are phased out.
The interesting’ thing, however, about this nonsense is that you will only have actual mutants inhabiting your world and they will be robotized breeds of
Satan’s own. They will bear no souls. Since God
Creator has shown in HIS prior actions that this will
not be allowed in HIS people to whom He gave the
GREATEST GIFT of all, “thought”
HIS image, there
will come great cataclysm and devastation upon the
globe as this “artificial” life form destroys his own
civilization and moves on to another inhabitable planet
to taunt new and learning students in soul choices.
Ah, 1 see that you think 1 jest so that you become
fearful and turn unto some false something to cause you
to do what YOU THINK “I” want you to be or do. No,
you will choose what you want to do or be and wouldn’t
it be wonderful if you chose GOD?
There is an article in
March 11, 1996 that should freeze you in your tracks
for you can base your life on mysticism and “maybe”
prophecies-but
remember that Life is what happens
while you make other plans.
Perhaps 1 could share
story. Part of the tale is planned to have a remarkable
effect on you as a reader because the desired plan of the
Elite is to have you come under the control of those
Elite. To have this happen and have you sheeple follow
along, as a string of hapless entities, to their drumbeat,
you must be conditioned to WANT whatever is offered
to you. It works-every
time-it works. You will hop
on any bandwagon
music is the loudest, not
necessarily
most beautiful.
This topic of quality and quantity of human physical life reproduction systems is, however, potentially
devastating to the various races of people inhabiting

Earth.
1 would note, though, that it only requires ONE
sperm to inseminate an ovum. The sperm WILL ALWAYS COME FROM A MALE OF YOUR SPECIES
and the ovum WILL ALWAYS COME FROM A FEMALE. Sexed pairs is ALL THERE IS. Your sexual
preferences will have no input to this FACT, male and/
or female.
The facts are, moreover, that with every deviant
gene or DNA fragment,
FECT STATE OF CELLULAR STRUCTURE, the alteration IS PASSED ON. don’t care what it is for if
a thing is missing in the parent-it
will be compromised in some manner in the child. If then exposed to
same compromising elements in environment, the
trend will continue from generation to generation until
the error becomes the dominant factor in reproduction.
You are a far more unhealthy society than a century ago
so the only explanation for you living as long as your
great grandfather is that drugs and tamperings somehow keep your body going while your soul spirit deteriorates.
When does a man or woman confront the REAL
of LIFE AFTER DEATH? When they
near the threshold of passage. The only factor remaining at the time of passage is “to where” and “to what”?
Why has man worshiped serpents for all of his
generations? Because they reflect the image of both his
sperm AND his “family jewel” in his crown of human
expression.
that tool was made for procreation and
when, by choice, man uses it for all OTHER sensing
activities, the consequences of this unwise practice is
rested on all future generations after his time. The only
viable and balanced child comes from
duality of
male-female intercourse.
Children can be reared in
single sex environments but the outcome for the child
is mixed at best as to stability and, certainly, as to
balance.
Please remember, readers, that LOVE has
NOTHING to do with the actual process of sexual
encounters. It is the choice ofphysical activities which
bring the out-of-control results into and onto the physical expression.
You WILL finally reach a stage of
existence in which you will have sterilized your spewheat that bears no reproductive qualities: you will be
a breed of non-people but, rather, experiencing in
limited sensing without soul goodness, upon a most
barren place. This state of being, readers, is called
“Hell”- THE ABSENCE OF GOD CREATOR. You
will have tampered and manufactured your way to
demise.
In the atomic cellular structure is borne the blueprint of whatever is being “built”. If you utilize the
deadening elements incorrectly then you commit suicide. That is, at a level a chemist can understand,
atomic suicide. The event of development of the atomic
was the realization that mankind had reached
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the Lord said, “Be fruitful, and multiply,” and until recently, at least, human beings have
complied. But in the not too distant future, men may
have a difficult time upholding their end of the biblical
New scientific research suggests that the
bargain.
average male sperm count has plunged by almost a ha!f
in the past 50 years, and dozens of ubiquitous pollutants may be to blame.
The meaning of all this is being feverishly debated,
and the scientific case is by no means watertight.
Skeptics question, for instance, why, if sperm counts
are dropping, infertility rates
stayed fairly constant. But researchers increasingly suspect that manmade chemicals, among them compounds common in
pesticides, plastics, detergents and toiletries,
are
interfering with the human hormone system. These
“hormone disrupters” are suspected of derailing sensitive developmental processes in the unborn and young,
causing a raft of later problems, from cognitive deficits
in children to lowered sperm counts in adults. “It’s
possible
not only eroding our humanity but putting our species at risk of extinction,” says John Peterson
Myers, who with Theo Colborn and Dianne Dumanoski
has written a book about the chemicals to be published
this month and titled Our Stolen Future.
The issue has sparked wide interest. Vice President Al Gore has compared Our Stolen Future with
Rachel Carson’s classic
against the threats posed by pesticides like DDT. Gore
writes in the book’s foreword:
takes
up where Carson left off and reviews a large and
growing body of scientific evidence linking synthetic
chemicals to aberrant sexual development and behavioral and reproductive problems.” [H: As much as I
having to agree with
Gore
practiced during the
lifespan.] Administration sources tell U.S. News that
the Environmental Protection Agency
identified
hormone disrupters as a top research priority and later
this month will release more stringent rules for tt?Sting
chemicals for their possible impacts on human reproductive systems.
TADPOLE

ATTACK

At the center of the scientific debate is the small
dollop of semen that is Everyman’s contribution to . the.
reproductive act. About a thimbleful in volume, it is
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brimming with sperm, each one a tiny tadpole composed of bullet-shaped head packed with DNA and a
thin, whiplike tail for propulsion.
Though theoretically it takes only one sperm to fertilize an egg, a man’s
fertility is reduced if his sperm count drops below about
20 million per milliliter.
Not surprisingly, biologists were taken aback by a
1992 Danish study in the
reporting that the average sperm count had plunged
from 1 13 million per milliliter in 1940 to 66 million per
milliliter in 1990. The research covered men from
around the world and was intensely controversial. But
two subsequent reports have confirmed the gist of the
Danish findings. Last year, in a
of two years of
donations to the same Paris sperm bank, French researchers found that the average concentration of sperm
in semen has slipped 2 percent a year over the past two
decades, while the fraction of deformed sperm has risen
steadily. Two weeks ago, scientists also reported sperm
count declines of 2 percent a year in a study of nearly
600 Scottish men with the youngest men exhibiting the
lowest sperm counts.
This apparent nose dive in the average sperm count
may be part of an overall decline in male reproductive
health. In many industrialized countries, the rate of
testicular cancer has increased two- to fourfold since
World War II. The incidences of boys born with
undescended testicles and boys born with a urethral
abnormality, called hypospadias, also may be rising.
The mystery is why this is happening so suddenly,
and the focus has turned toward hormonelike chemicals
that seem to do their dirty work by bollixing up the
body’s natural system for orchestrating development in
infants
the unborn. Hormones travel through the
blood, turning on and off vital biological processes by
slipping into cell receptors, much like keys fit into
specially constructed locks. It was long assumed that
receptors were highly discriminating and bound only
with their lock-and-key mate. But now scientists are
discovering that some receptors will bind with a diverse cast of chemical impostors that wreak mayhem on
developing body systems by turning on cellular processes that should be turned off and turning off processes that should be running at full throttle.
Scientists are compiling a growing list of chemicals with hormonelike properties. They have fingered
PCBs, numerous pesticides, dioxins, which are produced by the incineration of chlorine-based substances,
and phthalates, which are added to paints, inks and
adhesives. One worrisome new entrant is bisphenol-A
(BPA), a compound used in the plastic resins coating
food cans.
Recent studies have shown that this
estrogenlike compound leaches readily into canned
foods, including peas, green beans and corn. BPA
appears to be 1,000 times less potent than estradiol, the
primary estrogen in humans. But as Ana Soto of Tufts
University School of Medicine in Boston points out, the
body quickly breaks down estradiol.
If BPA lasts
longer in the body, it could be far more biologically
active than it initially appears.
Scientists have an unfortunate medical model for
how, at high doses, hormone disrupters can sow chaos
in human reproductive systems.
Between the late
1940s and early 197Os, several million women were
given a synthetic estrogen called diethylstilbestrol
(DES) during pregnancy to avert miscarriages.
DES
had little effect on the mothers, but it upset the delicate
interplay bf hormones in the womb, giving DES daughters a higher risk of a rare vaginal cancer and DES sons
higher incidences of undescended testicles and testicular cancer.
Bulletins from the animal kingdom strengthen the
case that environmental hormones can impair fertility.
In the polluted Lower Columbia River, young male
river otters have smaller reproductive organs than otters from unpolluted areas. In Florida’s Lake Apopka,
the male alligators’ penises are one-quarter shorter
than normal length, and fewer than one half of the
alligators’ eggs hatch. Chemicals in agricultural run-
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off, municipal sewage releases and a 1980 pesticide
spill are the cause of the problems, according to Louis
Guillette of the University of Florida at Gainsville.
Hormone disrupters pose a special threat to carnivores at the top of the food web. Once ingested, instead
of being broken down and excreted like many natural
hormones, these highly stable chemicals are drawn to
fatty tissues, where they are stored indefinitely.
As
smaller animals are eaten by bigger predators, persistent chemicals move up the food web until they are
concentrated in the tissues of top predators.
Humans dine high on the food chain, so they carry
around a hefty burden of persistent hormonelike chemicals. Scientists are increasingly concerned about the
possible impacts of this toxic cache on nursing infants
which, like the unborn, are still rapidly developing.
Lactation spurs the release of stored poisons into breast
milk by mobilizing the mother’s body fats.
COUNT

DOWN

New research on rats suggest that hormone disrupters may disturb sexual development at doses that’appreach those that humans might receive.
Richard
Sharpe of the Medical Research Council in Edinburgh,
Scotland, and John Sumpter of Brunel University in
Oxbridge, England, introduced minute amounts of
estrogenlike compounds into the drinking water of
pregnant rats. In the paper published last December in
they report that
when the pups matured, the males had smaller testes
and produced 5 percent to 2 1 percent less sperm daily
than unexposed males.
Women’s reproductive health also may suffer from
to hormone-disrupting
chemicals.
exposure
Endometriosis-a
painful condition in which uterine
tissue migrates into other parts of the abdomen-is
increasingly common in the United States and seems to
be striking ever younger women.
Sherry Rier, an
immunologist at the Dartmouth Medical School in
Hanover, N.H., has found that female rhesus monkeys
developed endometriosis a decade after being exposed
to dioxin-the
higher the dose, the more severe the
disease. But even more may be at stake than reproductive health, says Rier. She also has found that dioxin
exposure is associated with changes in blood levels of
certain immune cells in the monkeys. “It could affect
how individuals would fight viral and bacterial infections,” she says.
Other research links the consumption of Great
Lakes fish-which
often are loaded with PCBs and
other hormone disrupters-with
impaired behavioral
and cognitive functioning in infants and children.
Sandra and Joseph Jacobson of Wayne State University
in Detroit found that the newborns of mothers who had
eaten large amounts of Lake Michigan fish had lower
birth weights and smaller head circumferences than the
babies of women who didn’t eat fish. In later intelligence testing, the Jacobsons found that the children of
mothers with the highest blood levels of PCBs typically
scored the lowest on verbal and memory tests. Recent
studies at the State University of New York at Oswego
have found that the newborns of mothers who had eaten
Lake Ontario fish had more abnormal reflexes and took
longer to calm down after a startling event, such as
being awakened
a bell or rattle.
Still, it is not yet clear whether current levels of
hormone-disrupting
chemicals pose a threat to the
population at large. Jim Lamb, a toxicologist with
Jellinek, Schwartz & Connolly, a consulting firm in
Arlington, Va., points out that many individuals may
be exposed to more natural hormonelike substances in
fruits and vegetables than they are to the synthetic
variants.
Says Lamb, “This is all biologically plausible, but we’re nowhere near proving the whole picture.”
By all accounts, more research is needed. But some
international organizations say that the case against
the chemicals-while
incomplete-is
sufficiently sturdy

o begin taking steps to limit human exposure. Members of the United Nations Economic Commission for
!urope (which includes the United States and Canada)
ue discussing an agreement to cut the use of 12 persisent pollutants. The International Joint Commission,
tn American-Canadian
agency charged with overseeng the health of the Great Lakes region, has called for
the phaseout of chlorine, a component of many horInone-mimicking
chemicals.
Yet Donella Meadows of Dartmouth College warns
against the growing campaign to ban chlorine. Not all
:ompounds with chlorine are hormone disrupters. Nor
rre all hormone disrupters chlorinated, she says. She
draws a deeper lesson from hormonelike chemicals. Of
.he tens of thousands of chemicals dumped into the
:nvironment each year, only a fraction have been tested
-or even basic toxicity. “Chemicals aren’t like people;
.hey should be assumed guilty until proven innocent,”
rhe contends, if only to ensure that there will be generaions of people to come.
[END OF QUOTING]
HIGHER

FORMS

OF

KILLING

In your “sensing” world wherein you have the everlusting-after things of sensual delight, easy maintenance, mind games, lack of any kind of balanced lifestyles, you are going to have these higher forms of
1killing brought into the arena. There will always be
manipulators
gladiators and then the simple food
chain for the “Lions in the den”. As the whole of
society deteriorates into mind-controlled robotic beings, there comes the hand-me-down clones. If the
mold is broken, the pottery will be imperfect. Ifyou can
park a society, in total, in front of a viewing screen, and
especially if there is allowance for interaction-man
will quit relating to man in the normal sense of the
term. Man already rushes from work to exercise facilities only to get home and vegetate, by and large, in front
of cathode-ray tubes. He now can take out his fantasies,
frustrations, insulting behaviors, demeaning behaviors, etc., with interactive buttons. Why move the body
or the mind? Man, further, begins to accept whatever
is proferred through that “tube”. There is no longer, in
your world, information allowed forth that does not
somehow, some way, affect you negatively, even if
passively. You can get truth, yes, on that tube but by
and large you get trash. Why? Because data out of that
tube can only be as accurate and true as that which is
poured into it at the other end. YOU CAN’T EVEN
BELIEVE THE STATISTICS AND THIS IS WHY
PSYCHICS CAN NOW BEAR MORE CREDIBILITY
THAN THE SCIENTISTS.
Won’t the Elite be caught up in their own foolishness? Yes, but it will be far after the rest of you slaves
are GONE. If you learn that broccoli, for instance,
poisons you-guess what, you-the-people will be forced
to feed on broccoli but the Elite will not touch the stuff.
“They” don’t want you to realize this fact until you are
either so weak or so enslaved as to make no difference
if you object. A SICK ARMY cannot fight, readers. So,
be a part of that “supposedly opposing” army and
poison your own and guess WHO WINS? RIGHT! IT
IS HAPPENING EVERY DAY AS WE SPEAK AND
WRITE. There are NO PLACES ON YOUR EARTH
untouched by these things of so-called “modern” man.
A “higher class” or “middle class” family or parents are so pleased if their children succeed. What is
success7 Oh, that is in becoming a doctor, a lawyer,
etc., but certainly not an indian chief. Well, you can
have one or two indian chiefs if they be Indian to start.
The MASSES, however, are a bored, unemployed, underdeveloped society of ones who get their kicks from
killing or, at the least, drive-by shootings.
This
TOUCHES ALL OF YOU! Those “educated” dudes are
the larger misfits, as it turns out, for the LIE is so
instilled in their EGO consciousness as to negate all
else. The society as whole, however, still revolves
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around the PENIS MENTALITY and, IF IT FEELS
GOOD, DO IT.
You might well ask, “Who in their right minds
would try to accomplish such chaos?” Right, who
indeed? Satan, of course, my dears. His game is deceit,
lies, corruption, control and killing off of human SOUL.
It certainly looks as if he is winning, doesn’t it?
IS

THERE

YET

GOOD?

Of course there is good! There is YOU and you are
basically GOOD. It is that you are scared, threatened,
disallowed hearing, disallowed sharing (except in a
world also warped by lies), and are treated, already, as
the slaves intended that you be. You march to a clocktick, act exactly as told or you are isolated, fired, or
whatever is the punishment for being “different” and/
or “difficult”. It is a simple concept of power use and
CONTROL. You are TOLD that you are “free” but you
are not and in that very concept, mispresented, lies your
foolish perceptions. You are NOT free in any manner
whatsoever!
You do not even get to choose your
number for that is given by the government as well as
all your productions.
You may even change your
name-YOU
ARE NOT ALLOWED TO CHANGE
YOUR NUMBER!
The murder of a president, dear friends, is NOTHING compared to the MURDER OF A SPECIES but the
SAME perpetrators are responsible for both-YOU.
You have gone to sleep and allowed the dark energies
to enslave you. They may well pull the triggers, but you
provide the gun (brain) to be controlled with very little
other than demand for more of their false-goodies to
soothe your little sensing bodies-especially
those
things sensed in the DARK PLACES.
Dharma may well not welcome nasty letters regarding our presentations, BUT I DO. I KNOW that if a
person will bother and is so upset by what I offer as to
write me a letter, sometimes 15 pages long, THEY ARE
READING THE MATERIAL EVEN IF SOMETIMES
IT IS MISUNDERSTOOD. Why would this please me?
Because in our relationship, readers, there is TRUE
FREEDOM. You have the freedom to toss the paper in
the trash, let the bird poop on it, line the horse stalls,
grind it and recycle, or even eat it-whatever
you wish
to do with it. If I make you mad enough to write to me
to “SET ME STRAIGHT” then I KNOW you have read
at least the part which you ASSUME applies DIRECTLY
to YOU. Often you are RIGHT! I note that beloved
Astar is finding her messages and ah, the sabres rattle,
anonymous printed messages come asserting that E.J.
and Doris should take responsibility for their dastardly
deeds which Hatonn commits. How so? The person in
point tries to hide identity by printing instead of the
usual script, mails while at a meeting in another city
other than the usual address, and signs not the letter to
further hide the identity. Ah, but the“FINGERPRINTS”
and “MINDPRINTS” while “above all” the “INTENT
PRINTS” are scribbled ALL OVER the whole of the
message in PERSONAL objections.
So, how do we differ7 We confront now, one on
one. You bash me-1
you other alternatives and
other orifices which will also be uncovered to the
lighted day. I will name your name not once in a
while-but
every time when you deliberately act to
destroy that which is working with me. I care not what
you think of ME, good buddies of other entities. Go
with THEM and leave me alone! I repeat, I GIVE YOU,
PLEASE, FREEDOM TO IGNORE, LEAVE, BANISH
SELVES FROM, ETC., ME. But you CANNOT, can
you? You are caught up in your own deceit and wrong
actions, and the more you do now, the deeper you mire
yourselves, NOT ME. You have clung to and now use
MY FRIENDS for your sounding boards and tools to
twist about in the whirlpool of your perceptions. How
came this to be? Where, for goodness sakes, are ALL
THOSE FRIENDS YOU CLAIMED BEFORE YOU
MET ME OR MINE? How is it that every would-be con
person comes to have “NO FRIENDS” and have to use

MINE for their dastardly perceptions? This is why you
who know me, must be discerning and WISE because
these distracters will always USE YOU as others have
grown away from them and kick them out of their lives.
As long as you allow them to use you, leech off you,
demand your allegiance and loyalty-you shall be “had”.
These “Users” and “Usurpers” will drain you dry as
long as YOU ALLOW IT. I am tired of allowing it.
When will YOU get tired of serving Evil intent7 Why
do you allow the misfit failures of society to continue
their trek to damage you in favor of their greed and selfgratification of EGO and gain-AT YOUR EXPENSE?
Is this Godly? CERTAINLY NOT!
WHO told you and taught you that GOOD PEOPLE
ARE DOORMATS and EVIL SITS ON GOLDEN
THRONES? GOD DID NOT CREATE YOU FOR A
DOORMAT; HE CREATED YOU TO BECOME A COCREATOR WITH HIM! You will never get as high as
kindergarten until YOU TAKE A STAND-EVERY
TIME, UNDER THE LAW, WITHOUT MALICE BUT
WITH INTEGRITY AND NON-ACCEPTANCE OF
“WRONG DOING”. WHEN, WHEN, WHEN? I AM
SPEAKING TO YOU, YOU, AND YOU. Do you
actually think some nice-sounding attorney will do it
FOR YOU? I think you all know the answer to THAT
THOUGHT. YOU WILL TAKE CONTROL OF SELF
AND LIFE-SELF OR YOU WILL GO DOWN WITH
THE MASSES. CAN YOU DO IT? OF COURSE, FOR
IT IS ONLY IN THE CONCEPT OF HELPLESSNESS
AND SHYNESS THAT YOU DOUBT SELF. YOU
ARE TOLD YOU CAN’T, SO YOU DON’T.
I am here to tell you that you CAN prevail in
honesty and integrity when you are wronged. I must
warn you to always know that you are “right” and then
you can become informed enough to compete with the
highest crooks in the law. You will have an additional
asset, however, above and beyond your adversaryYOU WILL HAVE TRUTH AND TRUTH STILL APPEALS TO THE JURY IN MOST INSTANCES!
The Ekkers are told they must offer proof of having
the purchase funds eight years AGO when they went to
the sale place on the date, etc., of the house sale. Well,
a funny thing happened on the way to court through the
years. Anything Mr. Horn didn’t want known, and to
disallow PROOF of anything, he simply removed from

the files. The very letter from the lender AND THE
RECEIPT COPY FROM THE CHECK IN POINT-was
in the file, received by the clerks who entered them all
into the file-and
THE ONLY PERSON TO HAVE
THE FILE PRIOR TO EKKERS ASKING TO VERIFY
THE RECEIPT OF THE DOCUMENTS, WAS MR.
HORN-BUT THE DOCUMENTS WERE GONE
Horn was SEEN by witnesses removingotherddcuments from a file waiting to be used IN THE IMMEDIATE MOMENT with Judge Randall’s court. This was
IN THE COURTROOM. When this was confronted in
“chambers”, the JUDGE sided with the offender. How
do you overcome this? You keep working at it as long
as you can and to the best of your ability to get the
information public. You do not STOP these atrocities
by just shutting up and going away!
But how do you keep going when the system is so
expensive as to wipe you out in one session? You learn
to do it yourself and DO NOT ALLOW THEM TO
CHANGE THE LAWS WHICH ALLOW YOU SELFHEARING AND TRIAL BY JURY. IT IS ON ITS WAY
“OUT”, CITIZENS, AS WE WRITE.
Will you learn? I don’t know. If you learn, will it
be “in time”? In time for what? If you don’t know
where you want to go, how in the world can you ever
hope to “get there” to a better place? Better than what?
If your journey only ends you in worse placement, is
that success? Yes, but it is success at failure! That is
NOT the legacy most wish to leave. Can’t you hear it
now, “I succeeded at failure”!? When your intent is
toward a better way in truth, every step you advance IS
SUCCESS AT SUCCESS and it matters not how tiny
the step might be. And remember, readers, that when
you are climbing a mountain you will often have to
move backwards or downward a distance to achieve the
total forward motion upward. If you are wiped out by
a backward-seeming step you misconstrue your whole
point in climbing the mountain in the first place. The
point, after all, should be to eventually reach the top or
why begin in the climb in the first place? EGO will
never be ENOUGH. TRUTH SHALL ALWAk’S BE
SUFFICIENT.
Salu and good morning in RADIANCE of a wondrous day. If your day seems “bad” then go look in the
mirror for cause.
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We must give enough love and discipline unto one
1991.
The another and unto self that we allow growth out and
beyond the restraints ofthe human physical status-we
shall never prevail by
“war” with the adversary
”
for his very purpose is to cause us to react in that
Ours is to show the way and move out and
when, in ahead of the pack of the Beast that Man will remember
his direction and leave the Beast to devour self. Tedious? Indeed. Does this mean that I, expression of
God, will have no passion? Certainly not-for
I am

ago,

p.

a

we here at CONTACT

a

Esu present to commune in the Light of our Source.
It seems trite, somehow, to commune as if there is great
distance when, in fact, there is no distance at all. The
time is soon, chelas, when our brotherhood can be
expressed in terms you can understand more fully.
THE
ULTIMATE

TEST

This
is being brought in the format of your
“today”
that
can see that we are here and KNOW
that which transpires for it is time that you ones come
into close expression with us of higher vision. I have
experienced in many ways and this shall be my most
severe testing. As in the
just past, Balance
within the Light is the ultimate test of a God beingand I must admit, little brothers, I flunk quite often.
evil shall come within the places of total balance and I
am given into another experience wherein I must function side by side with that which is total evil and my
being rebels at it. However, if I cannot find balance and
love within those beings who render evil, then I have
not attained my proper growth for the job I am destined
to fill.
You
me,
can I make it easier for
brother?”
And I note that, as YOU grow in understanding, my own reaction unto the adversary is so
lessened.
You see, I must learn to respond in total
reason, without repulsive reaction in anger for all ones
have equal right to experience all facets of expression.
As I draw cIoser again unto the planet and the dense
compression of “sensing” instead of KNOWING, I too,
wish to lash out at the ones who injure my people and
the innocent of the experience. I, too, must leave each
and all to his own experience for that is the strength of
a proper parent: to give unto the children guidelines
and discipline that they can function in positive manner within the Laws of God and The Creation. I, too,
must not “judge” but rather honor those adversaries
who give opportunity for me to move closer within the

passion

but I, and you, must respond-not

"react",

and it must always be in balanced harmony with the
Truth and WORD of God for God is the WORD and the
have misperception
of how the invisible realms
function. We of the higher brotherhood function most
credibly as when Barth-bound during our learning
experience on the lower planes. The great Masters who
walk with Me at this time are near perfection and serve
as guides unto Me for we each and all have experienced
the same types of tribulations as have you fragments of
God.
So many of you have returned to serve in my own
lessons of final graduation and I am indeed blessedindeed humbled. Today feel as though am talking to
old friends; for there are those of you who were with me
during the periods of my ministries in various manifestations, seemingly so very long ago. Yet in the Great
Cosmic Light, the human cognizance of time does not
exist and it is as now-only
the relative experience
differs. This is why, beloved ones, when you enter into
the Radiance of the more learned beings and the Great
Cosmic Light, as many of you have been experiencing,
you lose the sense-the human sense oftime. As we go
about our communion and work, the hours and days
seem fleeting as the wind.
This gives you, albeit only a fleeting moment of
detachment from the physical, an evidence of that
which you will again experience in your Freedom ofthe
unbounded expression. I honor Germain who has been
bringing the concept in Truth through unto those who
will hear, for there is such misconception within your
houses of so-called Christianity and others who base
their cause on Christ but have fallen into ritual wherein
the ritual becomes the religion and the Laws are rewritten to suit the whim of Man. So, too, has it happened
in the group supporting Germain as Man gains control
and longs for ever more POWER above another and
status higher than another, he set his rules of behavior
and acceptability upon his brother. Ultimately there is
no “GROUP” left untampered on your placement. Ah,
even ifit be in tiny deviations, it is incorrect and no: of
MB-nor of the Great Ascended Master, in whatever
form. It is, however, for each of you to utilize the Truth
within that which is offered and cast out that which is
not of God. This BECOMES the lessons of the experience-to
grow in the midst of the chaos-&cerning
that which is Truth from that which is set forth to
distract you.

This is why we allow no “group” as such to surround these teachings-for
we need no more indoctrinated groups to pull away from Truth in favor of
a man’s edicts. All manner of business ventures shall
grow up in the vicinity for participation and even
-but they will not be as other religroups can
gious houses as you recognize them.
1 brought Truth wherever 1 went within the Great
Creation and it was of God-not a labeled “church”
within boundaries of doctrine according to the founder
of the church. God created MY CHURCH (brothers)
and He nor I need temples of stone or bindings of pews.
God’s very doctrine is in the branch functioning of the
tree or the blossom of the flower for perfection is
borned in the root of each which is its special creation.
You must ultimately KNOW that in all the Universe
there is only the action of Divine Laws-for Man,
of God and for the Universe, that of Creation.
IS
the, as Germain would pronounce it, “Mighty I AM
Presence” in action.
No human being in all the world exists unto himself
or herself. All is a Great Consciousness and all are a
part of that Great Consciousness in action, whether it
be in your physical world or whether it be in the Great
Octaves higher. All is Law and order, acting under a
definite law of Life within Nature-thus,
the FatherMother-Creator-Creation
acting as ONE.
OLD

FRIENDS

Many of you ones are old friends who have shared
my experiences and thus come again only to serve and
return unto the higher places as we evolve. I have
observed that which has taken place in your Life Stream
since our experience -seeing the evidence, the activity
and the willingness of many to accept their authority
within the Presence of the Light. Thus, for the individual to set himself free is the only transcendent
activity. I appreciate that you do not take that path
until the time of proper sequence so that we can bring
our brethren with us.
Human physical is a hard trip wherein the impact of
the experienceis like unto a whip which lashes at you
and in almost all cases it is Sufficiently Severe t0 get
your attention and pull you closer to God or drag you
away as you fall prey to the empty promises of the
physical thief. Mankind goes through terrible agony,
due to the power gained through human concept, because of lack in understanding of the Law Of Life. Yet
they willingly go on, and on, and on, seeking the Light
with the heart; but the feeling, through the intellect,
overrules in practically all outer activity.
Today, you all have this simplified Explanationthe eye picture of your Reality, by which
your Life, your feeling, your senses, your world and
allow the Great Intelligence, the Life
to bring Divine
out of the chaos which mankind
has created. It is appalling that the human intelIect
could have created such
forming conclusions fromfragmentary iuformation, all
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of which is gathered from “without”. Please, do not
neglect to study other information we are presenting on
LIGHT for it is the foundation of your ultimate coming
into KNOWING. Also, we have given you a “Manual”
Journal #27] to
have and hold so that you cannot excuse that you knew
not the Laws. We will add more and more within these
pages for your guidelines.
Will all come to return
within the Light? Ultimately, yes-now? probably NO.
All will come into the Knowing before there is again
ONENESS with the Source. Moreover they will come
by way of ME-the Christed Sacred Hoop of Infinitythe endless circle of roadway which allows the moving
away from and then back unto-God
in Perfection of
total Balance.
There is
foundation upon which any
human concept is formed. “Concept” is of the “mind”.
That is why, beloved ones, when you say to your human
self and its concepts: “You have no power”, you take
out of it the power with which you have previously
charged it for you have taken the stance of the higher
being which YOU ARE and command and demand the
power which you are. The full Light gains Its supremacy in governing the outer activity of your world;
but it must go through
Without the
upon the Supreme Presence, mankind can
have no hope for that is your source. There is simply no
place to go without it!
Those in the churches throughout the world, who
have claimed to adore me as the Christ, and preach my
Words, have utterly failed to comprehend this very
point. They pray constantly to God, whom they have
placed so far off that it seems to require infinite time to
reach It. This is why today, the prayers of mankind are
answered less, and less, and less. It is why these
precious ones, who have come to know the Source
which is the very INFINITE PRESENCE OF ALL to
whom all should have prayed, have immediate results
from their calls, from their decrees and from their
prayers. As Man learns to pray for brother and Creation as all related, so his call is heard and the response
instant-but
Man chooses that which he will hear, and
more especially, that upon which he will take actionfor he receives as if to follow God is deprivation of the
most heinous kind. Therefore, Man will actually turn
from God and strike down his Godly brother in an
attempt to refuse to “hear” the response,
PRAYERS
ANSWERED
THIS is the response-millions
have petitioned to
be shown the way and HOW TO again find God-and
here are the
at first Man simply
the
with intent to totally destroy the bringer
of the WORD-it
matters not who that messenger
might be. But we speak of corporations and investments
and worldly/physical things so you judge that it cannot
be of God. Ah, but if you house God-where
else can
God be? You ask most often, not for your brother, but
how to manage your own mess of life experience-your
money, your family, your business and,your so-called
life-gleanings.
Then, if we respond with “how”, you
turn away and call us evil and satanic for our bother in
responding.
Man, you cannot have of it both waysGod is not a selective thing you can turn on or off as a
light switch. We are compelled by the call-to
respond; what you
with the answer is fully up to you.
For that matter, my people now have arranged two
things which are set forth to serve my people. First,
Oberli has located a second source of “gold” for those
of you awaiting through the shortage brought upon your
nation by the heinous bank cartel. It becomes difficult
to find resource even for collateral use. He has now also
acquired assistance to handle the organized flow of
Corporation set-up which will allow for strategy courses
and response via phones, etc. You must become as
adept as your adversary within the laws they have
oresented unto vou. If a Man tells vou that this is NOT
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OF GOD-you had best find out WHO IS THEIR GOD
THAT HE WOULD NOT GIVE RESPONSE TO YOUR
PETITION! We have a most treacherous journey to be
made here with the entire global system in shambles.
There WILL be a remnant of God’s people who will
move through this transition and all who will come
with us are welcome and blessed. It requires unity and
“giving” of self ego-BUT
YOU WILL TAKE NO
PHYSICAL EGO WITH YOU INTO THE KINGDOM
OF GOD-SO
THE SOONER YOU STRIP OF IT
AWAY, THE SOONER WE CAN GET ON WITH OUR
WORK. We can serve all, but we have only intent of
service unto ones who desire a salvaging of your nation
and Freedom for, frankly, we do not wish to call undue
attention to actions by the Evil Controllers.
This is not a place to come to simply “purchase’*
gold. We have not the time nor iatent. It IS a place of
putting funds to work on our own Godly projects toward
housing, industry of earth-nurturing types and survival
intent. It is a place to form Nevada corporations and
teach you how to use them-keeping
them small, even
if it requires many corporations for one business, and
keeping attention from them and records absolutely
within guidelines. If you simply wish to form “shells”
for your selfish/greedy purpose-please
go elsewhere.
God blesses those of good intent and the Beast will
devour ones of ill-intent-it
is the law of the harvest.
We are also in the process of setting up a Law
Center made up of ones who function on Constitutional
law within the Merchant system you have become. God
does not leave you without resource-EYOU
DO NOT
LEAVE WITHOUT RESOURCE. THOSE WHO ARE
WILLING TO SERVE YOUR NEEDS!
God takes
nothing without multifold return in kind-that
means
that you give unto God and you receive in kind, from
God. Ponder this most closely for intent is the YOU
which God recognizes.
What is prayer? I mean real
the prayer
which is answered? What is it?
That is what is released
when prayers are answered.
It is because enough
feeling is released to produce the results. No result can
be produced in your outer world of activity without
“feeling”, because
is the Power-house!-the
outer activity of the Inner Power of the Presence.
LAW
OF

OF
THE

LIFE/POWER
UNIVERSE

Today you are the most fortunate beings on Earthyou who come into and within the KNOWING of this
route of Truth; for you have entered into a definite,
powerful LAW. It is the Law of LIFE and you get
results; if you are in earnest, if you are sincere and keep
your desires and feelings harmonized.
It is useless for mankind to go on, ignoring the
qualities of Life which individuals are using every
waking moment and many times sleeping as well.
Qualities act regardless of wisdom or ignorance, regardless of intent. If the intent is vivid, sometimes they
act more powerfully. When you understand the Power
of the Universe in your own Presence within, Light is at
your call, at the issuing of your commands, then you
have entered into your REAL POWER. When IT is
brought forth into the physical world, IT will release
you from the human experience and bondage, under
which you have lived for so many eons of sequence.
How do you suppose I knew speaking to this good
brother, your MESSENGER, two thousand years ago
that in a far distant “time” he would comprehend my
words? Because in the Great Cosmic Light of the “I
AM” (called by whatever ye choose) all is revealed. In
this embodiment, there is being fulfilled that which I
knew then. Through Him, his Freedom and yours is
assured.
Within the past years of your counting, we have
watched over and cared for these blessed ones; prepared
and brought forth release to mankind so that ones
would be of “age” and oreoaration to act as is now

coming forth for all. Our Love and appreciation is very
great for them-for you. Our Love is intensified by the
reflection of their Great Love reflected and again reflected unto the brotherhood of Man still incarnate.
This comes with such great POWER that it can supply
you with the necessary strength until you can understand your own PRESENCE sufficiently to hold your
own Dominion and gain your own Victory.
Could there be any greater rejoicing in the world
than for the accomplishment of that which sets mankind free from all human accumulation and creation?
Why, dear ones, do you suppose it was planned even
eons ago, to bring these WORDS unto you? Because, it
was known within the Great Cosmic Law that action
would be forthcoming at this sequence of experiencethat the cycle would be closing and the time of return
unto the Presence is mandatory. It is the time wherein
permitting the work and WORD to go forth would be.
We, as wholly free beings, must watch and act in total
harmony with the Great Law in order to render the
service which your call has enabled us to give. It is one
thing to render a service when asked, and quite another
to render a service unasked.
I shall say something which remains startling to
many of you even though we have said it time and time
again: YOU MUST ASK! Could the orthodox world,
as you term it, accept this understanding of God, their
Infinite Source and Presence? Oh, the Earth would be
transformed; but the accumulated intellectual concepts,
acting through the feeling of mankind, do not permit
such freedom to enter in unless the individual is strong
enough to stand against human suggestions, from both
within and without, for your own human suggestion is
quite as strong as the suggestion which permeates the
atmosphere in which you perceive existence.
Some groups have taught mankind to use the mind,
but so many have forgotten the important components
of that usage. The great blessed ONE requires that the
talent be utilized toward Godliness if you are to move
back into Oneness and, unfortunately, the talent is most
often used in a most limited and human physical e,:otistical manner. Ah, it works either way, which is more
unfortunate indeed, for in the ending you will be in the
reaping of the harvest grown from the sowing and it can
extend the limited experience indefinitely.
When different avenues of Truth battle with each
other because human concepts do not agree, what a
tragedy upon Earth it becomes. You will note these
beloved Messengers battle no thing, no person; for they
have learned the Law, praise God. They go serenely on,
presenting the Truth which they know to be. You will
find no condemnation but, rather, a pointing out of the
error in concept of “things” and “beings”. However,
evil in itself is brought within condemnation by the
beings (self) that the harvest be of sweetness and not of
the tares and thistles.
This is a great and mighty
secret-if
every avenue of Truth on Earth had this
secret of pouring out greater and greater of power of the
Love of the Presence, it would transform the world into
a perfect paradise-but
this is missing in your experience for Man must learn his own direction in the face
of the adversary.
I speak these words to you now, that you may know
that we are never in separation. I feel your loving care,
your thoughts, your prayers. If it were possible for me
now to feel sorrow, my heart would be heavy to
of so many churches closed unto me for whom the
very names have been called. Instead, I rejoice that a
greater expansion of the Light and opportunity have
opened for me to pour forth that which is positive to
those of mankind, who can truly accept my REALITY
and my PRESENCE . Those places which have falsely
used me shall reap their own reward but ‘tis sad that so
many who would turn unto God, otherwise, have been
pulled asunder from God and Truth. "They" do, however, ultimately prove themselves to be the false teachers that they are, for evil will always bind itself in the
clues and signs which are always present-if
Man but
looks.
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We wait long and patiently for an opportunity to
serve mankind and together, as brothers, we move
forward to bring Truth, Light and Freedom.
In the fullness of my Love I enfold you, my beloved
ones. In the fullness of the Freedom which I have, I
enfold you, anchoring with every person who has come
to attending at this time, the qualities which will find
outer expression in your world as you advance, clothing
you in the Light which you will absorb and reflect
onward.
You have produced, in your world, limitation of
every description.
However, in the calm serene acknowledgment of your presence and with harmony in
your “feelings”, you can quickly transform yourself and
your world into a Being and World of Light and a God
in command. The privilege is before you-YOU must
choose.
I extend to you the Love, the eternal blessing of the
Great Host and Ascended Masters as well as the Great
Angelic Host-and
give unto you of this sequence the
unlimited guidance and attention so that you can make
your journey in Light. We are, further, prepared to bear
you up if it becomes necessary. You will KNOW the
POWER as you allow the power, strength and courage
in true “feeling*’ of the reality of your own presence
within the Sacred Circle of Infinite ALL. Allow It to do
Its perfect work for you!
I ask that the Eternal Infinite Light clothe you
beloved chelas throughout the nations of your world
and in this place of America wherein much work can be
done to bring again freedom unto the human species. I
ask enfoldment of them and that all minds be filled and
bodies be protected within and with the Perfection
which IT is. It cannot be requalified by human qualifications-therefore,
rejoice and be free.

I?
You have historically chosen to label me as “Jesus”
or the “Christ” and/or... ! I simply AM. But what did
I come forth to tell you as that entity sent from my own
Creator? Well, I came to tell you of the coming of the
Kingdom of Heaven, what men must do to prepare for
it and a type of “salvation” through knowledge of the
Truth and Presence of God. The message has been
entangled and falsely presented but it is the only lasting
historical record of which you retain continuity. There
is so much of my journey that you have not been allowed
to share and KNOW-but that, too, is now coming forth
for the time is at hand for the KNOWING.
LET US CONSIDER THE“END” OF THE WORLD
AND THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN: It is seen as a
catastrophe, for in those days shall be affliction, such
as was not from the beginning of the Creation.. .neither
shall be; . . .the Sun shall be darkened, and the Moon
shall not give her light, and the stars of heaven shall
fall! Can you not look differently upon these projections in this day than in those two thousand years
past? Could the “stars falling” actually be the returning of the Hosts of God to bring you into safety?
Man has always had affliction for that is the course of
his journey.
The cataclysms were noted so that you
would have a clue as to when the time would be at hand
and necessary changes in attitudes brought into clear
perception, for the journey would abruptly take different form.
I said unto the witnesses, the prevailing apocalyptic conceptions. I was in sincere intent. The end of the
world WAS imminent.
I said unto you, that this
generation shall not pass, till all these things be done.
Verily I said unto you, there would be some standing
here, which would not taste of death, till they would see
the Son of Man coming in his Kingdom. my disciples
went forth to announce the impending event. They
quoted me as saying, “Ye shall not have gone over the
cities of ISRAEL, till the Son of man be come.” No,
that is NOT THAT WHICH 1 SAID. I said that ‘I.. .you
will not have covered all the maces of God’s chosen till

ponder it closely. For if God enters in, the evil adversary MUST depart.
I gave prediction of that which would happen but I
did not speak merely to an idle crowd. My message was
addressed to Man, who in that situation was confronted
by a decision and so it is as now: “The time is fulfilled,
and the Kingdom of God is at hand: repent ye, and
believe the teachings. n “Repent, do penance,” therein
lies the answer to your question of ‘What shall we do;
what can have meaning?“’
The Kingdom does not mean beatitude (a state of
utmost bliss)for all. Each individual is faced with the
question of what will become of him in the catastrophe.
For the end of the world is also a judgment, in which
man is either accepted or rejected by God. “Then shall
two be in the field; the one shall be taken, and the other
left”-remember?
The end of the world and the last judgment are not
yet. But they may come at any moment. They will come
suddenly like the lightning that flashes from east to
west, or the thief in the night, or the master who returns
home unbeknown to his servants-not
even I, who will
head the coming, will be given to KNOW THE MOMENT OF RETURN! Further, because of this very
statement-you
can KNOW that I AM mYET
COME
IN PHYSICAL FORM AMONG YOU ON YOUR
GLOBE. “Of that day and hour knoweth no man, no,
not the angels of heaven, but my Father only!”
This is why I bid those who are forewarned to live
in readiness: “Watch ye therefore, for ye know not
when the Master of the house comes...lest coming
suddenly He find you sleeping.” Watch and wait. For
man can do nothing to bring the Kingdom. It will come
of itself, by God’s will alone. As the husbandman waits
for the harvest, so Man for the Kingdom. And he bids
them to divulge the tidings. In your preaching, announce the catastrophe and the glad news to all, that
they might be attending and save of selves.
What of the ethos (the distinguishing character) of
myself? In telling Man what to do, I did not promulgate
a self-sufficient system of ethics for the fulfillment of
mankind in the structure and order of worldly existence. On the contrary, ethical precepts are justified
only
NATlJRALLAWSOFCREATION,WHOHASGIVEN
CONTRADICTIONS
THEM AS A SIGN OF THE KINGDOM AND PREPAI realize that words spoken-for
all was put to RATION FOR THE END. I had no NEW things to
notes by human (I never wrote, and writing was diffr- offer-only
a reminder of those things which are decult at its very best)-were
sometimes ambiguous and creed and put aside and forgotten by Man.
contradictory. That is why I am come forth now for in
WORLDLY
the centuries of interim perception Man has been taught
THINGS
incorrectly. Things such as the Kingdom will come and
“it is already here” are a bit of a contradiction.
The
Worldly things have lost all weight of their own.
prophecy of world’s end and Kingdom of Heaven relates to a cosmic event. It relates to the world but it is The world is only a bridge; cross it, but build not thine
the event by which the world ceases to be, in interven- house upon it. The world is indeed God’s Creation and
tion in history, whereby history is broken off. The as such should not be condemned. I loved Nature and
Kingdom of God is neither world nor history, nor is it I accept the human order and insist on the validity of its
The marriage bond is indissoluble and
this world’s hereafter. It is something entirely differ- ordinances.
what God has joined together, let no man put asunder.
ent.
The Kingdom will come and it is already here! Nor should men rebel against the authorities in that you
What the future will fulfill is already at work in the are bounded by the laws of Caesar and to maintain
world. This thought is expressed in the image of the freedom ye shall hold unto those laws which give
mustard seed, for the mustard seed is the smallest of freedom. But all worldly existence dwindles to nothseeds, but from it grows the largest of herbs. And so it ingness in the radiance of the Kingdom of Heaven.
lost all their meaning.
is with the Kingdom. But above all, it is stated in my Family ties, law, culture-have
words: “For behold, the Kingdom of God is within Mothers, fathers and brothers all wait in vain if they
whosoever shall do the will of our Father
you.” That is to say, the signs of the Kingdom, my wait-for
person, my acts, my message, are among you. Thus which is in heaven, the same is my brother, sister and
what is already present is not the Kingdom but the signs mother. Possessions are an encumbrance and cause
must become
of the Kingdom, the signs of its imminence. It is to attachment unto the things of flesh-ye
these signs that I referred. it was to these SIGNS that balanced in the ability to use that which is given in
I referred when John asked me, “Art thou he that should abundance and yet part with it in blessings and joy at
come?” I said neither yes nor did I say no-1 responded the next turn of the experience.
All worldly things are perishable and none of you
“The blind see, the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed,
the deaf hear, the dead are raised, to the poor the gospel can add one inch unto your stature once locked into the
is preached.” But I also said: “But if I cast out devils physical. Sufficient unto the day, my friends, is the evil
by the Spirit of God, then the Kingdom of God is come thereof. But the world is not worthy of our concern.
unto vou.” I believe it will become clear if vou again Take no thought for vour life. what ve shall eat. or what

the Son of Man is come again”. And ye have not!
I did not speak of the terrors of an ending time for
mint was to pull Man back into the knowledge of God
and remind him of the laws thereof and those of The
Mighty Creation. I told Man that which would be and
what would come to be if he turned not from his evil
separation from Divine Source. It was the inexorable
concern of every living man and I was sent forth to
remind Man. All paled into insignificance beside that
which would come upon Man if he continued in the path
of evil-and
it has come to nass.
It is possible to easily discern intent and meaning
from my experience as Emmanuel of Nazareth. For the
end of -the-world will bring not nothingness but the
Kingdom of Heaven-for you are long from the time of
“voidance”. The Kingdom of Heaven: this signifies the
era in which God alone will govern. Inevitably it will
come, not through any human acts but solely through
Divine action.
The world has become a matter of
indifference, because the Kingdom of Heaven is coming in all its glory-one
way or another. It simply
behooves you to get your selves and your nations into
order. Basically I only brought blessings and good
tidings for my story was of great joy and glory. I told
you, His lambs, to “fear not, little flock, for it is your
Father’s good pleasure to give you the Kingdom.” And
I gave you His prayer of promise: “...Thy Kingdom
come!” Thus the end is not just a kind of threat upon
Man, and/or the destruction of a world, but it is a
PROMISE: the Kingdom of God. But Man has slipped
more and more deeply into the mire of chaos and evil
intent that he must again be in the final reminding of
that which is coming. For that was the greatest promise: that “The word shall go forth unto the four corners
of the world that all men who will see and hear shall
have opportunity of KNOWING that which is God and
Godly!” I come to fulfill the prophecy-not
“save” a
bunch of criminals and lawbreakers-only
the individual can “save” self and I can do nothing save speak
in his behalf. And soon, I shall be unable to claim you
are somehow ignorant by accident-for
we are bringing
forth the WORD and ye who deliberately turn away are
in deliberate defiance-that
is between you and God.
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ye shall drink. Take no thought of tomorrow: for the
morrow shall take thought for the things of itself and ye
have no knowledge of that which may or may not be.
Only that which has reality in the Kingdom of Heaven
is important and you may as well not lay
treasures
upon Earth where moth, rust and politicians can lay
siege unto them and strip them from you-but rather,
lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven and in the
preparing for the transition of the return of the Kingdom that your rewards can be in abundance.
Obedience to God was my ethos as it had always
been the ethos of my people.
External, calculable
obedience to definite laws is not enough, however. The
essential is the obedience of Man’s whole heart and
being. God has written His law within the heart of Man
and therefore it is only the remembering which is in
contention.
Man must cease lying unto self-that
he
remembers and knows not the law!
But what is God’s will? Your thinking, accustomed as it is to the finite rules of the understanding,
would like to have instructions, regulations to go by.
Many ask God in defiance: “What is thy will?” When
you hear the commandments as God’s will, you are
startled at their “extremism*; they demand something
that is seemingly impossible in the world. But these
commandments state what can become real in the Kingdom of Heaven and require actions of Man in the
physical to attain the wholeness.
Be ye therefore
perfect, even as your Father which is in heaven is
perfect. They were and are directly addressed to Man
who knows only God and his neighbor and acts as
though there were no world, as though the antinomies
of worldly reality did not exist. The imperatives assume that Man no longer has any finite situation in the
world, or mission to shape and fulfill the world; they
are imperatives for “saints, for citizens of the Kingdom
of Heaven”-1
said, L(.-resist not evil: but whoever
shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the
other also. And if any Man will sue thee at the law, and
take away thy coat, let him have thv cloak also...Give to
him that asketh thee, and from him that would borrow
of thee turn not thou away.” These represent the
response of love and reason within the heart-soul of
Man/God which must be present to find lodge in the
Mansion of God. It does not mean that while in mortal
form that you be stupid. God is “wisdom”, not “stupidity”.
Above all, they are not imperatives of outward
action, but imperatives that penetrate the innermost
soul prior to all action. The soul must be pure. Even
in the secret recesses of the soul the germ of evil is as
reprehensible as the outward action. You will, many of
you, be quite relieved and happy to hear that you are far
more pure at the level of soul than on the surface of the
human aspect! But, pointing up the contradiction is
always the one that gets Man into the most trouble in
the physical world of “sensing”--nWhosoever
looketh
on a woman to lust after her has
adultery
What is demanded is a mode of being, not an
outward action, which merely follows from the being.
It is demanded what cannot be “willed” but is the source
of “all willing”. Where it is present, no power in the
world can darken it. It is not that which goes into the
mouth which defiles a man; but that which comes out of
the mouth-this
is what defiles Man.
God’s will is the LIFE of the Kingdom of Heavenlive as though the Kingdom of Heaven were already
with you; live that this life in the world will become a
sign of the Kingdom of Heaven and indeed it is approaching reality.
My ethos should not be taken as a system of prescriptions for action in the world. The principle springs
solely from the idea of the Kingdom of Heaven, and I
uttered this principle-I
ask not that you worship ME.
I pleaded with you not to worship ME-but that you
shall love the Lord thy God...and to love your neighbor
as yourself (providing, of course, that you could love
self). Remember the commandments: “Thou shalt love
the Lord thy God with all thine heart, and with all thy
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soul, and with a11 thy might.” “Thou shalt love thy
neighbor as thyself.” “What doth the Lord require of
thee, but to do justly, and to love mercy, and to walk
humbly with thy God?” I brought NOTHING
I
BRING nothing new! There is no prefatory “B-U-T” as
when I would say “‘But’ I say unto you....” as when I
was and am in disagreement with traditional faith of
either day. I take the traditional commandments with
me into the Kingdom of Heaven announced in the
reality of love that is the sign of its coming.

THY

TO LOVE
NEIGHBOR

A mystical union with God, flight from the world to
live alone among men, at one with God: that would be
loveless. The individual for himself alone has no part
in the Kingdom of Heaven. He must make his way
thither with his neighbor. He who loves God loves his
neighbor. Therefore, life in the world is fulfilled by a
life of love, which is the sign of the Kingdom of
Heaven.
God’s love of Man and Man’s love of his neighbor
are inseparable. Only insofar as you love can you know
God’s love. God’s love creates love within you. If you
do not love, you are rejected.
Where love has become selfless and free from the
world, it is the reality of the Kingdom of Heaven. Then
it is unlimited, absolute, Thence I gave another cornmandment which is somehow separate unto Man’serrem& bless tkem
reception, and that: . . . to IOV~YOW
ikatcurseyou,
dogoodtotkem
fkcrlkuteyou, u&pray
for rkem
you. It was that Man
forgot that his neighbor and enemy were one in the
same. This is why in theManual (Journal #27) we have
given you clarification which in turn appears to be
more than ten in counting. There are EXACTLY as
many as are needed1 In the Pleiades, for instance, there
are far fewer than ten for the other problems of Man do
not exist in their reality.
This love, then, is not a universal feeling without
an object; it is a love of your neighbor. But who is your
neighbor?
Not your kinsman or one who is distinguished in some way, but everyone who is close to you
in space and time and who needs you, This is made
clear by the story of the Good Samaritan. A man of
Jerusalem lies half dead by the wayside, having been set
upon by robbers. A priest comes that way, then a
Levite, and both pass him by. But then a Samaritan, of
a people despised in Jerusalem, sees him and has
compassion for him and cares for him. “Which now of
these three, thinkest thou, was neighbor unto him that
fell among the thieves**? This kind of love precludes all
He that is greatest among you
self-aggrandizement.
shall be your servant, and whomsoever shall exalt
himself shallbe abased. And this implies wholehearted
devotion to Christ and the Christ calling. He who loves
father and mother more than ME is not e
of me;
. ..and he that takes not his cross, and follows after me,
is not worthy of me! What mean I? Except through the
Christed path of Godness shall ye enter into the Father’s
Kingdom-and
1 represented that LIGHT. It mattered
not what label I bore as Man-but the Truth within MY
BEING which marked the passage-the
Christed passage.
This perfect love that is a sign of the Kingdom is
not satisfied by obedience to laws, by the pursuit of any
plan or purpose. I reject legalism, not for the sake of
lawlessness, but in order to seek the Source whence the
law flows and whereby it is fulfilled beyond all legality.
I accept the traditional law as self-evident.
I do not
oppose it in principle as one who claimed to follow my
teachings, St. Paul, did. But that is between himself
and God, for it is not of my business that which Paul
came to corrupt. He was, by any label, my most devoted
enemy and destroyed that which was established in the
name of Christ-by any label of the day, then or nowthat being was a deceiver and changed his name from
Saul (of Tarsus) to Paul that he might fool the people
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into believing his resurrection in Truth. He did great
service unto Man for you must come into discernment
now, so that you can KNOW Truth from the WORDWHICH IS GOD.
Fulfillment of any defined law is far less in importance than a life of obedience unto God. For instance,
how totally absurd is the manner in which you have
handled the “Sabbath”, for the sabbath was made for
Manand not Man for the sabbath. Observance of rites
cannot compensate for ethical offenses: therefore, if
you bring your gift to the altar, and there remember that
your brother has nothing against you; leave there your
gift before the altar, and go your way; first be recontiled to your brother, and then come and offer your gift.
Does this sound a bit different than that which your
“Sunday preacher* hands you about collections in the
Sunday basket?
Mere legality fosters hypocrisy. One who lives by
the law alone masks the evil that is in him. Those who
observe the law but have lost the inward faith, reject the
commandment of God so they can keep their own
tradition. I warn you people against the scribes who
“love to go in long clothing, and love salutations in the
market-places, and the chief seats in the synagogues
and who ‘devour’ widows houses, and for a pretence
make long prayers and demands for thine tithing.”
Thus the freedom of my actions is an essential part
of this ethos of the Kingdom, a freedom which is
grounded not in “law” but in love. NO true law is
destroyed by love, for love will merely cushion it and
keep it within bounds. This does not either refer to that
which you classify as “making love” for love IS and
requires no “making” thereof. This perhaps explains
more clearly why I did so many things that offended
those about me-then as well as now. I went wherein
God would go and blessed those who were good within
their hearts.
I put forward no new system of morality but purify
the ethos and take it as seriously as if it were already
fulfilled in God’s Kingdom. I lived it then and 1 live it
now, without regard for the consequence in the world,
for the world will soon perish-in
al1 transitions s that
of the world is left to the physical plane in any instance.
Blessed chela, let us take rest. I wish to take up
“faith” in God for it is, after all, indispensable for
admission to the Kingdom of Heaven-it
is the prerequisite of “salvation” and is itself salvation. The time is
come when I am again speaking directly of these things
so that Man may have reminding. We need a rest before
we enter into that next portion. Thank
service-I
wrap you beloved of me within my wings
that none shall bring hurt upon you. May ail of YOUwho
hunger and thirst-seek
in truth and find, that YOUmY
petition and come within the Radiance of the Mighty
Protection against which no Man can stand nor evil
compe1.
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